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Il~'J:HODUCTION 
'I:he purpose of this study is to analyze the ideas of 
Gabino r1o.rreda. a ·well-!r..nown nineteenth oentu:r·y 11;ex1can intel-
lectual. £he strand that will weave together this study is 
positivism as Barreda learned 1t under Comte and which he intro-
d.uced 1n to i;1ex1.co through the urw of Public Instrttct1on t December 
2. 1867. In order to disseminate his ideas, he founded the 
a.t1onal i:·rep..q.ra.tory School • 
. At the beg·inn1ng of the nineteenth century, the political •. 
economic, and social conditions, which resulted from the F'rench 
fievolution, "t<rere a constant preoccupation of contemporary 
thinkers. .E~th leftists and rightists a1m.ed at replacing the 
state of u.cr1s1s" with a state of "order,u. and political up-
. . 
heaval and schism by stability and unity. Intellectuals were 
conv1n.ced that their ta.alt was to recreate a society ba.sed on an 
ordered intellectual system.1 
Broadly considered. n.ineteenth century poa1 ti vism was an 
attel"').pt to apply science and the scientific method to every phase 
of existence, whereby the world of both hu.rnan an.d physical phe-
nomena would be seen as one whole and eorlplete picture. 11''h1s 
conception of unity underlay tha masterly synthesis of Comte and 
10. c. Ch~rlton, Po~1tiv1st 'I'h9u.sh,.'!!, in Fran£~ Qly'1n.e the 
Second. ;Ei.!µ:p1z:!• j.p,2~;-l8ZQ {Oxforn, 193 ) • p .. )5. 
1 
2 
impelled him to organize the sctences, to seek to recognize the 
forces that control human history, and to apply his social 
theory to all phases of human. life. 2 
Traditional metaphysical speculation decreased in pro-
portion to the increasing concern for science, which was practi-
cal, exact, and objective. Comte said that the aim of knowledge 
was not knowledge in itself, but that it should embrace the real 
world. His slogan, 'tto know in order to foresee and provide,~ 
contained the philosophy of science and hence positivism. This 
meant that one should use h1s knowledge as a useful guide to 
control the forces of nature for the common good. The immediate 
expression of this ideal of practical knowledge was applied to 
the field of human relationships where science could achieve 
efficiency and order.3 
Positivism looked back on three centuries of sc1ent1fic 
progress in the natural sciences, but not until the nineteenth 
century did Comte make positivism a definite system. In his 
philosophy Comte tried to reconcile the traditionalist and the 
liberal spirit, the conservative and the revolutionary spirit. 
He was also influenced by the Socialists, especially Saint 
2Gu1do de Ruggiero, "Positivism," Encyclopedia of the 
Social Sciences, ed. Edwin a. A. Selig~, XII (New York, 1948), 
p·. 261; .Auguste Comte, A General ~ of Positivism (New York, 
1957), P• 8. 
3de Ruggiero • .Q.12.• cit., pp. 260-261. 
Simon, to ,,.rhom he was both secretary and disciple. In a.ddi ti on, 
h1s positivism was a reaction tc the idealism of Hegel and the 
post-Kantians, who had alienated themselves from scientific know-
ledge. 4 
The purpose of his own thinking was to discover laws that 
would govern social reorganization, not just truth for its o~m 
sake. His motto wast u1ove as a principle; order as a base; pro-
' ~ress as an end.u A new positive society, fully compatible with 
. 
progress, would direct politics, while the cult of humanity would 
establish religious unity among the citizens.5 
A "scientific" public education would serve to dissemin-
ate the idea of progress and the advancement of the positivist 
philosophy. This education--the only way to establish order and 
a total reform of society by means of slow and definite evolu-
t1on--should consist of a systematic ordering of hunan knowledge, 
6 practical as well as speculative. 
Comte organized the development of human thought on the 
basis of his well-known uThree Stages." These weret the Theo-
. . 
logical, the Metaphysical, and the Positive. The first was the 
necessary point of departure of the human understanding and the 
4 Ibid., pp. 261-264. 
5
charlton, .!212.• cit., P• 35. 
6 Comte, QE• £1!., pp. 189-191. 
4 
third was its final and definite stage. The second was merely a 
stage of transition. In the theological stage, the corresponding 
structure was archaic: in the metaphysical, feudal; and in the 
positive, industrial. In the theological stage the human mind 
sought to know the first and final causes (the origins and pur-
pose) of all effects, that is, absolute knowledge. Phenomena 
were explained through the intervention of supernatural spirits. 
In the metaphysical stage, there was the same search for absolute 
knowledge, but the supernatural a,gents were replaced by abrac-
tions which served as explanatory princ1ples. Reason acquired an 
importance, which prepared the way for science. The positive 
stage, on the other ha.nd, renounced the possibility of knowing 
the essence of things. Scientific laws, discovered through 
observation end experience, ~overned reality. 7 
The Catholic Church perpetuated and suste.ined the theo-
logical stage. Its ideas became retrograde because they refused 
to give way to the GVolution necessary to adm.i t the scientific 
spirit. With the discovery of physical laws, supernatural ex-
planations began to be challenged and science and theology enter-
ed into a struegle. The French Revolution corresponded to the 
metaphysical stage. It was characterized by disorder and 
7 Aucuste Comte, The fosi t~ VQ. PhiloSC'>Ph~ 9f Auguste C~, 
trans. Harriet MartineaUTLondon, 1893), pp. 5-28. 
anarchy. Thus. the positive stage, through a scientific. 
encyclopedic and popular education, was the only one capable of 
bringing about order and progress. 8 
With respect to knowledge. the mind could not traverse 
the theological, metaphysical and positive stages simultaneously, 
but rather one at a time. in a definite order, the order of 
diminishing generality of the concepts cf' the respective sci-
ences and the increasing complexity of their subject matter. He 
considered this order to be mathematics, astron.omy, physics, 
chemistry, biology, and sociology. No one science could be 
effectually pursued without the preparation of a competent lrn.ow-
ledge of the as.'l.terior sciences on which it depended. Our intel-
lectual system could not be renova.ted t111 the natural sciences 
were studied in their proper order. He considered this theory 
to be the key to the other generalizations, all of which were 
more or less dependent on 1t.9 
The first chEtracter1st1c of the posit1v:i.st philosophy 
·was that one could lmow only phenomena, and this kno-;1ledge of 
phenomena. ·was relative, not absolute. All phenomena were sub-
jected to invariable natural la·ws, which helped one know the 
future by means of the past. Thus his motto: 0 to lmow in order 
8 
.!.ElQ .... ' pp. 50-51. 
9comtc, A p~n9r::;l Y..lfilf of Positivism .• p. 36. Comte 
claims no originality for his conception of human knowledge, but 
he has made th:; doctrine his o-vm by th6 rw.nner in which he 
treated it. 
6 
to fortUllEH:l.t' The posit1v1at mode of thought was not neoessar1.ly 
. 
a denial of tho supernatural1 it mere.ly admitted that the direct 
detem1ning cause of every phen.emencnwa.s natural. not super-
natural. and that this "1nbel11gent governor adhered to fixed 
laws.n Poait1vism did not investigate the ortg1n and final 
deat1n7 of things sinee spiritual kn.owled;;e was 1nacoess1ble to 
human reason. J~eeording to Comte, knowledge was real, that ts. 
10 
what you oa.;i lre1gh, •eaaure, or count. 
Sooioloo was the solenee of h:umanltr. There were three 
things that pos1t1ve eoc1o1ogy had to avo1dt 1t would have to 
re3eot "absolute 1deaa8 and rest.r1et 1tself to oonrdlnat1.ns 
. . 
observed f'acte and perf'ect1ng n.ew techniques of 1nvest1gat1on. 
It would have to confine 1tself to the relative. Last17 ..... and 
moat important for Comt;e--pos1tive sociology had 1:0 accuratel7 
det1ne the limits and nature of political. aotion.11 
Comte bel1eired 1n a social and altruls'ttc mora.111'1 Whioh 
moved oae towarde love of ne1ghbo:r. This type or moral1iJ 
assured continued p:rotress. Th., publ1.e gool'. was what produced 
1nd1v1dual happi.ness. Th&retor.,, poA1t1v1sm exalt*'4 the mJth 
of the c:reat Belng of Humanity. The basis of Chr1st1an mo:raltt7, 
according t:o Comte, ~• 1n41 vt.d11~l perteo1U .. on, whloh developed 
10~ •• p~. so~s1. 
111bi4 ... pp. 29 .... )1. 
1n man an excess of ego1sm.12 
Family life, according to Comte. was the basis of all 
morality and social t1es. Thanks to it. man was elevated from 
egoism to altruism. In the saored formula of pos1t1v1sm. "love 
. 
as a principle, order as a basis, and prog1·ess as an end," love 
. 
was explained as a feeling of unity, of benevolence. and of 
7 
kindness. which had its origin in family life: love of the wife, 
veneration of the l.'lother and kindness to the ch1ldren.13 Comte 
gave the woman a privileged position because of her influence on 
morality. He counted on the woman to support pos1t1v1sm because 
she. like the proletariat, had ~ot been perverted by politics 
and metaphysics.14 
The positive religion was another creation of Comte. One 
was to re.nder veneration to the Great Being. which 1s Humanity. 
The rites were to be adapted from the Catholic religion. 
Christian saints would be saints of positivism. Moral instruc-
tion would teach the youth the lives of great men as models of 
1m1tat1on.15 
Comte took the idea of liberty from liberalism, but 
12Jbid •• PP• 101-104, 
13 ~ •• pp. 282-28J. 
14Ibid •• p. J60. 
l5~ •• pp. 112-113. 
8 
modified 1t. Positive liberty was an ordered liberty. In place 
of equal1ty, there was to be a. social hierarchy. 16 
The diffusion of positivism was left to the disciples 
of Comta. Among them we can mention the writer. Emilio L~ttre, 
who kept up a friendship with the Mexican positivists. The 
latter were disciples of Barreda. and were separated from Comte 
by a modified version of his ideas. Pedro Laffitte, orthodox 
positivist, was ohosen by Comte to succeed him. He also carried 
on a fr1endsh1p with the Mexican pos1t1v1sts.17 
16Leopoldc Zea, El Pos1tiv1sm.o on Meeico {M~xico, 195J), 
p. 49. - -
17w. M. Simon, ~pe§Yl fgs1tiv1sm !n. the Njn•~eenth Ce~tury (New York, 19~ pp. 1~-20; Agustin Aragon, Essai fil:!I. 
l,,•u1sto1re du Pgstt~visme tY Mex ue, &!, Rgeto;r Gab1no Barr1~a {Mexico, i89S°), p. s Moise's Gonza ez Navarro, "Las Posi t1v1stas 
Mexican.as en Francia.," H1;tcr1a Mex1ffii• IX (M$x.1co, 1959). 120: 
Guadalupe filuriel. las. Reformas Ed:y.ca.t vas S!l Gab1n.o Barreda (M&xico, 196J), p.-,s2. 
CH.APTER I 
BIOGRAPHICAL llA'fA 
Gab1no Eleuter1o Ju.an M epomuceno Barreda t:as 'born in 
Puebla de 1os lngeles, Februa.17 19. 1818, and christened the 
following day, according to Catho11c custom. by Father Mar1ano 
Goya, an assistant pastor 1n the Cathedral of that same e1ty. 
The bapttsmal cert1t1eate of Barred.a g1vea h1s godparents as 
L1cen.c1ado Don Jos' Marfa Barreda an.d Dona Mar!a Josefa Flores 
Alatorre. Don. J. Frane1Bec D!az served 1n their $.bsenee.1 
Both paren.ts were Bpan1~h. The father. d.on Antonio 
Barreda de Beltr4n, descended from·an old Cast111an family. He 
bore the tltle Tend1ente de Dx-agonee de Espaua.2 His mother, 
oona Marla Flores Alatorre, was boi·n, and lived until her 
marriage, 1n Aguasoallentes.3 The family probably moved from 
Guanajuato to Puebla because of the devastation caused by the 
H1dalgo Revolt.'• 
1~nttsmal ~ook No. 101. p. 65. located in the Cathedral 
ot' Puebla de los lngelea, Puebla. Mix1oo. Various mistaken 
dates hav~ been given ror the birth or Barreda. 
2DW\,. 
3cab1no Barred.a, ~.stycllgs. ed. Jus& Fuentes ~~ares (M,z1co 
1941), p. v111 • 
.Bflrr§d~41~;~:el;~\~1p • .Lf! Bf:Sl!ft!1s~!'~ ~r;tR~~ 
rather was born in Guanajuato. 
9 
10 
·,.e lmow very 11 ttle about the boyhood of >-l!f.neda. 
Valverde y 't&llez states that he did all of his preparatory 
stud1ee in Puebla. Most writers. however. sa1 that he went to 
san Ildefonso in Mexioo.s 
After rece1v1nc;: his baohi!l~_to 1n the human1t1es. 
Barreda oont1nued. hie atu.diea 1n 3urtsprudence at sac Ilde• 
,,. 
fonso. 0 His thirst for a kn.owled.ge of the natural sc1enoes 
turned him toward the old M1n1ng School to study ohem1etr;v.1 
1boush well adv&tlced in the Jur141cal protess1otl, &u'red.a bee-,an 
to lose lnterest 1.n law. I.6wyera. he thougl'rt. were not con-
cerned with stu.d.)'1ng facts. 'J:heJ were only interested. 1.n 
conventional laws which society had dictated to direct 1ts 
customs. besides. these laws did not deal exclusively with 
i'1ex1can customs• but w1 th tJhe c:n.istoms of other nations• some-
times very remote. Nevertheless, the education which Barreda 
aequ1red at this time prepared him to better understand the 
logic of Comte, which was most useful later in his educational 
8 
reforms. 
11 
Barred.a came to regard medicine, unlike law·, as based on 
the knowledge of the phenomena or real life. At the urg1ng of 
his professors, he decided to switch to medicine. 1~us, 1n 
October, 1843, at the age of twenty-four, he registered 1.n the 
Med1eal School, where he studied until 1847, with one more year 
to go.9 
J\t the beginning of the war with the United States 
Barred.a joined the National Guard. Distressed by tho w~y that 
the National Guard turned against its own countrymen, he en-
listed in the Medical Corps as a surgeon, Jtme 11, 1847. He 
remained in this position until the end of the war. He was 
attached to the garrison of the capital w1thout a salary as he 
himself had requested. The services which he rendered were of 
such importance that the Ministry of War bestowed upon him a 
decoration, April 18, 187e.10 Re and Doctor Juan Navarro 
8Ji3:1o s. Hern'1idez, Vi,~~ Cl;v!~ll Not1bl~§ a.! la !!1gto;r1a fatr1~ (Mexico. 1914), p. lJ~ 
9Aragon, loo. c1t.~ Hernandez, l~Q,. cit.; L1bro Segundo 
de Inser1pe1ones-ai los·aiumnos del Es~ec!iiie.nto de C1enc1as 
de 1843-1844, P• lOJ. This document is located in the library 
or the Medioal School at the National University of Mexico, 
10" #, .,...4 tt 9 aragon. 212.• ~·• P• • 
12 
attended the wound~d. in the Battle of Podiema, August, 1847., 
at a house called "Risco" located in the Plaza d.e San Jacinto 
in San Angel.11 Since Barreda had gained experience 1n tha 
National Guard, he was selected to train the Medical School 
regiment, wh1eh had been organized for the defense of the 
country. Some of his former instructors became his students.12 
A fe·w· I!lO!."t'·c1 after the war was over Barre<!te set out for 
Paris to complete h1e medical career. Mex1cen sc1ent1sts 
admired France because their texts had come from the1--e for a 
long time. One day a Mex1can doctor. Pedro Contreras Elizalde, 
invited Barreda to the Pala1s Royal to hear the Sun.day lectuxes 
of Comte on the general history of humanity. He began these 
lectures M:S.roh 11. 1849, and repeated them 1n 1850 and again 
in 1851. Comte was at this t1me developing the religious phase 
of his system. Hie ideas were new and not in harmony with the 
generally aeoepted thinking or the time. Even though Barreda 
eould not acoept the positivist religion., he did become pro-
foundly interested in its morality. The impact of Comte on 
botih Contreras Elizalde and Barreda was decisive. But in spite 
or Barreda.1 s outstanding 1ntellec1sual faculties. he did not 
11Franc1seo Fern&ldez del Castill~, "El Pos1t1v1smo de 
Gabino Barreda y su 1nflueno1a en los Med19os Mex1canos durante 
el s1glo XIX,"1 H1stor!a il la ¥ted1g1na. I (July, 1960), 57. 
12 I!' Aragan, SU?,• cit., P• 10. 
lJ 
yet have the scien.t1f1c backp;rou,-,,d to understand Comte. i'rever-
theless. he was so fasolna.ted by the new doctrine that when he 
returned to Nexico in 1851, six volumes of Comte occupied 9. 
preferen.t1al place in h1s library. 'I'he course that Barreda 
received in positive philosophy from Co~te established the 
basis for the thought that was prevalent 1n :M9:xico 1.n the work 
realized by the government of Juarezt the educational reff)rm. 13 
Upon his r:.st::i.rn fI'f.>m. Paris, September, 1851. Barreda 
passed his general examinations for the doctor of medicine 
(medieal-surgeon)degree by unanimous assent. Throughout h1s 
five years of m~d1eal studies he received the class award for 
making the highest grades. In his second and fourth years he 
received the award for practical exercises in a.natomy,14 and 
13Flores. 212.• o,t., PP• J-4s Moises Gonzalez Navarro ~Las 
Pos1 t1 vistas Mex1qanas en Francia." li.1.tJ.'Yo~i§t ,!~;.1~8.A!h IX (Mexico 
1959), 119. Gonzalez Navarro hold~ that the relationship between 
Comte and Barreda was simply confined· to Barreda's attending 
;o:;~:!n!~c;~!~ion!~t~onoo:!!:n t~~!m!t !~r~~1;i~ ~~~= • t~~:e i:• 
12. Contreras Elizalde was the first Mexican pos1t1v1st. He 
studied med1c1ne in c&i1z and la.ter 1n Faris. He attended the 
classes of Robin and Sagond, 'both d1se1ples of Comte. who pro-
bably got him in contact with Comte. He joined the Pos1t1v1st 
Society in 1848. In 185J a 8pat'l1ard, M, J. s. Flores. who became 
a positivist through Cont1·eras Elizalde. founded a periodical, n_ 
122. !!!§PiYJ.O-~mef!~!QO• Financially unable to continue h1s med1ca 
studies. Contreras Elizalde traveled through Mexico and Venezuela 
as agent for this newspaper. After his last trip to Paris 1.n 
1855, he retttmei to N.exieo permane.ntly. At the end of this year 
he met Ju'-':rez, with whom he was henceforth associated and was 
later married to his daughter. 
l#Libro Segundo de Inscripoiones de los alum.nos del 
Establec1m1ento de C1enc1as M'dicas. lp~. 211• 
14 
during the years 1846 and 184? he served as assistant lecturer 
of that subject. 15 From the time that he received h1s medical 
degree u.nt1l 1863, Barreda, 1n addition to holding a professor-
ship 1n Mexico City, practiced med1c1ne.16 
Throughout the decade of the fifties, Ba.rreda re-
educated h1maelf under the inspiration of Comte. He began with 
mathematics and, 1n conformity w1th Comte•s hierarchy of the 
sciences, he terminated his studies with morality. Thus, by 
meditating on the combined works of Comte and the authors of the 
B1bl1oj;eg.u9 fgs1t~y1st! he ass1mulated positivism, aided by a 
well-d1sc1pl1ned and brilliant m1nd.17 
At the inaugural session of the Academy of Medicine, 
November JO, 1851, Barreda was elected Secretary, an office 
which he held off and on until 1858. He became vice-president 
in 1871.18 The publication • .Lt. una,§n M&4,1cf g,t Mfx~c52, edited 
by Barreda, was the official organ of the Academy. In the acts 
of 1ts sessions. it 1s interesting to note the reflections of 
:Be.rreda on topics that he had studied in Europe which were then 
of great novelty and interest• the use and danger of chloroform 
1
.5AragM, sm,. ott •• P• 9. 
16Fuentes Mares. m?.• ca.t., P• x. 
17Flores, S!R.• cit., p. 4s Arag6n, sm,. 2.!;l •• p. 12. 
18
.Ma.nuel s. Soriano. "En los Fun.erales del Ilustre Doctor 
Gabino Ea:rr9da, per la A9adem1a de Med1o1na de Mh1co." Gaoeu 
M&dicf ~ ~sq1og, XVI (Mexico, March 15, 1881), 101-10~. 
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as a.n anesthetic, the application of the microscope in the diag-
nosis of cancer and mammary tumors, lung diagnosis in children, 
amputation in cases of dry gangrene, the extraction of fish-
hooks, the nature of ozone and the use of certain vermifuge and 
other therapeutic agents. 19 In 1864 the Medical Section of the 
Scientific Committee of Mexico noticed that the water of the 
Irapua.to River communicated to plants, especially cereals, 
poisonous qualities which caused serious diseases in men and 
animals. Since Barreda was in nearby Guanajuato, the Commission 
asked him for data about this evil, which he submitted November 
9, 1864. The following Septemb&r he sent the Commission an 
analysis of his observations, from which he concluded that the 
disease was ca.used by infected corn and not from ~·1ood waters. 20 
In 1854, by unanmous consent, Barreda. was ~ominated for 
the chair of physics in the School of Medicine, and a year later 
for that of natural history (including zoology. botany, mineral. 
ogy, geology, and other subjects dealing with animal, vegetable, 
and mineral world), which he occupied until 1868. 21 At the same 
time, he taught anatomy in the same school. 22 
Whether as a. practicing physician or as a professor of 
l9Ib1d. 
20Ibid. 
21Arag6n, .!2.:e.• £11 •• pp. 12-lJ. 
22Fuentes M 1 it ares, ~· £___. 
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natural history, 13arreda little by little propagated pos1tiv1sm, 
its method, and its fundamental principles. Opposed to the 
contemporary theology and metaphysics then being taUght, pos1tiv 
ism was carefully disseminated. in the classroom by Barreda,who 
never made an offensive allusion to the religious or political 
beliefs of the students. He sc1ent1f1eally expounded positivist 
principles by demonstrating their exactitude and utility. He 
never condemned the past, but sought and justified it like a 
true pos1t1v1st. In this way he impressed upon the minds of 
his students what he considered real truths and useful means 
for the investigation of truth. Nevertheless, because of the 
complete lack of scientific prepara~1on required to understand 
positivism, there was never a large number of converts among the 
students of the natural history class. Probably the most eminent 
was Doctor Adrian Segura, who replaced Barreda 1n the School of 
Medicine 1n 1876.23 The same methods that Barreda used to 
propagandize pos1t1v1sm in the classroom served to disseminate 
1t through sc1ent1f1c periodicals. In this way many intellectu-
als became 1.ndoctrinated.24 
Although we do not kn.ow the political act1v1t1es of 
Barreda in detail during the period 1851-1863, 1t 1s certain 
that he leaned toward the liberal party and the Constitution of 
23Flores, sm,. o~,., PP• 4-Sr AragSn, toe. p3,t.; Fernandez 
del Castillo, 2:2• !.!!•• P• 59. 
24Flores • .~..211!· 
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185?. In spite of the tact that he was a pos1t1vist and d1tt'er&f! 
baa1cally with the 11 berals • he sJmpathized. W"1 th those who formec 
the 11be:ral. party as proven b7 hie hostility toward the Impe:r1al 
Conservatives and hls ls.'ter cooperat1on ttlth Ju~na ln tum1sh1~ 
Mexico a n$w law of public 1nstwot1on.25 
On ~Y 3, 1862 • at the age or torty-fow. .. , ~- u.rrtee 
Adela D!az Covarrubias of J'a.lapa, verac:ruz. Mrs. Barreda oame 
from a fail.7 of d1st1ngulsh$d m10da. h'arlo1aoo. the oldest of 
six, was a famous Mex1osn astronomer and utnemat101an. He 
founded the Humboldt soo1et1 and th.e Astronom1oal 9baervatcr1 at 
Chapultepec • Jc::u•' as a notab1• jur1et cmd. slai;eaM. Juan •• 
a Poet, know as the '~poet mart,r •" because he -. ahot 1n 
Taoubg.,a at the order.of M1ram&.tt. ·The suooeaa of Da:rreda 1n 
converting F'ranc1soo and Jos& to pos1tivia _. of considerable 
advantage 1n helplti& him 01roulate the pos1t1v1st doctrt.ne 
th~ their works. In 1875 Joa& published 111,mcia lfib4'Y 
sm, ni.R.&I• which was baaed on the 14.as of Comte. As M1n1ater oi 
Mucat1on tor four years (1872-1876) under Sebastia Lerdo de 
Tejada, ho ope.'llf espoused poe11'1v1em.. In 1873 F:raAc1s-co WZ'Ote 
a treatise entitled. lDDstQ ll!MSYl 41. ~liJSDl:~I• 91.m\tll.I Z 
iil'!iDG& mstill• 1asptre4 bJ the ph11oeophJ of Coate. He 
18 
also wrote :li"J:a.Js !. ~!it~• where he had gone in 1874 to mal:::e ecm~ 
26 
aatrono:mical ob$e:rvatioIUh 
In 1861 Ee.rred.a wrote a treatise entitled "La homeopat1.a 
• 
o ju1c1o erf t1co sobre este nueva s1stema. •~ to •'.·hich he appl1ed 
' the pcsltiv1st method.. The treatise put Barreda t.n uhe lime• 
11ght, althoug;h there nre only two or three perflOns in Mex1oo 
who knew a.n;ytbine: about peel t1v1e at t~.at tbte., r1any medical 
scc1et1es deemed 1t an hotter tet have Barreda nom1utod a :member 
and almost all the so1enttrte aoc1e\T1es 1.nvlted him to joln..27 
!.n 186' Barreda publ1ehed a short tr.at1se 3ntltled "De 
la educact&n moral,• wh1eh att.raoted the attentlon ot the public. 
In this brtef, but complete. exposition. l:larreda put rorth the 
basin or pos1t1v1st moral.1t1. clearly based. on tha ph1losophJ of 
Comte. 28 Barreda attempted. to aeparate rel1e1o.n from mora11t7. 
Human bt!iags should be the c~tors of their own values, which 
should be rooted 1n ec1en.ce. He po1.nt:ed out that :::iel1g1on as-
sunted, va.r1oua forms 1n. tlme and space, but that the bas1s of 
morality has great ua1versal acceptance. Morality derives from 
1nte111genea1 re11B1on f:roa auperstltiOA based on ta1th. SJ.nee 
19 
1t 1s the obligation of the state to educate 1ts people, moral-
1. ty must of necess1 t~1 :-:;,~ of concern to the state rather than to 
the church. 29 
During the yes.rs l86J-l867, the period of the F'reneh 
Intervention, rarreda settled 1n Guanajuato. There he practiced 
medicine and, at the same t1me, he read and meditated on the 
works of Comte, bringing his sc1ent1f1c and philosophical 
education to completion. During th1s period he published two 
short articles, which have already been mentioned, concerning an 
epidemic. '!'hey were remarkable for the pree1e1on of their 
method. The popularity of Btarreda was beginning to stand out by 
the fact that the French tried to attract him to their oause. 
In 1864 he refUsed to accept from the Intervention ~overnment 
an appointment to the Mexican Seient1f1.o Commission. 1n spite of 
the laudatory note signed by Victor Du.rrJ, M1n1eter of Public 
Instruction 1n France, wh1eh accompanied the ofter.JO 
On September 16, 1867, Barreda delivered a "C1v1e Ora:t.aonn 
' in Guanajuato, wherein he outlined the history of Mexico from a 
pos1t1v1st point of view. On the strength of this speech he was 
placed on a Commission to reorganize the Mexican educational 
29:aarreda, ~. 
JOArae&n, 212. • ..,c),t., p. }51 Gabino ~rreda, "Endem1a de 
Irapuato,'' Gacsta Med19a s1!, Me:x:&cp, I (Mexico, July ~865), J20-
J241 Gabioo Barreda, "Endem1a de Irapuato," Gaceta Med1ca de 
r•Ie:x1eo, II (M&xteo, 1$66), 24-Jl. . -
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system, w'h1oh resulted 1n the Qrgan1o Law or Publ1e Instruction 
of December 2, 1867. The Preparatory School, Cretitecl by a law 
of January :?.ll-. 1868, was opened. by 1'3al'"reda February 1, 1868, to 
replace the old Coleglo lh11.cional de San ll.de:f"on., "• It was 
established tor thtt ~se ot d1ttsem1nat1ne pt>sit1v1sm. 31 
l'°g1e, the most important chair 1n the Prep~:nitory 
School. was g1ven to Barreda. He was also ncm1n.Ated to the 
chair of general pathology 1n the School of Med.1e1ne.32 In. 1876. 
when a new law preecr1'be4 Uhat a protessor could not hold a 
chair 1n different eatabltahmente, Barreda rel1nqu1shed the 
oha1r of pettholoe;1.J) However, on Sundays, during the period 
1872 .... 1875. he gave tree ooure•• 1n l>tolog7 at the Med1oal 
5chool.J4 
The no1:ea that the d1so1ple• of Barreda took at h1s 
lectures or general patholog7 were h1~hly valued ~d year atter 
year the7 were used b; the students. In 190) Doctor Joa' 
.Bam!rez (son ot the Nlgrounte and d1sc1ple of Barreda) pub-
lished the lecturea which Barred.a gave 1a 18?6. Judging from 
the u. Lessons, 0 Barreda treated the theaea aa a child of his 
t1m.ea, and be trusted more 1n d1aleet1cs than 1n obaenat1oa and 
31Arag,n, 9..R• 211•, PP• 15-161 Fenutndez del Caatlllo, ll• 
ill·• p. ;a. 
32Flores, 21?.• cit., PP• 6-71 Arag~n, es. cit., P• 16. 
JJg.!12.G!.~ ~~!~· X!l (M,xico, 1877). 59. 
34l~ras&n. ~og. cit:. 
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experimentation. Mueh of what he said in his "Lessons" has gone 
out or date, but there 1s much also that 1s still of interest. 
His ~Lessons" are of great use for the study of the evolution of 
medical thoaght 1n Mex1co.35 
His ten years as director of the Preparatory (1868-1878) 
left Barreda almost no leisure. It was during this time that 
he wrote almost all of his works• which included the .most 
diverse themes, such ast mathematics, medicine. philosophy. and 
ethics.36 The most important was his "Examen del Calculo 
. 
In.f1n1tes1mal." His chief object was to correct the error made 
by Comte, who, using the method of Leibniz, followed the de-
ductive method of reasoning. Barreda said that one should use 
the inductive method. He sa1d that although the procedure used 
in mathematics was deductive. the fundamentals of mathematics 
were inductive, that is, the elementary notions and the axioms 
of mathematics were only vast generalizations of experience; 
and, consequently, one should use inductive, not deductive. 
logic. In faet. Ba.rreda tried to demonstrate tha.t the induct-
ive method was the basis or infinitesimal ealculus • .3'7 
35Fernandez del Castillo. ..El Posi ti v1smo d.e Gs.bino 
Barreda y .su Influenc1a en los 1'1edicoa Nexica.nos."' II, 6Js 
Gabino Barred.f• Leie12n{§,a..!. Pathglof!a General, publicadas por 
el Doctor Jose Ram rez Mexico, i9oj • 
36 , Are.gen , 1.Q.Q.. ill• 
37Ib1d., p. 17. Barreda's brother-in-law, Francisco D!az 
Covarrubias, adopted his capital ideas in his own work which was 
mentioned on page 17. 
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In 1868 Barreda delivered an off1c1a1 report to the 
Junta D1rect1va de Estudios a&aln.st the adoption of il Catac1smo 
Q! Moiai as a textbook in the Preparatory School. In this report 
he, like Comte. attacked the liberal idea of un11m1ted 1nd1v1dual 
freedom. He defended religion and the Catholic clergy against 
the assaults of the author, Nicol's .Pizarro. Differing from 
Comte, he defen.ded private property against st~ite inte'.J'.'\rent1on. 
~ S§m1nat~~ Ilustrado attempted to refute his statements. but 
Barreda ~ustif1ed himself in a letter addressed to the D1reotor, 
D. Je~s Fuentes y Mufi1z. Oetober 21. 1868. He took the position 
that the state should not attack wealth for this would stifle 
initiative and hence progress. What the state should do is to 
"humanize the rieh" through a system of positive education.38 
To honor their patron, the members of the Humboldt 
Society 1nv1ted Barreda to deliver a speech. September 14, 1869. 
In this eulogy Barreda referred to Alexander von Humboldt as •o~• 
• 
of the saints of scienoe ~nd progress." who "dedicated his life 
to the service of humanity.•)9 
In a celebrated letter which he addressed to Mariano Riva 
38:sar1~eda, "Informe prese:ntado a la Junta Direct!. va <Je 
Estudios sob::t."e el. L1 bro que a con tinuaoion se ex.·presa • 0 OtU§CUlai• 
PPs 119-lJls "Carta d1r1gida al editor del ~eminario Ilu~ ra~o,• 
ppuscuifs, pp. lJJ-142. Cnly w1th re6ardS to education did 
Barreda believe 1n state 1nterferenee in the lives of its 
citizens. 
39:aarreda uEn honor del Baron de Hum.'boldt Discurso 4ro-
• . • t 
nunoiado el 14 de.septiembre de 1869," Qpu1e'YJ:!~. pp. 143-1 7. 
2J 
Palacio, the governor of the state of Mexico, Ootober 10, 1870, 
in reply to the governor's request. Barreda outlined the system 
of education which was inaugurated by the La.w of December 2, 
18~7. The letter contained the synthesis of Ba1·reda' a ideas 
ooncern1ng publ1c instruction. He gave a complete and well 
thought-out exposition or the purpose of ths Preparatory School, 
the d\f'ferent subjects, and the order 1rt which they should be 
taught. Opposed to a~ education exempt or t1ethod and u.n1 t7. 
B~rreda proposed a human. formation i~sp1red by reason and 
seience.40 L~ 1872 he WTote an art1ele entitled "lastrucoion 
• ~blioa,• whieh was first published 1n the official organ of the 
gove:rn.ment, the D1ar1o 0t1c1al. In this article. wh1oh we will 
late!" take u:p 1n more detail, he eritioized the e1ucat1ona.1 re-
form projected by the liberals 1n Congress, lfho attempted to 
abolish his own plan.41 
In. 1673 Barreda wrote "Ma.homa y Robespierre ( cuatro 
palabras 111 Justo Sierra)," 1n · an.swe:r to en attack by Justo 
Sierra, 1n wh1oh Barreda denounced the extreme liberals as 
representing a doctrlne of violence and d1sorder. Only pos1t1v~ 
iaa oan. bring about order. Be stated, 1n effect, that the will 
40narreda ... Carta dir1g1da al Mariano R1va Pa.laeto, 
gobernador del estado de Mexioo1 • s en la cua~ se tooatl var1oa puntos relat1Toa a la 1n•trucc1on public••" Qpuee!J,!s. PP• 23-65 
• 4laarreda, 0 Inatrucet&n P'&.bliea,• Rtvist~ .f!!1t~va, I (Mexico. 1901), pp. 259-J40. 
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of the social order was expres:;aed 1n the laws of the state which 
all must obey. The state should be supreme. lie presented 
Robespierre as an example of Jacobin or metaphysical intoler-
ance--a symbol of the men who made force an instrument of 
42 
conv1ct1on. 
In 1874 Barreda gave a lecture at the National Prepar-
atory School, hon.or1ng the artist, Juan Cordero (who llad earlieJ"' 
that yea.r :made a pa.1.ntin.g ot Barreda himself} w1 th a publ1o 
testimony of gratitude and admiration for the mural wh1ch h• 
painted for the Preparatory. ',rhe mural, ~one at the request of 
Barreda., symbolized the pos1t1v1st triumph of sc1en.oe and work 
. 
over envy and ignorance. The purpose of art, according to 
Riarrede., was to make beauty •useful.'' '"·rhe glorification or art 
. . 
he stated. 1.n Comt1an fashion. 'Qis a frank and loyal l"ecogn.itio.n 
• 
or the euper1or1ty of the heart over 1.ntelligen.ce, a noble vol• 
U."1.tary subordination. of science to love. an immen•e moral pro-
"4) gress. • • 
. 
On Aua-ust 15, 1875, he sent a report to a committee 
42Ba.rreda, •ffaho114 1 Robespierre, Cuatro palabras al sr. 
L1o. Juste IU.erra,• iPU!mt• pp. 211-129. 
43aa.rrecla. "'~ourao .pro.nune1ado por el seftor doctor 
Gabino :Barreda a nombr9.do la Escuela Nacion.al Preparatoria de 
M&x1co, en la !estividad en que 41cha .Eaou•\a• laurean4o al 
••1Rente art1sta, seffor Juan Cordero, lo dio un test1Jll0n1o 
publ1eo de grat:itud 7 adat;aot.&n.. por el ouabe 1111r&l oon tue em'bell901~ su ed1f.1v~o,• ~PJAsc:glaJ, PP• 153-1571 Lu1a Gonz,lea 
1 Gonzilez. Emma Cosio Vi l•a••• an4 auad.alupe 1et1rci1. ,La lJJ1a. !£o3:•jt H11ttria Mgae1ft U. lft"Ucp, Volume IJ:I {Cosfo VITles&• 
t Ma:1e.c. 93b) t P• l• r 
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interested 1n advancing enlightenment. to wh1oh he himself be-
longed, 1n which he incorporated his ideas on primary education~ 
In an article to the Rev1sta Un1v9rsal, Miguel Rend&n Pen1che 
accused Barreda of maintaining that utilitarian. acts were the 
movers of human con.duct. Defending himself in an article pub-
lished by that same newspaper. December 10, 1875. Barreda stated 
that what he meant by •ut111tar1an1sm• was •common interests and 
. . . 
general well-being,• not •tnd1v1dual selt1shn.ess• and •sensual 
pleasures.•45 
an' January 14,. 1876, he published 1n ll Ptdem;t.1stf an 
article entitled •aect1t1cac1ones H1stor1cas" where!n he refuted 
. . 
an article published by Justo Sierra 1n that same newspaper, 
December 28, 18?S. Sierra had attacked Ba.rreda for comparing 
Mohammed and Robespierre rather than Mohammed and Napoleon and 
tor v1clat1ng positivist principles by substituting "authority" 
. . 
for "conv1ct1on." Sierra sa14 that Barreda did not use Napoleon 
. . 
as a comparison because Napoleon was a sceptic, because he 
26 
abhorred theology, and because he had a scientific education. 
"But how," said Barreda., "can Mr. Sierra accept me as a posit1v-
. . . 
1st and then aeeuse me of being a partisan of the greatest tyrant 
who ever lived?• The fact that he £jarred!] was a partisan of 
. 
Napoleon because Napoleon was a sceptic, Barreda refuted, because 
"positlvism.•1 he said, •neither accepts nor exalts scepticism, 
but was its ~eatest enemy because it L.'Sc1pt1e1sm7 substitues 
shaky beliefs for solid conv1ot1ons.• ".Besides.~ said Barreda, 
. . . 
"Napoleon was not a scept1of he was a fanatic who believed every-
thing imbued in him since infancy. • • • Furthermore. neither 
Napoleon nor pos1t1v1sm were opposed to theology." "The pos1t1v-
. . 
1st school,• said Barreda, "was the only one known to recognize 
. . 
the great services rendered to humanity by theology. Regarding 
Sierra•s third. criticism, Barreda held that Napoleon d1d not have 
a so1ent1f1e education in the positivist sense.46 
The funeral oration which Barreda delivered. in memory of 
his friend and colleague, Miguel Jimenez, a professor in the 
Medical School who had ded1eated his life to "humanity," "pro-
" - . . gress," and ••science'~ was published in the Gao1t~ Mediea 1i!, 
,, . . . 47 
M!X!29 and in ii Fed~ral!sta, Ma1 1876. 
On Ma.y 1, 1877. Barreda addressed the professors of the 
46Barreda, "Rectlf1oae1ones H1st&r1cas, Robespierre y el 
Lie. Justo Sierra,h Qpuscu4as, PP• 200-210. 
47.aarreda. G&ceta Mfgiea i\!! M!;ic2, XI (Mexico, 1876), 
pp. 241-244. 
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national schools regarding the intellectual, moral, and material 
elevation of the teaching profession. In this address he en-
couraged the establishment of an organization for teachers 
through which they could demand better salaries to allow them fi-
nancial independence to dedicate themselves solely to teaching. 48 
on September 8, 1877, he delivered a speech for the occasion of 
the distribution of scholarly awards at the National Preparatory. 
In this address he spoke of liberalism as the incarnation of 
anarchy and the negative spirit. 49 
In addition Barreda delivered a funeral oration on the 
death of Leopoldo R!o de la Loza_. director of the Medical School. 
He also wrote numerous treatises artd polemics that were publish-
ed by the "Asociacion Metodof1la," which will be mentioned latex'2 
In.1877 Barreda established a confraternity called the 
''Soe1edad Metodofila Gabin.o &.rreda, '~ which proposed to apply the 
inflexible criteria of logic to all problems. The method of the 
studies of its members, who met on Sunday morning from 10 to 12, 
was criticized by Barreda himself. In addition the Society pub-
lished a bi-weekly paper in which appeared a great number of 
48.Ba.rreda. ~•rnv1 ta~ion a los c1udadanos profesores de las 
Escuelas Nac1onal~s." Opuseulas, pp. 241-244. 
49Barreda, "D1scurso le{do en la d1str1buc1~n de recom-
pensas escolares Gtcordada por la Jun.ta de Prof esores de la 
Escuela N. Preparator1a y verifieada el 8 de sept1embre de 1877." 
Opusoul~, pp. 245-248. 
50Anales de la Asoc1ac1on Metodofila Gabino Barreda, 2 
volumes {Mexico:-1'S77). 
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ac1ent1:f1c a.rt1eles. At the end of a 7eu it published. a two-
volume book, one volume containing the leelurea of the vartous 
members and one conta1n1n.g those of Barreda h1m11e1r.Sl 
It la 1nterest1ng to note that 1n the 11at ot fo'Ul'ld1n.g 
members there st~ood out a number of tuture d.octorst Luis .E. .autz • 
eecretal:7 cf the scc1et1. was then a e:tudent of med131n.e and 
later 'became orut cf the t1l:st Mex1oar. ean1 tar1ana and a.uthor of' 
Q textbook on hygiene treatments Manuel c&mez ~ortugal. second 
seoretaryf Manuel !<'lores. later director ot the Prepa.rator1 
School, p:ro-~eoretflrys Adrl'-n se,~ra, later d.!reetor of the 
Hospital Ju&rez1 '1ngel i::avtflo, one of the founders or the stud7 
of m1c1"0b1olo~r;y 1n Mex1oot Uee;ino Gonzllez. well-mom doetor and 
man of sc1eneet Porfirtc) Parra, later director of' the Preparatoey. 
president of the Aeadem7 of Med1o1n.e, and. profeseor ot ph;ys1olog71 
Jos' MMuel Ramos. well-kn.own opthalmolog1st and pres1dent of the 
Academ:y or Med1o1ne • .S2 
51llt4•• !, P• 11. 
521..l?h\ •• P• 12. 'l'here were also le•• mow ••bere who 
were then atrwienta of med.1c1ruu Alberto Eaoot.r. Carloa Eaparza., 
Dem.etrio Molinar, Daq1el MUftcus. Pedro Maroa.do,. ~ Noriega., 
Carlos Oro;oo, Joaquin Rivero, .L. Herrera. Joaqu!tt .t?.obles, 
Bemar«lo Sinches. Aurello Valdivieso, !dWll'do Varga• and .Aguatfa 
Vergara. In cwher fields there stood out Andr&s Almaraz. a 
student or phan.ae7f Andr&a Alitaeoro. a atwlent of eng1ru.tu1nga 
Salvador Caatellot. a student of jV1sprud.enoe1 and M1a;uel Macedo, 
also a s"1d.ent or Jur1ap:rudettoe. Man.7 798.ftJ later, Macedo became 
one of tho ..Pft)ll1tu.m1' figures 1t1 the adm1n1atrat1on of General 
Porttr1o Diaz and one ot the mo•• lapo~t ll81'ere ot the 
P!Y:tiifn cismt,,11¥• a group that kept D!aa ln. power. Amon.g the 
!:mpor i wor s 0 the Soolet;y were• lAI £!Ym ru~. b7 
Among the followers and d1sc1plee of Barreda were1 
/1gust!n Arap;&i. whose wr1 tten works are ni.'1119:roua. Iie 1111ut ed1 tor 
of the Bev~1t.1. fost~l.Y.I· 1900-1914, the period of 1Ca ex1atenoe. 
and a ataunoh defender or Po•1t1vlsm aga1nalt the members of the 
1•.Atenec de la .:r,.rvon1=ud.,'* an orsan.1utlon founded irt 1909 ror the 
sole purpose of breaking wlth pos1t1T1Dt Rorac1o Baned& nfaz 
Covarrab1Qa. sc-n of B~.rred~. who l«is the most d1sli1ngu1shed and 
1ntel11gont defender Cf the ed:1.Vlat1.one.l l"1;JfOt"IW Of his father as 
he demonstrated in an artS.cle wh1oh appeared in the Revlsta 
~~~1!:l'!I.• Vol:ume \iIII (1909). an.titled. u:r..a ::,scu.ela Nae1o.nal 
. 
Preµaratorie:\"'t -~l:l:"onso L. Herrera, dtst1ngu1t'7he<I b1olo.~1st, sue-
cassor of Barreda as d 1reotor of the P'J."eparato?y School, and head 
of the Paras1tal.c~ Commission created at the beg1nn1ng of the 
JO 
, 
century; Enrique o. Aragon. exponent of experimental psychology 
, 
and professor in the faculty of medicine: Ezequiel Chavez y 
Lavista, professor of psychology and other subjects in the Pre-
paratory School, holder of various important educational posts 
and author of important works concerning logic and psychology, 
the most important of which was La Educacion PUblica. 'rhe think-
, 
1ng of Chavez avolved until it departed radically from pos1ti~-
1sm.53 
In 1878 Barreda turned over the direction of the Pre-
pa.ratory School to Alonzo Herrera. The official reason was his 
appointment as Minister Plenipoteaiary of Mexico in Germany. 
, However, Fernandez del Castillo states t.hat ho was probably 
5.3Hart!n Luis Guzman, nEl doctor ;i. Gabino Be.rreda," 
Escuil~~ La1oas. Textos z ~cumentos (Mexico, 1948), pp. iaa-191; 
.Aragon, 212.• ill•, pp. I~o-4 ·• Other disciples of Barreda were1 
Eduardo Prados, who, although a positivist, c~1tic1zed the Pre-
paratory School in a letter ad.dressed to .111.sto Sierra in 1905; 
Juan B. Garza, professor at the Literary Institute in Toluca; , , 
Fortimato Hernandez, evolutionist doctor; Julio s. Hernandez, 
pedagoga Telesforo Gar~{a, a Spaniard who wrote Don Gabino 
Barreda z 1!! 1ntegrac1on Q.!_ !.!. naciona11~ ~icana; Alberto 
Escobedo, who published, among other works, a study on Galileo 
which was read before the ~\Asociac1~n MetodcSfila"; Enrique H. de 
Zayas, author of Sociolgg!t GeneralJ which was a.text book 1n the 
Preparatory School; and Aiejandro Sanchez de Tagl'.?:. who also pub-
lished a work on the same theme; Francisco Bulnes, historian who 
wrote a controversial boo!;: on Juarez1 Luis E. Ru!z, author of a 
number of text books on pedagogy, who occupied 1np~rtant posts 1n 
the Porf1rian era; Ignacio Manuel Altamirano, distinguished writ-
er, poet and politician; Ignacio Ra.m!rez, a positivist of the p 
kind; Manuel Flores, director of the National Preparator;y and a 
well-known political and educational writer: Genaro Garcia, an 
anti-Spai.~1sh writer and an outstanding jur1sconsult; Adalberto 
Esteva, author of a ma.~ual on constitutional law; and Jorge 
Ham.mken. y riej!a, an active positivist. 
Jl 
released from his post ~t the Preparatory School for political 
reasons, s1nee the regime of Sebasti&n .Lerdo de Tejada had fal-
len and the prestdent1al regime of Porfirio D!az had begun.54 
During h1e st.ay in Berlin Barreda was designated by the 
Mexican govertn'!!e"t tc rep~sent Mex1eo at the Intema.tional 
Postal Convention in Par1s. May 15·.Tune 11.,.. 18?8. He presented 
the results or the Convention 1n a report that he submitted to 
his government.55 It was during his stay in German,- that Barreda 
obtained a pri~e for having demonstrated the way to perform a 
difficult surgical operatton.56 
If Barrede.:.. was torn away from ht s main work by diplomat .. 
10 functions, whtoh he filled until 1880, he owed to these cir-
cumstances the sat1sfaet1on of returning to Paris at the begin-
ning of 1881 With h1s son Horace to v1s1t Pierre Laffitte, 
director of the Pos1t1v1et Society • " Aragon says that when 
.51.i·Fernkdez del Caetillc, 2.J?.• ill• , I• p. 60. 
S5Aragon., S!l!• !!!•• i• 181 seoretar!a de Relaciones Exter-
1ores, M~x1co. 1878, Seocion de Europa, Suecia y Noriega. Gabino 
Barreda representante de Mexico en el Congreso pen.1teno1ar1o de 
Stoekolmo • No • .4; Secretarf a de Helac1one s E'.X:teriores M~xico, 
Seeci&n de Areh1vo General, 1878, Gabino :S,X-reda, Su expediente 
personal, Seocion de Europa,.,Legac1~n d" Mexico ea el I:mperio 
Aleman, No. J9, Class1f1eac1on No. F/lJl/7603. Topogr,f1ca L-E 
l207t Tratedos y Conveno1ones, 1878, Expediente No. 2, Union 
Postal, Inv1tac1on del Gob1erno Franaes para que el de M'x1co 
mande un rep;esent&nte al Congreso Postal que se reunlra en 
Faris. M1s1on de D. Gabino Barred.ls, !:a.Ja No. 22 (Primera. Parte) 
H-341.9(44) "878"-1. 
56 " . Aragon. 212.• cit., p. 18. 
Ilarreda rett.'l.met'.I to Mexico he ded.1.oated himself to the propagat-
ion t')f th/".!' "r&l1t1en. or I!umnn1 t:;r throi:;,gh (Ill, l!er1es of ~()nf'erencee, 
ertp~1ally tor women. Up tfl this time Harnda. had lgncred the 
religious ph1!uut of' pos1 t1v1sm because he telt that the time waa 
n~t yet r1pe f.)'."" " poe1t1v\st 1"e11g1on 1n Me:t1eo.S? 
The d.eath of Barreda coouned Ma'.'!!'ch 10, 1881, at 6t15 A. 
1.ve system. The tcllow1ng day h1s Md:r was taken to the l1b:rar7 
of the Nation.al Pr&J:Ml3:'11.tory ~ehool.. There Ju•to Sierra deliver 
the funer;g,l eulogy exalting h1m as a thinker and t:he founder of 
the Nat1onlll Fr$}'.'lt\Ntory. The next d.ay h1s body was taken to the 
ohapel of San Ild.efonso. At the root or h1s eoff1n was placed M 
open volume of Comte. surro\11'14ed by elegant turuanl wreathes. In 
the back of the room waa a canvas pa1nt1ng ot the 1lluatr1oua 
teacher. and on the p1eture was written 1n b1g ~old letter• the 
motto, '*Father of Poslt1ve Philoaophy. Order and .f'rogrefla.•t 
. . 
Below the pa1nt1ng was a clock with stoppe4 hands marking tn. 
hour of' ~rreda's death. Sunound.1t'1g the ocff1n were props hold• 
ing so1ent1f1c apparatus. the acoustics ot Kcen1s. the aleotrio 
machice of R.amsd.en., various small s1teleton "booksellert holding 
57.arag9n, ).bid•• Moises Gonz,lez w,varro, .ll• ill•• P• 121. 
If what Aragon says 1s ·true, stated i'ioieis G\..'>n1!Bilez ~Iava1•ro 111 
an article ent1tled, f,~Las 1:·oe1tiv1stas trex:teanas en han~1a,•1 
H1etor1a tiex10§:.lUh IX, therl 1t would eontrad1et the thes1.s of Zea 
which hol~hat Barreda 414 not 1nten4 to eatabl1ah a poalt1v1et 
church 1n N.e:tiao. 
JJ 
the works that were constantly read by Ear.red•• the hy4ro-elee-
tr1c machine of Armstrong, and a big Gregorr telescope. .Ana.tom• 
1oal preparations. d.1tfere.nt-s1zed physics, chemistry, and other 
apparatus were arranged in column.s with alternating tubes ot 
alcohol em1tt1ng a green flame. S1x tapers fastened to the 
floor lighted up the body or Barreda with 'the sacred t1~ ot 
science. On the wall were the names of all the soc1et1es Barreda 
organ1zed or to wh1ch he belonged. In this position the body ot 
Barreda lay exposed m. the chapel of San Ildefonso until March 14, 
the d.a.y on which the 1nhumat1cm took place. .i\t 3 P. M., i,'.iarch 
14, the body was taken to Dolores Cemetary where he was buried 
~ 
among the Illt.tstrious men. Dy request of the Fres1dent. che 
i-iexican nat1~n met the axpenses of the funerai. 58 In 1903 
Puebla, the city of h1s birth, declared &rreda henem~r1tQ of the 
state of Puebla and erected a bronze statue in his honer on the 
58aiceta M~ 1ca de M&x co, XVI~p • 13, 98-lOli Justo Bier~, _iii t Ju ~3:11ra. Pl•O!Jlffl• 
Ed1t10\\ prepa iOr Huuel es re G 1i 1azza. rev1siiUl&y 
ordenada por Agustin Iittez. Volue V (Mex100. 1948), PP• Sl•.54. 
'?he So1ent1f1o Societies 'Which Barreda organized were num.erous. 
Among them were• Academia de Med1o1nat La Soc1eda4 M'4.1ca1 Pedro 
Eseo~dot El lnstituto Patal&gico Kacioaalt La Boc1ed.a4 4e 
Cirug!a1 La Soeiedad de Med1o1n.a Internet El Institute Mi41co 
Raoion.alt La Soc1eda4 Farmaoeu.t!.oa, and La Soc1edad.Metodc1"11a 
Gabino Earreda. Besides the organlzat1ons whioh he established., 
Barreda was a member ot o'her ec1en.t1t1c societies, 1nolu41ngt 
Geogratia 1 Eitaa..fst1ca; R1st9ria Natural; L1oeo Ri4.ale;ot 
soo1edad. F111atrioa1 Asoclao161l Larre7t and Andr&s 4e1 .. JlJo • 
.. 
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Paseo Bravo,59 In 1905, upon the request ot the "Ateneo Guana-
juatense," :Barreda was d.eclared mnem,rlto ot the.state of 
Guanajuato. 60 The Pos1t1ve Society of Mex1eo, un.der the leader-
ship of .Arag&n, twice a year v1s1.te4 the tomb ot Barreda, 
February 19. the day of hls birth, and March 10. the day or his 
death.61 
59.Agustfn Arag&n, '*La 1aaugurac16n de la Esta.tua del Dr. 
Barreda en la ciu.dad dQ i~ebla., i:.1-cva,.sta +:osi tivt,;;., III (r·iexico • 
190)), 2?9-286. 
60Lu1s P. Bustamante, "Hon.ores a Don Gabino Barreda,• 
!lev).sta FgsJ.·t;ya. ·v (i'i~:x:ico •. 1905). 271. . 
6li~gut::tfu .tjl"a&On. ;·;;:;1 ~. Dr. Don Gabl.no .Ja.i·:i::eri..a., 1\ ij.evist1 
Pos1tiv~. VII (Mexico, 190?), 287. 
CHAPTER II 
~·oRACION CIVICA"t THE HISTORY OF MEXICO FROM A POSITIVE VIEWPOINT 
On September 16, 1867, the anniversary of the procla-
mation of Mexican Independence, Barreda pronounced 1n Guanajuato 
a "C1v1c Oration.'' The purpose of h1s speech was to present the 
. . 
interpretation of the history of Mexico from a positivist point 
of view. The first person to formally attempt to adapt the sys-
tem of Comte to Mexican reality of his day, Barreda divided the 
history of Mexico by using the three well-known positivist stages 
of social evolutions 1) the theologicalr 2) the metaphysical; J) 
the positive. The first he took t·o be represented by the colon-
ial period• the second by the revolt from Spain, and the last by 
the re::fonn that took place it'! Mexico the second third of the 
l n1net,)enth century. 
The theological period was characterized by clerical and 
military controls and, in the interpretation of Barreda, they 
were a retarding or negative influence. Although the origins of 
the positivist spirit came to Mexico with the Catholic religion. 
the clergy, according to Barreda, destroyed it, preparing the 
way for the metaphysical stage in the positivist evolution of 
history. "The chief d1sentegrat1ng element, which was growing 
1Patr1ck Romanell, Makins of the Mexican Mind. A Study 
.!!!. Recent Mexican Thought (Lincolii"; Nebraska, 19'3'2"f:'" p.-43. 
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he?"G Lffex1oiJ as 1t was everywh~re else." said J3arreda. "'came 
w1 th 1 ts founders, who constructed 1n l•t:ex1ec an edifice upon 
2 decadent principles... In charge of universal education. the 
J6 
clergy controlled all avenues of thought and thus prevented any 
penetration by the ene117 • .3 In Maxtco, acoord1ng to flarreda, the 
clergy checked the sc1ent1t1c course which 1ts European pradeces-
sors could no1: con.taln. 4 During the colon1.al period nothing 
could penetrate from the outside and no new idea could spontane-
ously germinate Without havlnf f'1rst passed through the s1eve ot 
the secular and regular clergy, a clergy ent1re11 consecrated to 
the serv1ce of the Mother Country. Spain 1n turn granted the 
clerg;y numerous 1mmun1t1ee and privileges, elevating it over the 
rest of the population, eapee1ally the C:reoles. 5 Th.e Divine 
Rtght of Kings and the pr1vileges or the olerg7 and the &l."lllY• 
wh1oh we:r:e 1neompat1'ble with popular sovere1gnty and social 
equalitl', ideas wh1ch Barreda borrowed trom the 11berals. were 
the two pol1t1cal principles which turn.1shed the basts tor the 
eoc1al ed1t1ce of Spa1n.6 For three centuries educat1on, 
2Gab1no Barreda, "Orac1on c!v19a pl"Onuru'llad.o en GuanaJuato 
el 16 de sept1embl"e de1 $Ho 186?," 9nu1cy.lag, ~J.acu1~9nJ..~, z 
all9\U'"..J!Sll {M4x1oct 1877), P• 88 •. 
;!l?li•, P• BJ. 
4
.!!;?14. • p. 87. 
Srb1S!,., p. 83. 
6 
.Dl.lsl·· pp .. 88-89. 
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I rel1p;1ous beliefs, po11 tics. oo"ld ad.m1n1:st:rat1on were s,ll direct 
towards the sane, well..-.detem:tned end, thnt 1s, the 1ndefin1te 
prolongation of Spanish domination snd exploitation.? 
.At the time of the conquest the emane1patlon of science 
from. theolog3 was already la an advanced state ln Europe. 
Although no pos1tive or matllematics.l explanation could be given 
for the double movement or the earth until the seventeenth 
oentury 1 the condemned hypothes1a could sat1sfaotor11J be ex-
plained aeoord1ng to the laws of physics or mechanics and uni-
versally accepted 1n spite or the Counc11, the Bible, and the 
Inquisition. Furthermore, the Bible was soon interpreted so 
that 1t was not 1ncompat1ble with sc1enoe.8 
r'Os1t1ve se1ence was developing. passing from the most 
simple to the m'°st oompl1cated. but the clergy. according to 
Hatted.a. did not wish to recognize the fact that soience was 
destroying the edifice which they had constructed at a great 
cost. They refused to admit the need tor mental e.'!mno1pat1on. 
The7 ~~.~:. not w1sh to recognize that natural laws 11$rtl supplantins 
supernatural explanattons. They could not understand• 
the in.timate and necessary relation.ship be· 
twee.."1. human progress and the human, mind, a 
relationsh1p whose part1c1pat1on 1s equal. 
whose parts progress simultaneously. tho~:b 
with unequal veloet.ty. aoeord1ng to the 
71'1(\~· • :p. 8 3. 
81bi,4.. 86 a~ pp. - (• 
degree of 1nerges1ng complexity of eorrespond-
1n~r knowledge. ,, 
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It was 1n the t1eld of physics where the clergy first lost their 
capacity to explain sat1sfector1ly the phenomena of nature. But 
they did not yet recognize the fa.et that their role 1n history 
had ended. They continued to dominate soe1ety politically with-
out realizing the fact that the same light that penetrated phy-
sics could also penetrate po11t1es. '"It is impossible to have 
. 
politics without the support of science just as science oannot 
be understood without pol1t1cs."10 Barreda askedt 
Why prevent the light that emanates from the 
inferior sciences from penetrating the superior 
sciences? Just as the most surpr1s1ng astronomi-
cal pherH'Jmen.1a are explained as a law of .nature, 
that is. with the enunciation of a general fact, 
whteh 1s no other than an inseparable property of 
matter, could one not 1ntroduoe this same sp1r1t 
of positive explanations into ti! other sciences 
and consequently into politics? 
Mexico as well as all America appeared. in history at the 
very moment u ••• when the Catho11o Church lost 1ts capacity to 
explain satisfactorily the phenomena of nature.'i The gradi.tal 
decadence of old doctrines and the prog:ress1ve substitution of 
new ones ultimately resulted 1n a complete transformation before 
one could hardly realize any progress.12 14 In this period, 11 said 
9!2!,.q •• p. 85. 
10~ •• pp. 84-85. 
11Ib1d., p. 84. 
12Ibid 84 
-·· p. • 
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Barreda, uthe principal 1deas of the modern era were 1n full 
efervescenee 1n the Old World and the conquistadors. already 
impregnated with them, introduced them. in spite of everything • 
into the New World. •• 13 • • • 
Not only in reference to science did the conquistadors 
bring a decadent doctrine incapable of establishing a respect-
able government without the use of force. But the Protestant 
Revolt had just divided Europe, which broke the unity and 
veneration towards spiritual superiors, and demolished the work 
wh1Ch was begun by Saint Paul and slowly elaborated in the 
Middle Ages. This schism, whose ~otto was the appeal to one's 
own reason, was born just at the time when the conquistadors 
went out to make their seizures. The famous treaties of the 
Regal1sts in Spain were no more than a protest against the 
authority of the Pope. And the brutal way 1n which Charles v. 
in. spite of his fanaticism, treated the Roman Pontiff when he 
wanted to oppose h~. s will proves that one a.uthori ty had a.lrea:.\Y 
fallen. 14 
It was !.mpos~ible that Mexico and the rest of Spanish 
America not see the fire of emano1pat1on wh1oh burned everywhere 
In polities it was no different than in religion. Spain herself 
13~ •• p. 85. 
14Ibid •• pp. 87-8~ 
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had g1ven. the noble example b;y expelling the Moors who for seven 
centur1.es had done 1.n Spain tdlat Spain tried to do 1.n Amer1ca. 15 
l'be aucoeee of Spain 1n America gave her the opportunity to 
extend her power throughout ,Eiuch of Europ•. But the religious, 
pol1t1oal and m111tary liberty desired bJ the ~uropean states 
subject to the Crown ot Spain cause4 her to lose thl1' Low 
Countr1es and later en her colonies 1n the New ~·h:rrld. 16 
Acoord1ng to Barreda. the Pol1t1cal do~ or popular 
'4Cveretgnty was not, in tact, f'ormulsted $X'l'l1c.1tly and pre-
cisely until the war of lndepend.enoe which Holland heroically 
sustained. ae:atnst Spanish tyranny. Xhe J.mportant dogma whteh 
later beo\\!.\me the poli,loal oreed. ot all c1tt111B'ed eouatr1es was 
1nvoked by an oppressed people. in!lartti., Franoe and all th$ 
monareh1es. perhaps 1n hatred. of Spa.in. supported tt. Univers-
al domination. based on 'h• JJ1Vine Right of Kings, dtpppfllared!7 
Dur1ng the Enel1sh revolutions there appeared a new 
pol1t1e~1 tenet of modern republieanism--the equality befo:"."" the 
law. ~eoo:rd1 1n.g t:o Bmrroo~• 
Its pra.ctioal appl.1eat1on. was prematit.t-G at 
that time. • • • Eut notW1thstand.1n.g 1ts 
tt:t1lure the l!'.ntrl1sh who left for America h~d. 
1 t en:•rraved on their hearts and both doPJllas 
L.fiberty and equality before the hi] se:Mred 
-
as a seed aad preparation for the development 
of the Colossus which today is called the 
United. States. • • • It has demonstrated a 
vigor atid ~1tal1ty which has frightened 1ts 18 enemies and amazed its most ardent admirers. 
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The ingredients for a general explosion in Mexico were 
accumulated. "Now onl7 a spark was needed," said Barreda. Th1s 
spark was applied the night of September 15~16. 1810. No one 
could ooatain the tire.19 An obscure village priest without arm • 
organization, clothes or resources, faced a valiant and d1s· 
cipl1ned arm7 and ea??'.'ied off' the v1etory. 20 Barreda regarded 
Hidalgo as a man of genius with a b1g heartt the genius to ohoos 
the right moment to start the :rev-clut1on, an.d the heart to 
sacrifice his 11fe. According to Barreda, Hidalgo was the first 
of a long list of martJ'!'S to bring about the redemption., libert7 
and greatness of Mexico. After much suffering there would appe 
an "era of peaee, liberty-, order and greatness of Mexico." 
. 
eleven yea.rs of warfare, Guerrero and Iturbide f1ns.lly broke the 
ohain by which Spa1n enslaved Me:t1eo for three eantur1es. How-
ever, because of the errors con:.m1tted by the new public off1c1al 
and because of the po-.1ertul elements of anarchy and d1 vision, 
conditions remained as they were unde~ the old reg1me. 21 
18Ib1d 
-·· 
p. 89. 
19~ •• p. 90. 
ZOibid., 
-
p. 83. 
21Ib1d _., pp. 90 ... 91. 
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That whteh Catl:/t have been a natural no1ut1on waa tranafo:nae<l 
1ak a r-evoli.ittcn, but the ef'tect of the revolution. •• onl1 
trensitor~ .. 22 
Independence from Bptd.n was tollow.4 by tnten1 it•t ttU> 
between two pel1t1oal groupe; the Conaervat1"'98 Md tbe Liberals. 
In h1• speooh at Gw1uua~taato • Baned.a 1ntorp:rete4 the hlstor1 of 
Mex1oo aa the strtW',.,gle bettweea two great fercaa1 the prosr••· 
s1ve (li'berale) and the ntrogresslve (Mnaervat1vea). or the 
poa1t1ve a.ml ~e negatlve.23 
!'iQtteda descr1b$d ilhe Conservative ~t1 aa opposiag 
BHlmtal emano1pa:ti1oa-a'11eat1f1o, r'011s1ous &.:14 political., D1f• 
rerln.g from Comfse. Barreda said that the IJ. be..ral part1 repreaen 
Gd the dyaaud.c order o:r the poal~1vo to:roes ot aooiety. It 
detend•tl metal emane1pat1oa. Uittortuu.tel1. tshe liberal, or 
poslt1ve, ap.1.rtt was net 1a•d1atel1 tr:1uaphan.t. The conservat-
ive. or nesat1in1, a:p1:rlt w~ted to pl.Mt a regiae aWlar to tlhe 
on• that bu been overthrown. It never \Vlderstocd order ed 
24 progress. 
In spite cf 1ts vlol.G,:ice, the revolution ult1:mate11 tu1-
t1lled its o'bjeot1ve. The Mexican 7te'Yolut1on whtoh besan in 181 
and ended 1ft 1867., was a •tl!"'Uggl.e of the p0s1 ti ire ap1r1 t agairun 
• 111 • :er• ..... 
the enemies of progress--the clergy--which opposed the Mexican 
government by p~ovok1ng ~evolts and foreign 1nte~entions. 25 
Zea interpreted Barreda 1 s metaphysical period as the 
initial or combative phase which was necessary to destroy the 
common enemy of progress--the clergy and the army--and replace 
them with a new order, the positive order. With the combative 
phase at an end. it was necessary to create a new ideology for 
this new order. Positivism would represent the constructive 
stage once the combative role had been terminated. 26 
4J 
Liberty would be guaranteed by material order. The state 
has the right to intervene in th~ field of education. and only in 
the field of education. to create the type of individuals who 
might make this order possible. But before arriving at this 
stage, Barreda said that the Mexican mind had to be completely 
emancipated from Catholic theology and metaphysics. This would 
be done through education. Describing freedom of conscience, 
Barreda sa1dt 
••• that 1n the future a complete liberty of 
conscience, an absolute freedom of expression 
and discussion, giving room to all ideas a.nd 
1nsp1rat1ons, would permit light to spread in 
every quarter and make unnecessary and 1mpos-
s1 ble all conunotion which was not p11rely 
spiritual, every rev~lut1on which was not 
purely intellectual. 7 
25IQ.!S., pp. 92-9J. 
26Romanell, ~P· c1t., pp. 4J-44. Barreda chose the terms 
theological, metap ys1eai, and positive because they were used by 
Comte as a vehicle for his ideas. 
27Barreda. o • cit., p. 10 • See footnote 
,1'1tno·r·~., presented b1 sobH! ptople: as an exception 1n the 
progresr.!":''".l mrolllt1on cf human1ty, Barreda said thats 
The Reform, 1t" e:xam1ned. 1.n the 11zht of :resf!'!oo. 
Md phlleaoph.J appeare ae a peat tftlaa wht.eh 
concludes lf1 th the fH!.blime glor1t1eat1oa ot the 
oourage ot 1810, throush the nooeaalve llAe ot 
heroes from H idale<:i Md norelos to Guel'*rero and. 
Itvb14•• tr. Zaragon Md Oeampo to S.lasa:r 
Md l$rteaea • to the conquerors ot tho hyena cf 
Taouba7a u4 the 64.'Tettturer ot Hir~r. 
Wlthout th1s progresa1ve atniggle ot the po:d.tive sp1r1t (iJhe 
11bera1a) against the nega1:1"1'e spirit (the clere;: a.-td the arm7) 
one cannot expla1n the h1ator7 or Mes1oe.28 
In the ond the l!'beral (or pos1•1ve) ap1r1t tr1umphed. 
Liberals ideas 'tfere embod.led 1n ·tne Constitution ot 1857. The 
men who hee.d.ed the oonst1tut1onal reform 1a Mutoo were imbued. 
wtth the poslt1ve spirit. ?he conquest of the centur;v was the 
depr1val of the pr1v1leged elaaaes of tbe1~ !1!£21 (speo1al 
privileges). gy separattng church and sta:t•• th• liberals hoped 
to rend.er lapotent a ))Over that was oppoael._::~'9 progress. The7 
considered catholio1am d.angerou beoauae tne ~l0rg1 used 1t as 
a political arm. 29 'l'he liberals d.1d. not d.eliY the tact that the 
ole:rg3 bad sp1rl tual power. I~Qrre,da ex,J:'ressed this idea 1n tho 
"C1v1o C:rat1onu when he atated thti\t the SJ;1r1tual weapons or the 
olergy were not touehed by the Reform Laws1 cu the ccntrar.v. the 
........... 
tel.SJ.4.. • P• az. 
29~~·• P• 93• 
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were st:rr:u1e.th(l'·1 .. io Th<! l1'berals, e.lthough ant1-cler1eal, d1d 
not g1 v12 1J'~· the1r Catho11o1am. Ju&rez knew that to deCathol1c1ze 
Mex1.co by fc?'oe would tnc1 te continuous revol te, wh1eh would 
s1gn1f7 the con.t1rtuBtlon o.f ~rt•rch1 and disorder. The ~•• 
~overnment needed to eatabltah order.'1 The desired order was 
s1mplJ material, an order that 414 not war:.t tc invade the 
sp1r1tua1 field ot the Catho11e Churcn.J2 
The Const1 tut1on of 185? provoked th4' Jar o!' ~:teform. In 
this 'l'hree Years• war the connrvatlve raet1on 1A r11ex1ean 
·pol1tlcs was aeve?"el1 weakened, but not entirely d-astroy-4. The 
Cons•n•vatlves were wtll1ng to gambl• wl th a monarch1 set up in 
Mexico with for~1gn a1d. ~Perhaps the Conse:r"trat1ves d1d not 
realize, .. sald llarreda, ~that they were delivering to Napoleon 
'4 nat1ona11t7, an 1nd.epettd.enoe, and inetltutions wn1ch had cost 
rivers of blood •nd a halt century of war and 8&er1fice.J) The 
f reneh 1nv.ae1orl of Mex1oo. according to barred.a, was "the intsr-
vent1oll of the nega.tive spirit wh1ch succeeded in h1ttder1ng pro• 
grass and the pca1 ti ve sp1r1 t. •• Apparently at this point• the 
L11:eral party wo'."1 the bitter strugele which had be~un with Inde-
pendence.,54 
30 t. Ib1d., pp. 93·9~. 
-llr~o'rf'ld.o Zea, !! P21lt&vtat m Mfllf.2 (M&x1co, 195)}, p. 
J2Barreda, 2:2• stt., p. lo;. 
33n::itd. • P• 94. 
-
34Ib\d., PP• 95-96. 
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According to Barreda. the struggle against the troops of 
Napoleon III was not simply a struggle for the independence of 
Mexico, but the struggle for the independence of all humanity. 
May .5. 1862, was a victory that Mexico obtained in. the name of 
the progress of humanity. Zaragoza. the command.er of the small 
handful of heroes, will forever be linked to the idea of "1nde-
. 
pendence, c1v111zat1on, liberty and progress." Bsrreda said tha 
. 
The soldiers of the Republic in Puebla saved, 
like the Greeks in Salamis, the future of the 
world by saving the chief republican principle, 
that 1s, the modern standard of humanity in 
the strJJ.g.L).E; with the champion of negativism, 
Napoleon III. • • • In this conflict between 
European retrogression and. American civili-
zation, 1.n "Gh1s struggle· of the monarchical 
pr1nc1ple against the republican, in this 
ultimate effort of fanaticism against emanci-
pation, the republ1cans33r Mexico stand alone <:1·-~a:IDst the entire world. 
Those nations that did not openly support the French at 
least gave them their moral support. Because of its own civil 
war, the United States was forced to maintain neutrality, and 
even at times to lend its services to the invader. Finally the 
United States asked France to withdraw from Mexico. The fear of 
an unsustainable war against the United States, the precarious 
position of the French forces in Mexico, and the unpopularity of 
the French mission in France itself, finally made Napoleon decid 
to withdraw his army from Mexico.36 
351b1d., pp. 95-96. 
361!2!.9:. •• pp. 96-97. 
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Mexico, according to Barreda, owed a great debt to the 
United States, without doubt. but the help of the United States 
should in no way diminish the merit of the heroic defense or 
Mexico. Mexico was criticized tor asking the United States for 
help, because the United States, 1t was said, wanted to maintain 
a government in Jlexlco which would permit 1t to end European in-
fluence in America and increase its own.J7 But Mexico, said 
Barreda, had the right to call on foreign help without com• 
premising its autonoJ1.7 a.rt.d d1gn1t7. After all, he said, Holla.ad 
called on England for help to emancipate herself from Spanish 
tyrann7; the United States accepted the aervioes of France to 
gain 1ts independence; Spain asked for help from England against 
France. These countries did not compromise their autonom7, nor 
did foreign a1d obscure their heroic deed.38 
That the Mexican government did not pardon Maximilian 
was 1n the e7es of Barreda a splendid triumph. From now on ever7 
new throne erected 1n Mexico would find no willing occupant. 
Barreda said thats 
No daubt the Mexicans could have pardoned 
Ma.x1m111an. but when the autonomy. future 
and independence or a nation are in question, 
when the time has come to erect the corner-
stone of that delicate structure Which has 
been graduall7 elaborated over a period of 
57 7ears, ever7 idea that does not conduce 
37Ib1d., PP• 98-99. 
'
8J:bJd., p. 99. 
to the desired end should be abandoned. every 
movement of the heart that diverts us from 
our path and 1nter:rypts our point of view. 
should be st1lled.J~ 
Had Maximilian been exiled to Europe. according to Barreda. he 
would have been the banner of the discontented, a constant 
threat to public tranqu111ty, the pablum to nourish the secret 
call of rebellion. and at the first opportunity he would start 
anew the civil war. 40 Barreda said that: 
Had Maxim111an been pardoned he would never 
have admitted that he owed his life to the 
generosity of Mexico, but to the fear of Francis 
Joseph or to the pressure of the United States. 
Had Maximilian been pardoned Mexico would ha.ve 
forever lived under the tutelage of other 
nations. Had Maximilian' been pardpned et the 
time of the North American IntArvent1on, when 
national sentiment was at its peak, it would 
have undoubtedly provoked. • • a cry of uni-
versal con.demnation. And neither would Mexico 
have been conq~ered nor would the country have 
been paeified.ttl 
48 
The pr1 vileged els.sees were finally persuaded of their 
impotence. The old army which had. been defeated by new soldiers 
and unfo12sen generals lost its prestige. The clergy accepted 
their loss of prestige after they unsuccessfully resorted to their 
spiritual arms--the only thing that remained--to defend what the 
believed to possess by D1v1ne Right.42 By emancipating spiritual 
39~ •• pp. lOJ-104. 
40..ll?!.s!·· pp. lOJ-104. 
411J2!£!., pp. lOJ-104. 
42~ •• p. 93. 
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power from the pressure of temporal power, Mexico made the most 
advanced step that any nation had been known to make towards true 
o1v111zat1on and moral progress.43 
Barred.a transformed pos1t1v1sm into a neutral doctrine. 
This meant that positivism did aot attack any idea be it Catho-
110 or liberal, but the 1nd1v1dual was to be a good citizen. 
Whatever he believed, he was to sacrifice his individual ends 
for the good ot society, or. better yet, he could not hinder the 
free movement of society through his ideas. Barreda changed the 
Comtian motto• ~love, order and progress.~ to •liberty, order and 
progress," liberty as a means, order as a·base; and progress as 
and end. The ideology of the Mexican liberals remained summar-
ized 1n the adopted motto of Barreda.44 
In turning to the above concept, Liberals and Pos1t1v-
1sts opposed each other. Both groups looked at pos1t1v1sm not 
only as a social doctrine for the support of order, bu.t as a 
sectarian doctrine for the support of a determined social group. 
The Mexican Jacob1ns held the concept of 1nd1v1dual liberty 
against the interpretation of the pos1t1v1sts.45 Comt1an pos1t1v 
1sm, which subordinated the 1nd1v1dual to society, did not allow 
them freedom without restrictions. According to the Jaeob1ns, 
4
.3Ib1d., p. 94. 
44Ib1d., P• 105. 
45n 1t uea, !J2.• .2..-•• P• 77. 
so 
the 1ndiv1dual should be restricted 1n no way whatsoever, other 
than his own ab111ty.46 
Pos1t1v1sm. aocol'd1ng to ~a. was to be a doctrine 
of social order. D1tfer1ng from Comte, Barreda eliminated the 
religion of humanity. In Mexico, unlike other A:mertcaa count-
ries such as Ch1le·attd. Bra:ll, the eocles1ast1cal rites 1fh1ch 
Comte added to h1a philosoph)t' were not implanted. Aocol"dl.ng to 
LeoPOldo Zea, Barreda d14 not try to eatabl1sh a new church be· 
cause he felt tt would :merely oauae new uphuvals and disorders. 
The "'C1v1c Cration" was made in predetermined his•orical 
' 
o1reumstancest the triumph of the !'~exioan liberal revolution.. 
This revolution broUt;;ht an urgent n.eed for ord.e1·, 'rhe pcstt1v-
1sm of Barreda tum1shed the ideology for this order wh1oh was 
necessary to trans:ro:rm Manco lntc a strong and rtutpAetable 
nation. Prom the posit:1v1st point of' Vin, 186? was a speclal 
year 1n tho histT:':'" of Mex1co. The French army ret1redt the 
Austrian emperor was executed.t the Reform movement &"ld liberal 
ideas saw their final trtumphf a n1t::''.~" o:rder would take the pla.oe 
of the old colonial order.48 
4G!Pi~·· pp. ios-109. 
47~ •• p. ?6. See footnote 57, page J2. 
48Mar1o de la Cueva., .11• Ila.• ~ '.i: 1D. M ~+!!a 
Ph1, oso,.,""= ( tr~.ns. A. Ilobori--C{!l:oonl,,,T'fi!!Ot.,..re.,..._. ~ ..... rn.e. 19~£ :;;;:; • 2~1;!11~· ~ . ,_ • . . . l-. 
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Barreda presented the whole series of historical events 
as a compact and homogeneoun whole wh1eh. aceord1ng to poslt1v· 
1sm, was necessary for progress. "In the dominion of intell1· 
gance and 1n the field of true ph1losophy, nothing 1• hetero-
geneous. iveryth1ng 1s homoe-erJ.eous.n Ordel", sa14 Barreda, must 
begln with ideas, that ls, •a tru.17 universal dootr1n:e must 1sau 
1n a common fund of trutha.u49 
r'or Barreda h1stor7 waa a science and, like the other 
ac1enoes, it was subject to unchangeable lawa • .5° He sa.1d thats 
H1stor7 1a not a conjunct of 1noohe~,'en t and 
strange aota. • • • Neither 1• 1t subject 
to the caprice of .Providence• nor t;o un.f ore-
seen accidents. It ts subjec' to scleno~ •• 
• • It ls subJect to laws wh1ch make it pos ... 
s1ble to explain the future throUgh wha·t has 
taken place in the paet ••• • If an impor-
tant event auch w.:: the rsvolutlon t'fould not 
have been prepared beforehand by a series of 
slow. though real tlU'Hi powerful, 1.t.tfluenees, 
1 t would be uruncpla1na.ble. • • • .5l Further-
more, 1 t wcu"!.1~ not haYe been a hero1e a.ct, but 
a miracle and, as a miracle, 1t would not be 
coneemed with the true ph11osoph1cal se1enees, 
whose end is always foresight and. therefore 
opposed to supernatural influences;. Sttp~;.- ... 
natural influence 1a not subject to invariable 
laws and therefore it 1s not the object o~ the 
basis tor aoy tJPG or explanation or rational 
fores1€1ht.'z 
In the °C1vle Orat1onu 13arreda exa."111ned the steps to-
49narred.a, ill• oit., PP• 82-SJ. 
50ib1d•• pp. 81-82. 
511.l?JJl •• pp. 8)-84. 
52~•• P• 84. 
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ward.a !'<he emeno1pat1on or Mexloo. Although the Prcgrese1ve or 
Liberal party seemed to aav1~ete without a compass. it never-
theleas was able to weather the storm through stubborn persist• 
eace. Two generations saor1f1ced themselves to the reeonstruct-
1c.n or Mexico. All the elements of sooial reoonstruet1on.--mcral 
1ntellectual. a.n.d i:olitloal--becae un1ted.t all obstacles were 
overcome. The foundation for the roconstru.ct1on of tilextoo was 
established. 'J.1he iteform laws put Mexieo on the road tcwarde an. 
advanced c1v111zat1on. The new M&x1eaa constitution led the wa1 
towarcla innovation. based on. ••olut1ottary rri th 1:'.'r than revolut1on. .. 
ar7 meaaures. Barreda showed how pos1t1v1sm ~as aot the result 
of our1os1ty or caprice. He presented the h1atorical o1rcua..-
atanoee that prevailed 1n the e:ra in. Jth1eh he made known the 
dootr1ae learned direotl7 tl"om Auguate Comte. Foreoast1ng the 
ooas,ruetive phase of Mexioan poaitiv11Dt• Barred.a closed his 
speech with the opt1m1st1c remark that "all the elements ot 
. 
social re~onstruet1on are eo well assembled. that the current 
peace and order, 1f ma1nta1ned for sometime. would aeoompllah bf 
themselves •l~e all that remains to be done~53 
t-ttth an understMd1ftg ot the h1stor1·of Mex1co ae 
Barreda conccu. ved 1 t • one can bettel" understand the 1deaa of the 
Mextoan 1ntelleotual whlch were oonta1aed 1n ~ law of publ1o 
itletructton of 186?. In the tollowillg chapters Barred•'• plan o 
ed.uoat1t>n •111 be 41.scussed. 
CHAPTER III 
THE LAW OF fUBLIC INS'rRUCTION OF 1867 AND rrs REFORM OF 18691 
PRIMARY EDUCATION 
Shortly after Barreda. delivered the "C1vic Oration,'" an.d 
partly on the strength ot 1 t, Ju,rez 1nv1 ted him to be on a com-
mission to reorganize the entire system of Mexican education from 
primary to professional in accordance with positivist aims. Other 
members of the commission included Pedro Contreras Elizalde, 
Fran.c1sco and Jos~ n!a.z Covarrubias (brothers-in-law of Barreda), 
Ignacio Alvarado and Eulalio Mar~a Ortega. Barr0da was the intel-
lectual spokesman of the commission and his reconmendat1ons were 
immediately embodied 1n the Law of Public Instruction, December 
2, 1867, which contained important novelties and which gave 
education a distinctive course. In add\ t1on. to outlining the 
· whole system of primary, secondary, and professional education, 
this law created the National Preparatory School, which will be 
discussed in the next eh.apter of this study. Although this law 
was enforced only in the Federal District and in the national 
territories, its influence was decisive throughout the Republic. 1 
1Agu.st!n Arag~n. Essai sur 1 1H1stoire du Poa1tivisme au 
Mexigue, Le Docteur Gabino Barreda {March 10,-ra98). pp. 19-~. 
When Juarez appointed Barreda to be on the commission to write a 
law of public 1nstruet1on. he was probably influenced by the fact 
53 
S6 
The law of 1867 had a precedent 1n several eduoat1cm.al 
laws passed ln Mexico 1n the ntneteenth oentur1. 'the Law ot 
Public It.tstruotlon of lSJ) took education oui or •he hand.a of uhe 
church, an 1•l"Ortarlt charaeter1st1e or the Law of 1867.2 Joe& 
:Marfa Luis Mera, the 4r1v1ae; toitee behlad the I.aw of' 18,), e.n.t1e-
1pated a a ao1ent1:f1c education tss&d on facts when he sa1dt 
Poslttvtats wen ealled. •o execute 1."eforms. 
esprolaJ.. ~7 fduoet10Gal 1 baeauee tthe~old e4u-oa• on. , .. ,.l.a f1ed an.a daetro7ea. a tue root:~ 
all tn~ c~~1ot1ona that oonst1tuted a port-
t1ve mM • .,; 
It ls ln.tereatlng to note that thG law cf' education pas-
sed bJ the Frov1s1onal Go~rnment ot Santa Anna also conta1n'9d 
aome of the chief charactertstice of the Law of 1867, that 1s, 
that primary eduoa.tlon ne to be obl.1gatt;,ey and f .c·ee. There was 
to be freedom Of 1nstructlon but the prof'i.U,lGQrS would have to be 
approved b1 the Doard of Primary E:dueat1.0'n..4 
that &.rreda.• s two brothers ... 1!1.•law were el.:r·,!:i::.q on the commlsston 
and by Harreda 1 s relat1cnt with Contrerei.e F:l1ZStlde. who had been 
a f 1l"JI collabcrator of Juarez and who was truilnied to a daughter 
ct Juarez. or the m~n who were pert of the comm!asion. all were 
staunch pos1t1Visti except Orteea. 
2tu1s Gonz,.\ez y Gonzalez. n, lit, ~ Vid.~ s2el'1f i ~ ~ ~p~~rtiP. q~z£e;fe£. Vol11me,.I!r\COs10 VD~.gas e_et,ex~ 
19·56}, PP• i)JB..., ,, · zequ1el Chavez, Mex1c21 Its ~ Evclttitim1 
Volume I, i::art II (~•u.sto s1er:r~ ed. Mexieo, 190'0)~ p~~;10. After 
Kex1cen 1nde-p!!ndenee,. education lan nre d1soussed, paeaed. or 
modified. 1n 1824., l82St 152'/, 18)0, 183), 1834, 1842 • 184J, 18,54, 
18S?. 1861, a..~d 1865. 
, lJ01ul Marla Lu1s M~n, pbra,.1. F.PlB!·!l• Volumo I (Paris, 
1837; t :P• CC1Jr. 
4-1.i:dmundo Q'Corm!t.u! l\Justo Si.errs. 1 los_ o~!::,.:enes de la 
Universidad de Mk1co, lyl9,• bll. ~II Wi•aii!!ll U. iln. 
Mexicsmc (Xalspra, 1960). PP• .1~5 · • 
S? 
Ju.&res made known his position on publ1o education when 
he took ever the re!Jls ot &O'\"Gmmeat cm Jan.ua17 20, 18611 
• • • • The goTel'Uent 11'111 adopt _.llV•• 
to promo'• pub11o eduoat;t.on. to blprove the 
prc>t•••toaal achoola. and io gln aeoeaar1 
attention to 1*1e aohoola ot aed.1o1n.e, a&r1• 
culture, ar•a and oratta, a1rt1.&u u4 oomeroe, 
and. the Ae&d.ftl' ot flrte Arts.' -
.At h1a 1nauprat1on, June 1.S. 1661. Jwtre1 orrs.01~111 endorsed 
publ1e support or education 1n the follow1.1'1S stat•incntr 
I profoundl7 hope that the nat1one.l represent-
att. vec1. wS.11..,gin tb• 1>ror>er1attea.t1cm u nbl.ic ecltM.\A . on, .. o con&l'O•. 'tc nt!u.sn7. wu! to 
pngreas ~n gen•J:tal. moral a.a well aa aate:r1-
al. • • • . 
The two eharacterlstlcs of the law of 1861 were tHtculariem. an.4 
emphasis on the tra1t11ng of good ct ti!!ens. 7 
7Tax1m111an. promule;ated. a lat~ of education December 27, 
186S. In a letter &ddresaed tQ h1• M1nis•er, ~enuel S111ceo, he 
explained the bas1e of h1s plan. It 1s ot lnteftst to note that 
this letter, with the exeeptt.on of :reltei:'1oue lnatrttetlon 1n 
ss 
primar, and seoondary schools. oonta1Aed. the tutl4aaental ldeaa 
that t;he liberals deten4e4 la th• era of Porr11·10 Diaz. le.Zl• 
al11aa aa14 that ever1oae abould. rece1 ve a publ1o ecbtoatlen.. 
Prlu:r7 eduoatloa aheulcl be tree and obltgasorJ°• Ae a good 
liberal. he 8&14. 'tlha- relia1on. should 1M let• up io the con• 
ac1en.oe of the ltl4lv1dual. 1'he etate was net to interfere 1n 
religlows iu9st101u1, but n.tJiShla •• the C"tlureh, wh1ch was 
obligated. t:o impart relt.gloua taatruottoo. to 1n'terfere in 
pol1.t1oa.8 .Meb1lt.att•a law of e4.uoa't1on, 'Wh1oh was to be 
imparted bJ' the m.UQ1~1pal1t1es, was reduced to nad1ng, wrtt1ng, 
g!"aD&r. religion.. and good lll.Gl\t!ers. E\ter1ox:ua. except tine poor, 
had to pay o~e peso $ month.- 11.'1• plan was later cr1tlo1ze4 be• 
oauee or 'tJhe dJ .. aorderly arrangement or the subjects wh1ch, ac-
cording to ch&ve~. "was bound to term. ablntrt pedants and r141oul 
ous eno7oloped1sts. •• It was not carriod into etfee' beoaun o'f 
the early G~l1apse ot the Empire.9 
By spee1al prea1dent1a1 decree. Jtt!rez promulgated the 
!aw of I11b11.o In.ctruot1on of 1867 • 'rhe paseage of the law was 
con.4emne4 1n the press and 1n Congre1s. 'I1'le members ot Congreaa 
e.sked that the law be iabol1$hed because the d,epv.t1er: nre not 
given a ct.iJJlnce to ~tuclJ it b0:f'o:r~ it was promulga.tec!. Doput7 
Pof1a y Jiam{rel: na1d that 1t was "prosreaa1ve 1n es11enoe, bUt 
80 1lfo1-un, iRl.B• • PP• 169-l?O. 
9cn&.vez, 2.2• 211•• »• Sl6. 
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vlc1ous 1:i fem •• ••" because 1t pre1or1bed so Wltt17 subjects 
' that 1t would. take a child. tltteen or t:went1 ,ears tic leam tlh•• 
However. the deput!.ea rea11ze4 that 1r tbe law were abclishe4 tt; 
would a.ean hnvtag to accept the law et 1865 • ltbioh ibeJ tel• -. 
even mol"G def'etttvo. Thua. arter a few m.itt.e>r changes. the law 
was put into ettect 1A Ja11:aaar7 1868.10 
The ~ducat1onal law wbieh Jufret: in·omttll*il•d. iA 186? •• 
intended. to be a p•ttem tor •hough\; a11d action. lA revuping ihe 
whole arstu of 1nst:ruot1on and, ult1•ately. of aoc1ety. It aot 
onl7 att•pted. h outliae 'the whole a11tiem. ot eduoatlon from the 
pl'1.11ary level to the preparator1, w• lt also •rteti. to proT14e a 
comprehensive educaulon bJ otterlftg a wt4e Va1"1••1 ot aubJeota. 
Bea11z1ng the neoess1t7 et creatltlg an enlisn•enfiKl pJ'Ogreaatve 
aool•t7, •oienoe and p:naet1eal1tt ••rv"e4 a.a the 'ba.a1a tor the 
sub3ect matter. F1nall7. 1t t1~ed the reapoas1b1l1tJ of the 
state in matters of educa,lon, Praneleoo la2"l'e1'0 no~e4 'hat• 
• • •. the law d.14. not •xpresa.13 a'tsate ~bat 
eduoattoa would. be eeoulart lm.'i u one oan 
aee, rel1g1oa was el1minat&d as one of the 
courses. nnts ele•erttw:-Y e11u.ca:hS.on. in. Jies1oo 
aoqatred the thre~ oharaoter1st1cs of mod.em 
public ed:ucat;tozu obl1gator1. tree a.ad seoular. ll 
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The more important points ot the Law of 1867 with refer-
ence to primary education were to create within the Federal Dis-
trict, wlth general tunds, tour pr1ma17 schools, one of them for 
girls. Thereafter, there were to be established as many schools 
as necessary for the Federal D1str1ct.12 
As subjects of primary instruction, the law enumerated 
reading, penmanship, Casti11an grammar, letter-wr1t1ng, arith-
metic, the decimal system, rudiments of physics, chemistry, 
practical mech.an1os, lineal drawing, morals, good manners, 
notions of conat1tut1onal rights, and rudiments of history and 
geography, especially or Mexico.. The program tor girls was 
similar to that of boys, except that letter-writing and the 
physical sciences (physics, chemistry and practical mechanics) 
were omitted and practical hygiene, befitting to a woman, was 
a.dded. 13 
Absent were courses in physical education. Not until 
1874 did the government provide for ph7s1cal education 1n pri-
mary schools of both sexes.14 
The law issued January 24, 1868. the enabling aot of the 
Law of Public Instruction of December 2, 1867, ordered the 
establishment of a school 1n each village 1n the Federal District 
12Dub1Ant x. !!12.• ~., P• 193. 
lJibid 
-· 
# 
14 Jos& D!az Covarrubias, Le Instruec1Sn _Pti_'_b_l_i_ea_ m M:x1co 
{Mexico, 1875), PP• xxx1-xxxv111. 
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tf!..at had more than f1ve hundred 1nhab1tan.ts; 1n those villages 
exceeding two thousend there would be one tor each sex and eaeh 
tl10 thousand 1nhab1 tan ts. The mun1clpal1 t1es were to appeal to 
the b!cen~ of their mun1c1pal1ty to create and support a 
primary school on their t:1Aoe1. In add1t1on the sovemment 
ordered the mun.1o1pal1t1ee of th& capital to support twelve 
schools for g1rls and twelve tor boys, wh1oh should be located 1 
convenien.t places. ibe enabling aet of 1868 elim1ns.ted some 
subjects (chemlstr1. pb7ad.oa. mechMlcs, and d:ra1f1ng) .• wh1oh 
were cons1dered too d1ff1oult for elementary school eh1ldren..1.5 
'!'he tendency to broaden prtmar:r 1ns1.;ruot1on was en.cour ... 
aged by the rapid progress or the sciences. ?he old idea of pr1 
mary education waa 11:m1ted to what was lftd1spenuble to con-
trt1tut1n.g man. a truly acct.al and ration.al being, arouslne h1s 
tntel.lectual faculties, and cult1vat1fts hls atfeot1ve 1nc11na ... 
tlons. Language. reading, wr1t1ng, the b1u11c :rudiments of 
numbers and the idea of moraltt7 and social orsan1zat1on con-
tained the kn.cwledge that prepared man for th& environment la 
which he lived.16 
By the end or 1868, Ignacio Mariscal, the M1ft1ster of 
f'Ubl1c Instruction, at the request of members of the Chamber, 
asked for author1nt1on to recast the Law or December 2. 1867, 
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which hod been made effective by the enabling aot of January 24, 
1568. I~\neda, ~rho at that time was the president of the Ccm-
m1ss1on of fublic Instruet1on 1n the Chamber, took advantage of 
his off1o1al pos1t1on to delay the course of action and tc utlder-
take a ser1es of conferences w1th '.f'~ar1scal, 1'h1ch conv1noed the 
latter that no more than a mod1f1cat1on of the present law was 
neoessary.11 On January 1), 1869, Congress decreed the following 
basis tor the revision of the .Law of 186?t l) to allow freedom of 
1nstruct1on1 2) to see that as m$ny child.l"en &a possible receive 
a primary a~d publ1o eduoat1ont )) 'bo teach 'bhe exactt sc1enees1 
4) to improve secondary education b1' the introduction or apec1al 
eehools; 5) to combine the echools ot commez-ce and adm1nistrat1on 
6) to see that necessary expenses do not exeaed the budget. ·?he 
new law which. was passed May lS. 1869. did no more than sanction 
the one of December 2. 1867. 1nt:roduc1ng a few new changes. '1.'hus 
the new law was a triumph for pos1t1v1sm,18 
l'he Law of Publto Instruction ot May lS, 1869, and the 
enabling act of November 9, 1869, gave mon attention to primar7 
education than the law of 1867. The La.noastrian society- (sooie• 
dad Lancasteriana) and other prlvate schools were to cont1rtue 
6J 
desp1te the fact that the government ordered the Secretary of 
Justice and Publ1e Instruction to crgan.1ze four mod.el schools far' 
girls and tour for bo1s, as well as one for male and one for 
female adults, which we:;:e to 'be night schools. .f'urthermore, the 
National Treasur1 would continue to a1d, and. 1f necessary, sup-
ply books and 1nd1spensable wr1t1ng materials to the fourteen 
schools wh1oh dependod o.n the Beneficence soo1et1 (Soc1edad 
Benef1cone1a).19 The subjects taught 1n the two primary schools 
for adults were to be the same as those taught in those tor boys 
and girls, respoot1vel7, in addition to the following• lineal 
draw1ngJ the federal const1tut1opa rudiments of chronology and 
history. esp~oially of r'iex1co1 and, 1n addition, for men rud.1· 
ments of ph7sloa and chem1stry. The law re1te3:a.ted that prb:u.\r7 
education WruJ to be "free for the poor. •~ 20 
19 1.- , ' " DublW'l, X, 212.• oit., P• 5911 Gonzalez y Gonzalez, 21?.• £.t!•• PP• 646-647, 681. The Sociedad Lancasteriana was the most 
important private educational 1nst1tut1on in Mex1oo. It was 1n· 
troduoed 1nt:c Mex1oo in 1822 b7 Manuel Ccdomlu, .Agustfn Buen-
rostro, Eulal1c V1lla.rrut1a, Manuel F'ern&ndez y Aguado and 
Eduardo Torreau who followed. the .-.Mutual Syetem.u of ed.ucat1on 
established 1n England by Joseph tancaster. This s7stem was used 
because of the scarcity of' fleaohers. One person taught a number 
of grades at e>ne t1me. The teacher instructed the more advanced 
students to a1d h1m, while he ma1nta1n.ed d1so1pl1ne. Sometimes 
this meant no more than the ttbl1nd. leading the bl1nd." ;rhe 
Soo1edad de Beneficencia was.founded ln 1846 by Vidal.Alcocer 
for the education and protection of destitute oh1ldren. It waa 
supported. b7 alms. In 185' the government decided to ccntrlbute 
25 per cent of the tax on ap1r1ts for 1.ts support in the Federal 
District. B7 1858 there were J) of these schools 1n Mex1eo Cit7 
and the outly1ng areas. 
20oubl&n, X, !°m• fil•• P• 592. 
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It is interesting to note that Comte said nothing about 
primary education. He felt that the eduoation of a young child 
(theological period) should not be formal or systematic and 
scient1f'io, but that 1t should 1nolude such subjects as litera-
tv,re, draw1n.g, music and toredgn languages. Barrede., on the other 
'. 
hand, thought that the child in the primary sohool should be 
initiated 1n the sc1ent1f1o method.21 
The ideas or Barreda on pr1mar7 educa'tslon were illcor-
pora ted in a report which he delivered to a committee in 1875 of 
which he. Ignacio Bam{l"ez, iatael de la Torre, Guillermo Prieto •. 
~\1,,t· 
and Roberto Estpa were members. , 'fhis group shared the same 
~- ~ . 
v1ews on education. In Shis report· • .S.rreda stated that 1t was 
well understood that the greatest obstacle to the progress of 
Mexico was 1111terac7s 1ihat the lack or education among the 
people ts what aakes them passive and unoonsc1ous instruments of 
· explo1tat1on.22 
Aeoording 'o statistics there was an 1nt1ma.te relation-
ship be'ttween 1ll1terac7 and er1m1nalit7 and. misery. .And, 1f 
important tuactlons such as serving as electors and on juries 
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were to be performed by the illiterate masses, a national oat&s• 
trophe could take place. Public op.inion ls not worth7 of its 
role if the people are not educated. The only solution to this 
problem is public and obligatory primary edueat1on. 2l 
Barreda reiterated that "pos1t1ve utility was the true 
touchstone 1n legislation as in any other matte~." He defended 
obligatory public instruction on the basis of "convenience.~ 
. 
.. progress,'* a...'ld "soc1al stability." even 1t 1t is a "restriction 
. .. .. " . 
of individual and even demestic 11.berty.'* .. If we admit that it 
. . 
is useful and conven1ent we should not worry as to whether or not 
such an obligation seems eontrar1 to the pr1ne1ples of liberty.• 
Barreda answered the doctrinaire lt'berals who claimed that obl1..:. 
ga.tory, primar;v eduee.t1e was 1rreoo.ne1lable with personal l1b-
ert7, the independence ot the family, and the rights of man, b;v 
saying that the rights of society were more important than the 
rights of the individual. He defended his thesis on the basis of 
the previous acceptance of man7 acts that originated from eternal 
principles of justice and moral and natural 1.aw. even though they 
limited 11bertT. The Ten Commandments, stated Barreda, hare con-
ditions or order and stability for any society. because the1 
guarantee the existence am:l seeurt•y of the individual and the 
famil7.u When t=he social state demanded positive obligations tor 
stability never did it vacillate 1.n preserving them even it it 
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meant f1ght1ne; for one's countr.1, cadanger1.ns life and propert7, 
or the risk of fa111n.g into slavery. ~oc1a.l interests, said 
Burreda• alwa1s predominated. "The 1nd1v1dual liberty of the 
. 
oit1zen nae decreased. in proportion to thG obl1gat1ons 1a:posed 
upon htm1 however. he has gained 1n pleasul"$. soour~.ty and suar-
antees.•i Se1en.ce has demon.strated that prl:mary education has 
contributed aot o;:il7 towards the development of c1v111zat1one. 
but 1t 1• a neceeaar1 aaaurance for the existence tJ.nd pro~resa 
or present-d.a7 soe1et1es. The conclusion 1s, ·then• aoc.ord.1ne to 
Barreda, that the government 111 obligated to impose pr1m.ary 
education on everyone. •That which does not progress through 
necesa1t1 w1ll regress. 1'h1s regression will m9an national as 
well as 1nd1vidual su1o1de. Can fi4ex1co eommit suicide 1n the 
name of the pr1no1ple of l1bert7?... f~or the North Americans, the 
most practical people ln the world, 1.111.terac:v 1s death. There-
fore, the1 are dat.17 more eat1st1ed 1t1 having overcome all 
scruples aga.1nst compulsory educat1ori. lfarreda quotes Edouard 
Ren.; Lefebvre de Laboulaye, a l<"l:'ench historian• who in his 
Inst~ctien EU'2J.1all~ Ii. lt a~rr~e univgr~tl asserted that an 
"1.ll1terate dem.oeracy la a condemned democracy." In objective 
. 
and pract1cal education, said Barreda, 11es the remedy for •4 true 
regeneration" because 1n it all the ra~ultiea are exercised and 
benet1tteci .• 24 
24_1'~---A"'t M1 ~ 6 18 _.~~V'~a £1?• ~·• PP• • • 
Unfortunately. the Lew 
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1867 sa1d nothing td th rep:arda 
' ion•), ·mieh Barreda del1Tered. 1n 187.5 ~ealt with this agpect of 
edueat1o1l. For :3arredn method was of utmost :hnportanee. l'be 
problem of educat1cn cannot be solved by me~ly 1noreas1.ng the 
school•• modifying the program !'ad 1nereas1ng or e11m1nat1n.g 
certaitt oouraes. The general method ot 1aatnot1on. 1n the prt.-
marJ schools or the Mextoan republic was the Lanoaatri1Ju1. also 
known as the mutual and 1d.multaneoul!. system. wh1ch was predomtn 
ate 1n all c1v!l1zed countries. B7 this method the abler stu-
dents, known as :monttcrs, were taught u.eh lemsOft by the master 
and the1 ln turn. taught the u:t11e lesson to groups of ether atu-
dertte. A large number of students could receive a1multaneous 
1nstruot1on bt one room. The child. waa st1mulated. b1 the tact 
that he was aeWl.ng as bctil a teacher and a student. 25 
~rr44& said. thatrt 
• • • th• best method. 1• the one that best 
ad"flU'Aees the eduoati0t1 of the r1s1.ng gener• 
atlon whleh w111 fol"ll a society ct •ea an4 
not of machine•, or persons capable of see-
tng things •• t'tu17 are ant cot •• the7 wn t 
them to be. 
lie waa opposed to a method based on fa1th, Whereb7 force, 
a.ad punishment, :ra.ther than eoartet1on., obligated others to one• 
opinions. The old method concentrated on mGmorJ• It t\"as tne:rel7 
~ 1111•. "'' •l• ...... 
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an aocumul.at1on of pre~icusly formulated abstract principles and 
con.oept1ons. presented te the child. to memorize by way of def1n1• 
t1orus. axioms, er rules. The oh1ld was ta'Ught idea.a and abstraot 
rules 'be:t'ore e:ua.m.ples, axioms before experie.n.oes, and deflnl t1on.a 
before oonoret'-' e~.ples. This purel.T mechantoal method weaken.eel 
the intellect of' the c.h1ld. He aearch"'1d. 00>"'.!.atan tl1 t"'or author-
purely deductive l't>g1c which he said did no raore than teach one 
to interpret t'ornn.ilated :propositions without ntart1fest:1n.g the 
tNths clearly implioit L."1. them. Thus, th& solerrti.fio evolution 
in eduoatton, differing trom the. old metaphysical ap1>roaoh wh1eh 
oonelsted or start1'1~ out with· a general prinot:ple, consisted. in 
obaervat1on, followed by abstraction and generalization.. The 
d~nds of the mo<.1tern world.-·the world ot work. 1ndu.st17. Etrtd ot 
the c1efln1t1ve 1nt'luenee of the positive so1enoes--were the ba•l• 
. 26 for the changes t11k1ne: plaae 1tt the prlmr7 education. 
The thecn•T or Barreda was 1hat the -.aacmer should• af'ter 
having autttclerit:ly awake!'led. the curtoertt:v et' the child., allow 
the child f'ull tlbert7 to make h1s 01ft'1 obae:l."V"attens instead of 
do1n~ 1 t for him. He 1tut1sted tbatJ explan.attoras 1M tempered to 
the srtudent•s capac1t7, Md •atr1ot11 enunained b1 tacts.• He 
~i"antett, cur1ousl7 enough (b$cause 11t aontJ'ad1cts h1s whoie 
system or ph11osophJ'),~hab while aoae ot the belteta of the 
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pup1l ma:r be tr-~etorm.ad lrtto ecn,1iotions, the student should be 
Jlta.4e to see th.:~t other beliefs must "N taken on. f"a1 th from those 
wh.o l:no~ more than he. 21 
In th'91 a:rt ot educatton, na~n. maid that two po1nts 
should be kept 1n vtews 1) 'bhe ead.t arid 2) hc'lw to obtain that 
end. E4ucat!.on should be well-rou.aded.. It can have one ot two 
object1Tt,Hu to develop alt the taoultlea an.cl talent:e ot th• tri-
41n.4W.1 or, to thoroughl.1 4eve1op one at the expene& or othea. 
cur mo-ral matenntt itJ ObmpOsed of' two chases r.r 1no.11.nat1on. 
so:m.e reooa;a1Zftd ae pod 84tl fld.ftt'l•asMua for ever)"Oft•t othera •• 
bad and b.ard'u.l. one•a obleot1ve aholl.14 be to at:ra~is;thea. t:he 
first and. ~•ft or el1mlr.tate t;~e aeeorul4 18 
Acffl'd.'.lng •o h~u. tb1e 1• not the oase vtt:h tatel• 
lttot\tal ~lt, wh1o.h tftUl\41 '1ut.\' all the taotllt1es be atreutd\ 
eru.td. st1mu1a'64, ae»e1ae4 an4 gu1de4 'beC&11$e thev are all !a• 
41SJ"ltuaabl•. To ow.ne, M&lp•• aeae'Wdt.••• 4-oat.na•• u 
u.ute·, 4eacrl be. 4et1ne • clas•lty • alld tln&117, to Hdu•e an.4 
4e4uoe, are a•t1Tltlea required ln our praetle&l aa4 arpeou1a•1•• 
1lte. Without tn.4uc•1on and. ded.ue•lon. that ta. td.t:hout 1n.ttt-
ea.oe based en antee..S.a.u. Utctn ls •• rol'aalgSt• M4 Without to 
alsht not eTen the moat '1-STlal •••tel' oan be aeoompl1•he4. Bat 
aet ther aH laduetloa M4 Mautte poael'bl• n11hh• • ••l>lu-
tion ot the other mental operations. It ls neoeesarJ" that the 
cult1vat1on. of the mind 'be complete and unlveraal. 29 
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It ls not necessary. sa1d B'Aneda, to make ph1loaophers 
out ot ever10ne. but 1t la necessary te fom a e;eneratlon ot 
1og1cal, practical men, who know the natural oo.nnec't1on of facts 
to them.selves. arut to their relat1cms with tbe world about them. 
Th1e 1nflex1bl.e logic, this 1nvar1able oonneot1on between the 
real anteoedente and their etfecta. S.s whatt p:r1marr educatlon. 
tr1es to 1nculoate. '?he chlld should be made to feel the real 
harmony which has ss.t1nfied h1s 1mag1natlon up to the present. 
Objective and prao~teal education 1s the onl7 remedy. During 
the period ot mental cultivation one should employ all his t'acul ... 
ties and not just on.e. This retards ratlgue, persaittlng the 
prolo.ngatlon of each lesson w1thou' eerebral eShaustlon. Before 
a lesson becomes un1n1Hitrest1n.g for a student. he should abandon 
1t 1f 1t does not cause irreparable ~. The spontaneous 
tendeacle• ot the aot1 vi ties of a oh1ld are those whlch should be 
aided and encouraged. Ch1ldren, said Barreda, have as muoh of an 
affection for examining material obJeets as the7 have a repug-
nance for purel1 ldeal concept1ons. Every lesson should be opene 
w1th the presentation of material objects. It should be interest 
ing as well as usetul for the child. After each abstract syn-
thests, one should return to the completel1 ob3ect1ve method. It 
?l 
1s common knowledge th.at those oh11d:ren Who arrive at a notion of 
the anterior world through a slne;le sense are never satlsf1ed. 
The7 need to use ae mart;y senses as possible and only then can 
theJ concentrate thslr attention for an1 length of time. 'l'h1e 
1rres1stable tenderusy. once oonaldered as a d.efecti by the old 
pedantic ped.agogs, baa raoelved tull approval throU€'Jt the pro-
gress of modern pb7slolog7. Children should begin their educa-
tion wilh things and not wtth s1gns or wora.a.lO 
In Mexico, as elsewhere, the chief d1ft1culty in intro-
duotng the Comt1a.n e7st• was the lack of GaJ>&ble teaohers. 
Intelllgenoe, prudence. and. a aolid education were requ1reme:nts 
to fulfill suoh an important aoolal miss1on. It tftlS not neces-
sary to be an tntellectual 1tl order to be a pnm.ary achool 
teacher, but 1t was 1mposs1ble for a :prim.ur aohool teacher to 
tult111 hls obl1aat1oaa wtthout a sol1d eduoat1on 1n each one ot 
the sciences. A preparatory school educatlcm. was sutf1clent 
provided that the person had a 7ear or 1Seaob1ng espertenoe based 
on aolentlflc prt.nolplea. The teacher should be capable or 
develop1ns the taoultle• of the chlld, maldAg the child anal7ze 
1n order to arrive at general1aat1ons. making the oh1ld describe 
these generallsatlon.a l>7 comparing them. to other knoWl'l objects. 
define them, eto. In other words. the teacher should do no more 
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than help the student. not do the work for h1m.Jl 
Mart!nez de Castro, Minister of Justice and Public In-
struction under Jwlrez, ma1n1;a1ned that the suooess cf the new 
law depended upon capable teachers. There were more than eight 
thousand primary school teachers in the Mexican Republic 1n 1874 
(there should have been, according to ~az Covarrubias, eighteen 
thousan.d), of which one-fourth were women. Probably, said D!az 
Covarrubias, not more than two thousand or these teachers had 
degrees or even the mCBt essential qu.al.1f1ca.v1ons tor a primary 
school teacher. Good teachers should be paid a salary to satis-
fy the necessities of the1r profession and, while the law fore• 
saw th1s, lt was impossible to enforce it because of a bankrupt 
government. In many places teachers were be1ng paid less than 
seven pesos a month. The maxinrwn salary (which was exceptional) 
was eighty pesos a month. In addition there were not enough 
training sohcols for teachers. On.ly six states had establ1sh-
ments that came close to a normal schoolt namely. ~'1gO (one 
for men). Guanajuato (one for men an.d one for women), Nuevo Le&t 
(one for men). San Luis Potos{ (one tor m.en and one for women). 
Sonora (one school for both sexes), and one for the Federal 
District. D!az Covarrubias criticized these normal schools for 
their lack of method and se1ent1fie oourses.32 
Jl 4 Ib1d., p. o. 
32ntaz Covarrubias, n. oil., PP• lv111, ev-cxx11. Sala-
ries of primary school teacnerBl'n the United States ranged from 
$25 to $150 (dollars) a month. 
:j'"',~ -"~~.J-'U"""J----~,--. --~----------------------. 
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Cert1f1ed teachers werf.I) divided. 1nto three classes. A 
class one ee1"tif1c.ate required a pr1ma.ry E~ni.1 s&condary edueatlon, 
a theoretieal-pra.otieal examination on teaching methods. and 
that the applicant be a person of good habits and tnanners. A 
class two certificate required the applicant to withstand an 
exam1nat1on to prove tha.t he was suf'fieiently qualified in read ... 
1ng. writing. Cast111an grammar, arithmetic, including the metric 
syetem, physical and poll ti cal 1:1,eoerra:phy • and nat1onal history• 
th.at he henre good habits and manners, and. that .h:'.1 have at least 
eix mon.ths teaeh1n~ experience. 'lo possess a class three eertif-
1eate, oo.e Will$ required to possess the same qualif1eat1ons as 
for ~ olaas tl>ro certificate. ihe examining Jury lms to decide 
as to whethtir or not a class two or a class th::rae certificate 
should be issued. No school rece1.v1ng publ1e fU.."1.ds could be 
d1rectt1<1 by a n.on-oert1f1ed teacher. JJ 
I'he states l1ttle by little followed the direction of 
the Federal D1~tr1ct. But they too lacked tr...tf'fic1ent schoolff, 
money and pe:reo:nnel. During the reorgan1zat1on perioa., 1867-
18?5. more than half of the states of the ~1e:x1ean HEtpubl1c had 
estflbltshod obligatory, primary education b;y larw. 'I'hose Where 
it was established 1noluded1 Aguascalientes, Ch1apas. Coa.huila, 
3311arreda.. 21?.• 2J..!•. parte teroera, P• 48. .Apparently 
cert1fioat1on was not required before 186?. I'here 1s no mention 
of' 1 t 1n the I.aw o:t Ea:uea t1on of 1861. 
Nuevo LeSn, Oaxaee., Puebla, S1naloa, San Luis Potos!, Sonora, 
Tlaxeala, Veraeraz, D1strito Federal, and Baja California. It 
was only a matter of time before primary education would be 
established in all the states.34 
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The great problem in trying to effect primary, compul-
sory education was due to the fact that a large number of people 
was scattered a distance from the centers of population and did 
not have a school to go to. When D!az Covarrubias was Minister 
of Justice and Publ1e Instruction he urged the 1rnplementat1on of 
the Law of January 24, 1868, whereby the haeendados were made 
responsible for educating their people and the mun1e1pal1t1es 
were responsible for the towns of minor importance. Each muni-
cipal association was to obtain the necessary funds through 
local taxes. This, according to n!az Covarrubias, was the secret 
of the 125,000 primary schools in the United States.35 
n!az Covarrub1as in 1873 asked the state governors of th 
Republic to collect stat1st1eal information concerning public 
education during the period of the Restoration. Although the 
data were not complete. it did present an idea of the educationa 
conditions of the period. It was published in 1875 in a book 
~,. 
entitled La !n_s..!I.¥~ci~n P~Ql.1..£! ~ M~x1co./0 
34n!az Covarrubias, !2.l!.• .£!!.., PP• 11-111. 
35~ •• P• v11. See Appendix c. p. 167. 
J6Ibid. 
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Primary ed.ucattcm 1n Mexico wms mainly in. tl'ut h.a.tt4e ot 
the munlc1pal1t1es. State p;ovemm~f!,ts d1rectl;r aupported Md 
adm1n1atered few eehocle. Alao. the aum.'ber of schools supported. 
bf the clergy an.4 rellg1ous ordere was small. The Catholic 
clerg7, acoortH.ng to ofar: Co~b1as. preferred to d-41cate 1 t-
selr to secondary edueatlcni, because it probably f'elt that 1t 
could obtain more benetlte ift th1s nus th• ohtld. oould reeelve 
rnl1glcus tmin,!.n.F, ltt a prlvate echt>Ol whe" ttt11slcm waa pa14J 
and. the fa.ot that many Cathol1"• of 'bhe edit.t'l&tei!. •1••• were luke-
warm Wh1:te ~ny mubers or the lower el.ass were 1nd1fferen• tlo• 
wards religion. All religions were tr~e to opea aehoole 1n 
I~exico, btJ.t: s1rtce Proteetantstsm ha4 not hu a great reeporuce 1n 
the m18st of a atren.g Cai;holle trad.1t1on. •here existed onl.T ten 
Protestant aohools.3? 
Corts!derlng th• lllS.terao7 which eould not appreotate t;h 
'beaef'its of an educa.tton. Md. proe;ress. the I.aw ot Jan.wary 24. 
1868 ,. tried to stimulate Prlma.l7 eduoat:1cm wt th sanction a. Small 
awards wen g1wn to oh!ldxwi whc attend.e4 school punctuall7. 
The pa.reftt• no could net prcTe that;: tlhelr oh1ldrea had. reoe1ved 
or were reeelv1n.g a pr1mar7 education were net el1g1ble tor 
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public poats. 38 Sorr.e states oerta'b11zhG4 p~nalttea of arrest Md. 
emtall t1£aes. The statee of .Aguat11Ct'll.11en.tes, Chia.pas, Campeehe, 
M1choao4n., .J'a11soo, ~orel.ot. Huevo Leen. Oanea. 81.naloa. Vera .. 
enz, San tu1s Potes!, and Guerrero imposed moneta:r1 ttnea e>r 
arrest en parents, tutor•• or other responsible parsons who de-
nied the ehild a prtma!'J' edueatlon, Puebla and C~hutla CO."l• 
sidered th,.s vlolat1on a.a $. orlae to be ~unlahed by pcl1ce tines. 
In Son.en. a!f ln the FedeMl D1strlet arld the terrttor7 of' Baja 
Calltomta, the laws established oel1a.1n 1ndueau1ents throuch 
awa!"de to ohildzen who attend.Id school puaetuall.1 or penalties 
which prevented pare."'lts fl:tom takln.s; public aaployment 11' theJ 
'• 
could net prove tluat the1r child.ran, were re"1v1:ig a primary 
education. Sine• this last plan was not etrective, the go111u:•n• 
sent a•!ir:e4 Congress to rephoe 1 t with tinee and a~st. /U though · 
t 
Mexlco 41d not have the problem or •n¥ of the 1n.4uatr1a1 ae.1s1~ 
where manutaoturti.1g emplo7ed a e;nat n\taber ot the ch114r•n be-
tween the ases ot a1e;bt aad. t1tteen. the lower ola•sea, aecordlag 
to D!az Covar:rub1as, Aovorthelesa needed. som.$ type of. coapuls1a 
•o educate thelr o'.h1ldrtttl. lbe Orpn1c Law waa for the tlrat 
ti.me supported b1' the ·~•h of public power.- D(az Covarrubia• 
etatecl thll1S the ••prtnc1ple of obl1gaton vr~ education, wbS.ell 
e.l'OU8e4 such ~t oppos1t1cm 1A Mexico and other e1v111sed 
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countries , has flna.111 t1·1 um.phed.." '9 
In. eem.clue1cn. the eent'#rai xeecmi.endations of Barr~da 
incl'U.doo. the :follcitrinsi eompu.laer7 ed:u.eat1on for evc:ryoi1e 1n. the 
Republic bet~reen thG ae;ea ot t1ve and th1rt'"'n' th~ lmpos1t1oa of 
monetarJ and oth$r penalttea tor the v1olat1on ot the aboft lawi 
oppo?'tun.1 ty for P.~·t1me attantanoe tor those tUrplo7ed1 tm· 
m.n1ntenance 'b7 the lltm.1c1paltt7 ot ut·l$aSt one school to:r eveXT 
t1 ve hurutred lri:h•bi tantsa a .supen:u;,1;.ng J\lQta. to admlnlste::r the 
tundar a stat.men') ev~ry sevett rear~ by the po11t1eal autnor!t;; 
of the :mtn1stry of: ins~etton, 1dl.1eh aust al•Ks o,on~1st of at 
least rtsd11'li±:t writug. ar1thmet1,e. eluents Gt natural h1atol'7, 
tmd g~eticet olaa•1float1on. ot t•achers based on prepa.rat1ens 
and. the sol.•otlcm or eert1f'1ett t-.ehere onl7 for schools ns-
tain.ed b1 pub11e tuads.4o 
In order to appraise th$ ach1e~t• ~r ~4a 1n prl• 
· .11U7 e4uoat1on, 1- 1s nG09St.IU'J 'o bes.r in 111.nd his poatttvtst 
goal, whieh dld no' etnse lhe development of a '*popultlt1cn ct 
• 
w1ae •n Md ph1loaopher$.• wt l"*ther a 0 generat1on et 1og1eal, 
. . 
praotloal raen. • • • ·~ It -. the p\t.rgOae ot the Law ot Public 
Instruot1on et 186? iSo eaeo-u:rae;e edueattDB 1n •rd.er to s1ilrengthea 
41 the nation. 
J9Dfaa Co'f'U'.ftl/4.aa, &.• Ill•• PP• x1.-xi11. .Appuen.ti.17 ea 
he.eat etto:rt •• made to ctece the• la••• •14•• im• n.waber ot 
aobe01• laenued h'olt .s.ooo la 1811 '° a.103 lA 1175. 
40~.aa., U.• 111• • pax>te t~.. IP• l;.5-48. 
41BarM4at •• parte Mgucla, P• 19. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE LAW OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION OF 1867 AND ITS REFORM OF 18691 
THE NATIONAL PREPABATORY AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 
r The Law of Education of 183:3 set a pattern for the pre-
parator1 and the professional schools created by the Law of 1867 
1868. The idea behind the 18J' plan was to unify the courses in 
a h1erarch1cai order. The university, described as ,..useless," 
. 
was suppressed and 1n its place were created six schools of 
spec1al1zat1on. including a preparatory school 1n the Hospital 
de Jes~sr a school of ph11osoph1 and letters 1n the Convent of 
. 
Cam.111ot a school of phys1eal and mathematical sciences 1n the 
Mining Schoolt a school or m.ed1cal sciencet a school of jur1s ... 
prudence in San Ildefonsot and a school of eceles1ast1cal sci-
ences 1n the Coleg1o of San Juan de Letr&n. Also, the Law of 
18.33 decreed the establ1shmertt of two normal schools, one for 
men and one fo?- women. Al though th1s law d1d not legally stay 1n 
effect long~r than Suly )1, 1834, 1ts 1deas were not :forgotten. 
Numerous attempts were made to 1mitate 1t. but of no ava11.l 
In 1834, when the Cent:ra11st government of Santa Anaa 
1Gonz,lez y Gonz,lez, et. !.l•• La Vida Soc1alt H1stor1a 
Moderna de M'xico (Cos{o Villegas ed, Mexico, l93oJ: PP• oJ8-
646t Ezequ1e1 A. ch'vez, et. al •• Mex1001 Its Social Evolution, 
Volume I, Part II (Justo Sferra ed7"Mlx100-;-Y900), p. 516. 
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again took over the government, a new law of education was pro-
mulgated. Santa Anna said that the law of 18)3 was not progres-
sive enough. He also or1t1c1sed the liberal attack on propert7. 
the new law reestablished the C9A•51ps of San Ildefonso, San 
# Juan de Letran, San Gregorio, the M1n1ng School, and the Univer-
sity. The students or the oolee;ios (n.ot 1nclud.1ng those from the 
M1n1.ng School) went to the Un1vers1t7 to complete their studies. 
because only the Un1vers1t7 could issue the degrees of b@oh1lltr, 
1109nctad9, and doctor. 1'he law of 18)4 differed from the pre-
vious one 1n that it eliminated history and the natural sciences. 
There were. however, chairs of the history of law, the history o1 
me41c1ne, and the history ot the church. In addition, zoology 
was taught in the Uni vere1 t7 and botan.7 was taught 1n the Cole,d.e 
of Medicine. Furthermore, •he philosoph7 course which was taught 
in the coltea&o! also showed. some signs ot the "sc1ent1f1c sp1r1t~ 
The following courses were taught in the order listed• logic, the 
pr1nc1ples of mathematics, general and special physics, meta-
physics, and ethics. Thus, generally the objectives of the law 
of' 18.)4 were the same as those of' the previous one. Only the 
methods and organ1zat1on were d1fferent. 2 
The Enabling Act of December 1842. which made effective 
2Edmundo Q1Gorman, "Justo Sierra 1 los ortgenes de la 
Un1vers1dad de Mix1co, 191Q,• !!!I. Estud1QI g1pt0Ti9ga ~. I!!Y!. 
MeX1caul9 (Jalapa, 1960), pp •. 153~155. A oole1lf was a school 
found.ed b7 the Jesuits where the7 educated peop e for un1vers1ty 
level work. 
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the Centralist (Conservative) Law rev1s1ng primary edueat1on, 
contained another 1dea that the Liberals called their own. There 
was to be freedom of 1nstruct1on in the Normal School providing 
that this freedom did not oppose religion. good habits, the pre-
sent politioal institutions. and the laws in force.J 
In 184·J a new Centralist govem.ment promulgated another 
law of education. It contained two cha.racter1st1cs that will be 
taken over by the Law of 1867t uniformity of preparatory studies 
for the four careers of law, ehureh, medicine and natural sc1-
ences1 and the teaching of scientific courses (mathematics, 
physics. chem!str7 and b1oloSJ'),.alcngs1de of metaphysics. the-
ology and philosophy. which 'he positivists will eliminate in 
1867. The law did not require a student tc enroll 1n the Un1ver-
s1ty to take his advanced courses (which he was to do on his own) 
however, the University d1d reserve the right to issue the degree 
of bach1ller, 119egciad9 and dgctol after the student bad taken 
the corresponding exam1nat1ons.4 
This same law also created the School of Agriculture and 
the School of Arts and Crafts. In 1853 the Centralists establish 
ed a practical School of Mining and Veterinary which, combined 
with the School of Agriculture. resulted 1n the National Qolf&a.q 
)Ib14., P• l.53. 
4Ibid., pp. 158-160. 'l'he Preparatory studies were taken 
1n the cglii19s of San Ildefonso, San Gregorio. San Juan de Let 
the School of Medicine and the School of Mining. The Un1vers1t7 
existed in name. but that was about all. 
of Agriculture. In January 1854 the School of Commerce was 
establishad • .5 
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In December 1854 the Centralists promulgated their last 
law of education, wh1ch was to replace the one or 1843. The 
preparatory studies. which were to be taken over a period of s1x 
years, served as a basis for advanced studies. Freparatory 
stud~.es were divided in.to the three-year periods. The first was 
called uLat1n and HUF.anit1es.u It 1neluded Latin grammar, Cas-
t111an, Church history. world history, with emphasis on the 
history of Hexlco, and literature. The second period was called. 
"Fundamental Studies of Philosop~y." It included psychology • 
. 
logic, metaphysi.es. religion, moral philosophy, ma.thematics, ex-
perimental physics, notions of chemistry, notions of eosmography, 
geography, French and English. This law also outlined higher 
education for the four faeult1es of ph1loaophJ, medicine, juris-
prudence, and theolog7. It is interesting to note that the con-
servatives (Centralists), whc had always been accused of having 
an antiquated educattonal system, 1ns1sted upon the study cf the 
pos1t1ve and exact sciences alongside the humanities and religion 
In 1856 a Liberal regime was again imposed upon the 
country~ The president, Ignacio Comonfort, promulgated several 
5Ib1d., P• 160. 
6Ibid., PP• 161-164. 
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laws or1entat1n.g education towards the new regime. For example, 
on April J. 1856, there was established a CplesiR of Seeondar7 
Education for Girls, wh1ch 1nelud.ed in its courses a cha1r of 
religion and Christian and social morality. It spee1f1call7 
avoided using the word. "Catholic." Spaeia.1 emphasis was placed 
. . 
on practical courses such t:'ls arts and. crafts, agricul tttre and 
mining. B:1stor7 W9.S becoming more nat1onal1st1ct 1n the Normal 
School there was a course entitled. "History of Heroes .. and 1.n 
the SeconC!.a.r7 School for Girls there was a oourse entitled "Fund.a-
. 
mental Pr1ne1.ples of the Republican Democratic System." The Uni-
versity was again suppressed bee~use 1t was considered a strong-
hold of cler1eal and conservative 1nfluence.7 
Ju,rez, not being able to conform with some of the acts 
of the Pur9.J ( d.oetr1na1re 11 berals) reopeneci the University in 
January 1861. In April 1861, .ru&rez prnlllulga.ted the seoond 
liberal plan of education. This law provided for the secondary 
or preparatory and the special schools of Jurisprudence, Med1e1ne 
M1n1ng, Arts and Crafts (which included the Conservatory of Musio 
and Voice). Agriculture, Fine Arts, and Commerce. There was no 
great change 1n the special schools. But, it 1s 1nterest1ng tc 
note that in the Preparatory. besides the Grdinary subjects of 
languages. methemat1cs, physics, economics, world history and 
Mexlcan history, tht::re appeared ph1loscphy, which included ever7 
71:2.ia·· p. 166. 
branch of ideology. logic. morals, and metaphysics (Barreda will 
eliminate some of these ph1losophy courses from the Preparatory) 
Per1od1oal circulars strengthened the secular idea. For example 
in March 1863, the Directors of the various schools were warned 
not to obligate any student to practice religion and neither was 
any religion to be opposed, I:i..'Veryone was to have the full l:tber 
ty to follow the dictates of his consc1en.oe.8 
Under Maximilian (1864-1867), the University was again 
closed, 1rh1s time it did not open until 1910. Also a law of 
public instruction was passed 1n 1865. Aeecrd1ng to this law, 
secondary and preparatory educatticn had two important ob3ectives 
1t a1med at eduoat1ng the middle class and 1t was to be a pre-
paration for prof ess1onal or special schools. This plan con-
sisted of the human1t1esi the letters; and the sc1encesa the 
first, because the humanities train the intellect; the second 
because languages are indispensable 1n a country which desires 
to participate in world atra1rss and the third because the 
modern era seeks reality and the so1enees teach man to know that 
reality. Speo1al attention was given to ph1losoph7. a science 
which Maximilian felt was little known 1n Mexico. He said that 
philosophy was necessary as an intellectual exercise. It teaohe 
man to kn.ow himself and by- knowing himself he is able to know h1 
obl1gat1ons towards society, an idea very sim.ilar to what the 
8 ~ •• PP• 167-168. See footnote 7. P• 57. 
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positivists held.9 The law of 1865 disposed that seoondar7 &du• 
eat1on shou1d be imparted during seven. OJ.' t-1ght years 1n some 
establishments of less 1mportanoe called lyceumn and 1n others 
ot higher rank called Q.2£1,..01. Courses inclUded the Caat111aa. 
Lat1n and Gree.k languages and their .respective literatures. 
history ai.~d geograph~ natural history, physics, mathematics, 
philosophy, morals. French, English. drawing, cal1graph1. tach1-
g~api:·.y, general history, 11 terature, technology and bookkeep1n.gt 
Finally, the enabling act of Januar1 24, 1868, e!feotuat 
1ng the Jaw of Public Instruction ot December 2, 1867, created 
the National Preparatory as an ~dspend&nt school. It replaoe4 
the Coleg1o Nacioaal de S&n. Ildefonso, which, 1n spite of 1ts 
ser1ou detio1eno1es, was one of the chief centers of eeooadar7 
or preparatory education 11'1 the eountry in the first halt et the 
nineteenth century.11 
8.S 
The :Preparatory School was the education&l center of 
Mexican positivism for more than. forty 1ea.rs. Its purpoee was 
to teach uaefUl, necessary. sol1d, and positive knowledge, that 
is •. to prepare its students for a "real e.nd effective lite'' by 
14develop1ng the whole personal1ty,.endow1ng it with all the 
talents required of the mod.em ma.n." The huma.n1t1es, which had 
. 
been taught during the colonial period, were disreaarded in 
fnvor or. the experimental so1enees. The school was designed as 
a oenter of general knowledge, not as a center or apeeialiat or 
professional tra1n.ing. Two mottos e;.'Ui.ded 1nstru.ot1o.n 1n the 
Prepa.re.tory School: "To kn.ow in.order to foresee, to foresee 1a 
order to work'~ and "i1berty., ol'der, and progress," libert7 as a 
. . 
principle, order as a means and progress as an end. 1broUgh the 
Preparatory School, the tr1wnphant liberals would establish the 
order necessary for progress.12 
Anarchy was destro71ng all the eXpected aeeomplishaen•a 
or the Beform. Barreda attempted. to demonstrate how a poa1i1ve 
at11tude would make anarchy almost impossible.. It b7 aeana or a 
uniform preparatory eduoat1on the Meld.oaa mind oo\lld be or1eated 
toward pos1 t1 v1sm. aoo1al 01·der might be achieved. Barreda 
The editioe was oonstraoted IA 1749 b7 the Jeefuit;e who were ex-
pelled in 1767 by Charles IlI. Sebaat1aa Lerclo de Tejada, Prea1• 
dent of the r'iex,.ean liepubl1o (1872-1876), was on.e ot the last 
rectors. 
" 
12Gab1no Baned.a, a.cart& 41r1f14• al Mariano B1va Palacd.o,• 
Qiu1op.61.l..i,, Db,ffS!.&0111 l.. RilOJlrlll Mix1oo. 18?7). PP• 2)-6.S. • 
stated thatt 
••• the only wa1 to consolidate liberty. order 
and progress ls through an. education whlch omits 
no 1rnportant br.9.neh of the natural sciences. • • 
an eduoatlon which 1tudles all the phenomena of 
nature. from the mo1t simple to the most com .. · 
pl1oated.. • • an edueat1on which studies tunda-
men ta.ls and success1v$ly ana.ly-zes thtlm from a 
theoretical as well as troa a pra.o1J1cal point 
of v1e·w ••• a."'l et1Ue9.t1on 'Wh.1oh cultivates both 
our mind and our teelln.ga. • • an. eduea•10rt wh1oh 
cloes not force v:pon us aerta.1n opinions, pcli tica.1 
beliefs. or rel1g1ous dogmas. • • M e4uoatlon 
which will :permit us to escape the fear of' oon-
tra41ct;1Ag some authCtrl ty. • • an. eduoa:b1on Uhat 
sce~s real truth and not what we th1nk truth should 
be. • • • such an education. wlll be tthe eureat 
prelude to peace and soc1sl order, for 1t will 
place all o1t1zena 1a a poe1t1on to appraise all 
the facts in the same wa3, and therefore all l) 
op1n1ons will be uniform as far as possible. • • • 
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The reasons ~ust menticmed, continued Barreda, •are noi the cml7 
ones that Just1f7 t1he saae tne of preparaiior7 eduoation tor 
ever7one1 there are also logical and practical reason.a, which 
are 1m.portant from. a soclal as well as trom an individual potat 
of view."14 
nThe intelleei of man,• said Barreda, •ts and alwa7a 
. . 
w1ll be the mover cf all his acts.• Poa1t1v1sm would. 1;eaeh the 
Mexicans how to establish order-mental and soc1al--order 1n 
their own minds being an 1nd1spensable preeuppos1t1on or the 
d1rel:r needed social order. Barreda, like other pos1t1v1sts, 
lJBEUn"ed.a, hCarta d1r1~lda al M81~1ano Riva Palacio." 12Jl• 
p,. JO,. 
14Ib1d., p,. )1. 
believed that differences of op1u1ons stemmed from &})peals to 
contral't1ctnry ~lthaate standards. If ev~~r1one were taught to 
accept the ~IU'lH'! cri ter1on of tntth ( 1n this cose t·rhat 1s om-
p1r1eally d.erecnetra'ble), a tmam1n1 ty ot 1.d.eae would :result that 
would be the beis1 s of n :r.>e~'.l noc.1al. or~t~r. 15 3r:~s1na h1s refQl":UI 
on t~1~ l,,..1ne1r1e, :!\!trrea.D sousht to u.111vs.1 .. ~mlU:e the enrl'.'icul.U1.1 
t'or all etu1o,.,ts arid to m1n.1ml~~e tn'.('h crpeo1al1~~&it1t')n em •'oul~l 
y1t11~ d1fr~rene"e or er1t~rt{;'... ~~ oa1tt t11~ school 1n ttm mcml4 
ot Co'l'ltce•~ 1'JChe'Jl'~.~1ze.t1on or th$ cio1eneee. ThA sptie1.el b9.ohe-
l.or1FT dt!;·re~?s wer0 t1bol1shed al\"'!d the prer.~retory fc·r al! profea-
s1ons 't·IH'I made u~1torm. J\ll s~dente, b."'.reepeetive or the,, pro-
fession upon which they were to embark, took the sue eout11es Md 
were prov1<!ed the aa:me m~thotls ot 1!lstnot1on because "'all tend 
. 
toward the eame end wh1eh 1• aoc1~l woll-betng." Under the ol4 
. 
a7stem pl:"eparatory ei:u41e• tor each oar.er vaned.. !tudenta had 
a great deal of' treed.om 1n choos1ng the ooui~aee that they wu.tett 
to etudJr. Thi• •7•tem 1nt!'Oduoed much dleo!'d.er tnto Uh• eatab-
llshmer..t. k1coor«1ng to Barred.a there should. be A "perteot har .. 
mon7 and hemoseneit7 w1t~ res~eot to the subject& taught •• well 
as to the methods &~nd procedures ot examinatton.16 
He stated that• 
------·-151e1s •• PP• 2c-2s. 
l6Ib\~., PP• Z6-28. 
•• • 1t 1s necessary that there be a common 
body of truths to serve as a point of de-
parture. more or less deliberate, but con-
stant ao that pract1oal conduct. inasmuch 
as 1t ts possible. may be autf1o1entl7 har-
mon1ous with the real neoess1tlea ot society. 
This bod7 of truth.a• wrt1ch must aen}J!a a 
point of departu,t. should. be general he 
same for evar7on!f and ene7clo~10 oompre-
henslve, that is, learned bJ ttiking coursee 
in a h1ere.rch1cal ord~r because some courses 
are requirements for other oou.rse~7 in nature 
so that nothing of 1mportancG m~y be 1ncul· 
cated on our m1nds Without first having been 
subm.1.ttad to a d1ecmss1fAt, though superf1c1sl, 
sutf1c1e.rat to P§rm1 t us to kno'ti 1 ts fund.a·· 
mental truths.17 
The plan o~ education of the Soo1ety of Jesus, said 
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Barreda. was a failure because it was not encyclopedic. The 
J-esuits omitted mu.ch practical knowledge because it either con-
flicted w~th the dogmas and doctr1n£s of the church or because 
of their lack of sc1ent1t1o understanding. The11~ system of edu-
cation therefore never re$ult~d in "un1ty of doetr1ne and homo-
geneity of op1n1ons.~18 
thats 
Disordered education. sa1d :Bnrreda, had su~h bad results 
• • • persons of equa.l inte11ie;enee and capi:i.ble 
ot reaaon1ng with equal prec1a1cm. arrive at 
conclusions diametrically opposed. and 1i!-r.ew~.se 
the;y come out With opposite practical results. 
'Ehus, one c~~.n. explain t:10 di \To:rse :".'el~.;:r,!.ons 3.nd. 
political beliefs. Thus. one eu explain, 
f in:::~lly, the compl1.;ite an.'9.rchy w~·1ich y:resent1.;r 
17rcid., p. 28. 
lBI121£1., pp. 28-JO. 
reigns 1n minds and 1n ideas and which is betng 
1ncesEJarJ,tlJ9relt in the practical conduct of ever1~. 
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Barreda felt that education should do more than impose 
determined 1d.eas or d.ogmast it should destroy prejudices• •BJ 
. 
eduoat1ng all Mex1cans 1n 'he same 'tfa1', all race and. elase 41•-
t1net1onr.1 will 8001'1 be erad1c&'::d and bonds of intimate frater-
nity will be promoted."20 He stated that: 
••• this perma~eni perspective of being able 
to transform pure science 1utc con"'1ictlon. into 
a faith 1n dem;>nstration, is not a living and 
incessant st1mu.lant for learning, but also it 
becomes the beat defense against tyrannical 
intolerance. Be who 1s cert~in of being able 
•o convince will never be tempted to impose a 
belief by force; he will 'bs able to sympathize 
w1~h b1m who dces not have the aptitude to 
v.nderstand. d.emon.stra.tion, but he will never 
persecute h1ma he w1ll be more or lese in· 
elined ti11nstruet h1m, but not to extermin-ate him. 
Barreda.•• clat.a that the longing of the pos1tiv1st 1n face of 
oppos1tton would be to •1natruot• rather thaa to "persecute• 
. .. . . 
llight explain why pos1tl'Jr1sm entered Mexico by way of education. 
Prior to the Law of 1867. one ns familiar oal7 with 
what was 1.nt1matel7 connected With h1s profession. For example, 
a doctor might be well versed 1n the natural so1enoes, but he 
knew nothing of man's moral l1fet a lawyer might be well versed 
l911!1i·· pp. 27-26. 
20
.ll?l4•• P• 6S. 
2lll!li.•• P• 183. 
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in moral matters, but knew nothing ot man•s physical nature. 
Barreda &tte~'ted. to develop the 1nteil1sence of' the students. 
lie d1d not want to prepare uncultivated. professionals. There-
fore he proposed a seneral preparatory pla..' ot education whose 
end was not meant to be 1mmed1a11el1 applicable. ?he Preparato17 
School was to teach the oifferent se1ent1f1o theories, inasmuch 
as they were general, in order to pre;pa~e the stu.deutts for ;pro-
22 tessional and speo1a1 schools. Acoord1n~ to Barreda it was 
preferable that soc1et7 have few• good lawyers• doc·tors and 
areh1teots than many bad ones and although a stUden.t did. not 
finish his career, well perfcrm$d preparatory stitd.1es would. be 
of groat use 1n h1s life. 2' 
lh& yh1losoph7 ~t Comte was to be realized through the 
o~eation of a public and free establishment in wh1ch were taught 
all tbe laws of phenomena or th• ex~•r1or worldt aa well as of 
man. considered from a triple point of v1ew--b1olog1eal. scc1o-
log1cal and moral--acco.rding to the1r 1nerea.s1.ttg oompl1oat1on a.ad 
decreasing generality. Posit1v:1sm was the complete and s1stem-
a.t1c expres!llion of the peculiar avolut1on of hwna.n1t¥• Thi:l 
poai tive sys·tem of eduoat1on was charallter1zed by the general 
coord.1na1J1on of all the abstraet truths, Gmbracing all that ls 
real from mathematios to mora11~7. aad all that one ~eeda to ,_......., 
22Ib!d., P• 28. 
23Ib1d., pp. 46-47. 
-
about the world, about society, and about man. 24 
Barreda announced 1:hat he hoped to aeh1evet 
••• the subst1tut1on of those f1ve years 
'be.dl7 spent ln that purely Scholastic and 
empt;y education by a.nether five years also. 
but employed. fru1ttully ••• 1n making of 
ourselves pract1eal men. 1n the true mea.n1ng 
of the word; and not pol1t1oal dreamers ••• • zs 
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Barreda's educational plan also attempted to form moral-
ly good citizens. '*Besides his political d:ut1es,'- he remarked, 
'
1 the ei tizen has o Ghers mo1 .. e 1mpo1•tan t to fulf 111--the duties ot 
the moral order. and it is the obllgat1on nf the govornrtent to 
train. h1m to fulfill his moi•al duties even more so thun. to 
others." .Posi t1 v1sm, for .Barred.a. was ·;;he scientific coord1na-
. 
tion of sociology and morality. Since ma.a 1a the eiement of all 
society. society demands a. corresponding perfection of man. 
La.eking this perfection, sgc1ety would have a precarious exist-
ence and would soon d1saolve. Ihis 1s why .Barreda judged moral-
ity. the climax of the so1ent1fic evolution, indispensable to 
the stud1 of lJlSJl• iv,8.ll. was oon.side1·ed not as an an1mal of the 
b1olog1cal order, but as an element of society, developed by 1t 
and through it. For Earred.a morality had no con.neotion with 
t.cligiou or :philosoph.r. Man was good ·or bad regardless ct h1s 
rellgio~is ur p~1ilosophioal beliefs. According to the pos1 t1 ve 
.., ,, 
t: . '!''Ib~d. • PP• 2J-6.5• 
2.5.oarrecla.., '·Instruec1on. rubl1ca,•l BnAet~ P9s1ttva, I (M,x1co, 1901), p. 266. 
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laws of the biological and physical sciences. Barreda concluded 
that man by nature possessed good and evil 1.n.stincts which are 
exercised through the1r respective faculties. To attain moral 
perfection man should develop the faculties that are inclined 
toward goodness. Those faculties which tend toward evil will 
gradually subside if they are not utilized. As an example. he 
cited physical education, which strengthens the muscles that 
are exercised. With reference to the state's function in train-
1ng good moral citizens. Be.,rreda had to reconcile liberalism and 
positivism. He therefore explained what was meant by true lib-
erty. He said that man was not free to do What he wanted as the 
liberals held, beoause this would make order impossible. To 
support his statement. he gave an example from the law of physics. 
"When one speaks of a body that falls freely, one is speaking of a 
body that follows the laws of gravity. • • • Likewise. man fol-
lows freely his moral impulses which conduce him toward good or 
toward evil." Through education the state should try to develop 
man's good instincts and. consequently, his freedom. through what 
Comte would call his "altru1st1o impulses," that 1s, those in-
. . 
st1ncts which incline man to love his neighbor. To do what one 
wants. as the liberals believed. was an obstacle to the free 
development of one's altruistic impulses. Immorality was an 
obstacle to liberty in a positive sense, because it hindered the 
free and natural development of the altruistic or positive 
9:3 
feelings which caused humanity to progress. In the Preparatory 
School, morality, which was to be taught as social ethics, sub-
stituted religion in the secular state. 1he lives of great men 
were to be 1m1tated. 26 
In the letter to Mariano Riva Palaoio,referred to on 
page twenty-three, Barreda explained the course of study in the 
Preparatory Sehool. htftathematies," he said, "should be the 
. . 
basis for preparatory studies." The importance of mathematics 
. 
lies in the method--the deductive method--which they employ. 
Therefore, mathematics are "true intellectual exercises which 
are bound to strengthen and develop our various faculties." It 
is simpler to count and measure, because one counts beings and 
phenomena without bothering to find out how they a.re made, what 
they are, and why they produce certain phenomena. In the domin-
ion of measurable quantities and related. unities, one studies 
arithmetic; for the relationship between concepts of quality in 
terms of f'ormulas and equations, algebra; measurements, plane 
d.escr1pt1ve or analyt1cal geometry and plane and spheric trigo-
nometry; quantity 1n terms of the undef1nably small, calculus; 
quantity 1n terms of extension and force, rational meehanios. 2? 
117. 
cit •• 
The scientific series continues with the .natural science 
26Barreda, , 
Dubla.n, X, 
27Barreda, 
pp • .31-JJ. 
\•ne la Eduoao16n Moral," Op~sculas, pp. 107-
o £.• cl~· , p. 194. See .appendi)!'. H. ,~. 17 2. 
"Carta d1rig1da. al Mariano B1va Palao1o,"' .2R.• 
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(cosmography, physics, geography. chemistry and natural history, 
which is divided into botany and zoology). Mathematics 1s fol-
lowed by cosmography or elementary astronomy. Cosmography 1s 
the study of the earth as a ~hys1oal and celestial body, that 1s. 
its movements around itself and around the sun, the seasons. the 
eclipses and the distances and relations of the earth to tha 
other luminous bodies. With the exception of mechanics, this 
course deals with the most s1mpl& phenomena. of natu:re. One em-
ploys both the inductive and the deductive method, with the help 
of mathematics. to draw universal eonelus1ons, 28 
After oosmograph7 comes physics. Physics deals with the 
most complicated properties of the body. It is the study of 
bodily cond1t1ons of substances such as gravity, color. light, 
sound. electricity, magnet1c1sm, and atmospharic phenomena, whose 
composition it does not alter. In addition to observation, one 
must make experiments, whereby the student uses the inductive 
method. He also employs the deductive method in the principle 
d1scover1cz by the use of caleulus. 29 
~fter physics comes chemistry, which studies the pheno-
mena that alters the nature of bodies. Here the bodily proper-
ties are far more numerous and complicated than 1n the previous 
course; thus ideas become more complicated and methods more 
9.5 
eomple:x. Hera the exper.1mcnta1 method 1a ~ore hi£)'lly developed 
Ettld. therefore 1nduot1on is thG predominate logi<:~~l procedure. :;o 
After eheroistt""Y (:\\i~ studies naturnl history, wh1ch re-
l~tes to the phe:u.rmena of 11ving beings (botany and zoology). 
To exa.mtn.e th1s phan.omena 1:mpl1as in ~.nowledp;.e of the afore-
mentioned sciences. 'rh.e prope:rtles which a,ne, cin~lyzes a.re 1n ... 
f1n1 tely and nune:rically mo'.'re oomp11eated. He:r<e ob:1~'n·vat1on, 
erper1men.tat1on. and oolnpar1son e.:re neeessi:iry to obtain this 
knowledge which these se1etU)GS offer. ·.ro tm1.n. the mental tacul 
ties, the $Ohool should teaeh not only the use of the first two 
methods of 1nvest1gat1.ort, but also co~par1so.n, which has barely 
bee" touched up to thte t1me.'1 
Clasa1f1eat1oa. the most important logical art, is exer-
cised and eul1U.,rated b1 the study of' natural history, especially 
zoolcg:;y-. Ho other tinldy supplies the n~c'!ssary cond1.t1onD, that 
is, the great variety e.nd tho profound and multiple analois1es ot 
bein~s. Beoause or the oompl$X methods ~nd doctr1nes which 
characterh'>~ the study of' 11v1nr. beings, a;'ld the neoess1ty or th 
aforementioned sc1en.oea to comprehend. tha"n • netur~l history ht~s 
been pl.aced after mathematics, astronomy, the 11h1s1c.al sc1eoces 
an.d ehem1str1. In this way one cm study the moot rational ap ... 
plication, the moat f'rut1tul results, ~l!."'ld another important 
,.... Uhlll l I ',. ilo •lf!f'-11-..--
'01J?1~ •• pp. 34-J5. 
:3l!'.f?l,d,... , P• :3.5. 
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logical art--the hypothes1s.J2 
Thus, Barreda proceeds from what he considers the most 
deductive science to the most 1nduot1ve. In astronomy one uses 
the sense of sight; 1n physics the sense of sight, touch. and 
hearing; 1..'1. chem1strl1 the sense of sight, touch, smell and taste, 
almost completely excluding the sense of hearing; and 1n netural 
history all the senses slmu.ltaneously. 33 Each pro\~n fact be-
comes valid support for each hypothesis which is successively 
posited. The method involves a graduated sequence of mental 
act1v1t1as. From a deductive operation, as in mathematics, we 
proceed to observation as in astr,onomy. to observation and ex-
per1mentat1on. as in chem.1atr~n and finally to observa.t1on, ex-
perimentation, and comparison as in natural history. This .ue~h~d 
leads naturally from the particular to the general., from practice 
to theory. Only after observing the 110rkeb111ty of an idea 
should genera.l1za.t1ons or theories be formulated.. Thus courses 
are arra.ngee. to lead from the most practic&l to the most theo-
retical. Given the sam.e s1tuat1on. all students, by emplo71n.g 
sane methods of 1nduct1ve reasoning shou1d arrive at conclusions 
fundamentally eim1la.r. The method was designed to discover trut 
ot general universal validity ,and, what was just as important, to 
permit the appl1ea'b1on of these to the social order.'4 
JZib1d,• • P• 35• 
33Ib1d• • PP• J4•1S. 
'4Ib1d., pp. )6-)8. 
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The 9.forement1oned sciences will p~rmit the student to 
form a notion of the universe. to observe and experiment 1n 
particular cases, to form the concept of a la.w by general1zat1on, 
and to learn to :reason inductively and deductively. The gradua-
tion of seient1f1c knowledget from the simple to the complex. 
w111 prepare the Ettudent to kn.ow his surroundln . gs so that he can 
take advantage of the products of commerce ~..nd industry. By the 
study of society the student can better understand his origin, 
and. 1n view of the ethnic knowledge of the races, he can aim 
tows.rd improvement. l!ith the self-confidence and skill demanded. 
by stab111ty ar1c1 progree:s, he will be sUff1c1ently prepare.d to 
f1:i.lfill his respective aoc1P.l ·fu.nctions,.35 
The study of. history and geography were left for the 
third and. fourth years. ·ro l.tnderstand geog1-a;phy one needs a 
knowledge of cosmography; othenrise all the not1o.ns about poles, 
parallels, mer1d1tms end climates are entirely premature, 
History 1s placed after geography, or eonourrent with it, because 
then the stu.dy of' both w111 be easier and more interesting, 36 
The greatest novelty of the Barreda plan was that ot 
requ1r1ng students to take logic the last year of their pre-
paratory stud.1es whereas previously it was an introductory cours 
.Accord.1.ng to the old system students learned to draw uni versa.l 
3.5Ib1d., p. J6. 
36Ib1d ~s ~6 
--·. pp • ..; -..1 • 
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conclusions through abstract rules of the syllogism. But. when 
they began to study the positive sciences and the phenomena of 
nature, they discovered, said :earreda, that the eyllog1sm had 
taught them no fundamental truths. The deduet1ve method repeats 
what 1s already knownt the inductive method looks for new pro-
positions. Deduction, said Barreda, supposes what our fore-
fathers prophesized through revelatic ~. or in·tu1 tion; induction 
observes, experiments, and generalizes 1n order to advance the 
sciences through general truths of which our forefathers never 
dreamed. The natural so1enees establish and perfect the induct-
1 ve method by research and d1scovpry. Only through a conven-
iently linked unit of studies ean one duly conciliate theory and 
praotice, the abstract and the conerete.37 
To over-emphasize observation and experimentation 1s also 
a mental sickness. Its chief symp•om lies 1n judging sc1ent1f1c 
questions which one does not understand. The study of the sci-
ences 1s the best way to gradually el1m1nate both the abuses of 
inductive general1zat1on and exaggerated deductive rationalism. 
The preparatory 1s therefore designed to train the student to use 
the 1nduot1ve-deduet1ve method to d1soover truth and formulate 
concepts, which are demanded by theoretical as well as practical 
necessities. Deduction and induction are collaborators, not 
rivalst complements, not contradictions. Logie, then, 1s 
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the coronation of all that has been sueeessfU.lly executed 
sc1ent1t1c research. As the ttc:x.t tor this course, Barreda chose 
the logic of John Stuar' Mill, because 1t :f'Ult1lled the neces 
condition of including the abstraci and complete expos1t1on ot 
all the methods of log1c.'8 
Like logic. ideolog7 was also to be taught after the 
sciences. As the stu.d.7 cf the most elevated. and oomplicated 
faculties of man, ideology and i.s7eholo.tY cannot be unde:r11tood 
without an understan4.1J.?.g or the so1enees. Meta~hya1ea. stated 
in the law cf 1867 as the h1at9r7 of metaphysics, was 0Al7 re-
quired of lawyers. The positive asc1encea replaced the oha1r ot 
metaphysics, which would not again enJt:>7 an academic right 1A 
Mexico until the opening ot the Nat1o.l.'lal University in 1910.'9 
other subjects we:r·e f1n~1.ly added to fac1111Jate the d1t-
:f'uaion ot ideas. Everyon(') had. t~ study French and. Spanish gram ... 
marr English, wtth the ex¢ept1on ot architects and notar1esf 
Latin, w1th the exception of engtneers1 lawyers, doctors and. 
er.i.g1neers studied Greeks agrononi1sts. ctootors. and en.e;1neers 
studied German; a.rch1tect• and sculptors studied Italia.n.40 
Languages wer& to be taught 1n the l'll&'lnsr 1n wh1ch the7 
were needed. Latin, wh1ch was prev1oualv svw:U.ed 1n the begin-
:;Sib!4• , PP• 41-42. 
39~ •• P• 42. 
40Du.blln. x. ill• IJ.1• • PP• 197.201. See .Appen41.r H, p. 172. 
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nin.g, was now required the laat two 7eara. Se1en'b1tlc and other 
important works were no lott.ger wr1ttc ta that language an.4 1'he 
st'Wlent was lees apt to terget 11 aad even be •r• 1ntereeiut4 1n 
1.t lt he stud.led lt at the ea.cl ot the eo\U"ae. The modern lan.• 
guages, espeo1all7 French and Brtgl1ah. were lllpori;an.iJ because 
m&ft1' text books were written 1n. those languages. Spanish gram ... 
mar, which everyone had te etud.7. was to bo taught the thlrd 
year rather than the first in order to give the student a more 
profound and mt1cnal knowledge or his 1d1om. In study1n.g lan-
guages, :&lrreda rea.son.ed. that the 1n tell1gence of the student 
should be mature enough to compr~hend their usefulness. Because 
ot the analyt1eal charaotor of grgmmar, 1ts study demands the 
development of the tacul'ts;v er abstraction to a"':.roid. mere menor1-
zat1on. S1nne the faeult:r ot abstra~t1on is a gradual develop-
ment, the dela,-ed study of grammar was just1f1ed.41 
The Preparatcr~ Sohool pa1"'tl~ f11led the gap that had 
existed betwsen primary and professional eduoat1on. Previously, 
secondary or preparatory education was merely a pl'epa:r1:tt.ion for 
a protesa1.on. The studtttt often wasted prec1.ous ·time by changing 
majors, because he was not yet ritvll1:f1ed. to choose a profession 
in conformity with h1s eapae1ties and 1no11nat1ons. But accord-
ing to B~.rreds.•s pl~l'l, by the t1ma he t1~1shed. the Preparatory he 
would. 'be fam1l1a'.l" -:·"'i t'r ~.11 the methods an.Cl doctrines that con-
41Barred.S;, •ca:r.ta d.1:r1g1da al Mariano Riva Palacio," 9.J2.• 
•• PP• 24-26. 
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st1,uted. the vast field of sc1ence.42 
It could not be denied. that the knowledge ot vhe tunda· 
mental sciences was indispensable t<>r modern 1n.telleetual pre-
paration.a therefore. the Law ot 1867 decreed as preparatory 
material the stuq of the thirty-tour most 1nd.1spensab1e eub-
jeota. to be taught onr a period of five years, grouping ~hem 1n 
the most logical order.43 
The plan co.ns1d.era.bl7 raised the intellectual level o:r 
the woman. The Secondary School for Women ~•s a new add1t1on to 
the r1cx1ca.n ed1..1.eat1onal system. The stu.d1es were a~'l.ged 'for a 
period of five years and they w•re the ma..,~1mttn lm.owlad~e that a 
woman could aspire to at that time. Ethics and c1v1o education 
were replaced by subjects that were obligatory for women, sueh 
as arl#s and crafts, notions of horticulture and. gardening, 
methods of comparative education, duties ef the woman in soe1et7 
atld duties of the mother to the family and to the state. Here 
BaJ.·reda followed the pos1 t1 v1st thinking of Comte who placed. 
much emphasis on the mother. tdf e, ar!.d dr;.ughter,. 44 
The Law of 1867 also plt?.n.ned. s:pec1nl and. professional 
" 
42~Pl?• .5J-56; ,Tos~ Dfaz Cova.:rru.b1aa, !;!. !n§~1c,e12a 
N.bl1oa iiMm12 (Mhloo. 18?S). p. oJtoiS. 
43nubl&n, x. !a• !.!i·· P• 194. See Appen.d1X H, .p. 172. 
44:nu.blAn. J.)!l. s Dfaz Covarrub1aa. ll• !&!.•, pp. oxo1-
oxc1i. Ths o:":'lr rrofessionr,,.,,1 ce'."."eers chos$n 'by women were those 
of elemen•&J:7 sehool 1eaohers arld obatev~ica. Degrees were ot• 
ten~d in both t but orten thene professions ~rare pra.et1ced m thout 
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and/or un1vers1ty education. In this field it did not really 
create anything new, s1nce all the schools had previously ex1st-
ed, but it decreed. organized, and detailed the years of study 
and the subjects that should be taught each year. It imposed 
new methods of practical education. This was important because 
an education well organized and logically oriented would be more 
useful. 45 
The School of Jurisprudence, which was located in the ex 
convent of Encarnac1~n from 1869 to 1908, offered every branch of 
law--natural, Roman, civil, penal, oonstitut1onal, maritime and 
1nternationa1.46 The School of.Medicine, which was located Qn 
the site of the old Inquisition building, offered such courses 
as botany, pharmaceutical legislation, anatomy, pathology, ther 
peuties, obstetrics, legal medicine, and the study of medicinal 
plants. 47 The School of Engineering, which was located in the oll 
Mining School building, was d1v1ded into speo1al1zed branches 
such ass min1ng,mechanical, civil, topographical, geographical 
and hydrograph1o.48 The School of Fine Arts, which was located 
in the old San Carlos Academy building, was also divided into 
specialized branchesi sculptors, painters, engravers and archi-
45nubl"1., X, 21?.• cit., PP• 245-251. See Appendix J, pp. 
174-178. 
46~ •• p. 245. See Appendix J, p. 174. 
47~ •• pp. 245-246. See Appendix J, p. 174. 
48~ •• pp. 246-248. See Appendix J, pp. 175-176. 
tects. with some general and some apeo1al1ze4 coursea.49 
The Organ.le Law of Public In.struot1on oreat•4 "The 
. 
10) 
National Aoad.$111 ot So1ence and Lt•erature.• I~ bad the follow-
ing obJectivea• l) to en.courage the cult1vat1cm and. ad.vancemeat 
of science and literature1 2) to serve aa a consulting bod7 tor 
the govermnent1 )) to collec• ob3eots and books of national 
scientists and 11terar7 aena 4) to arrange for lectures a.rut g1Te 
corresponding awa.rdst 5} to publ1ah uaetul so1entif1o, art1st1c. 
and literary informatioa.. especially on Mexico. In add1t1on, the 
Academy was to keep in touch with s1m1lar organizations 1n the 
states and 1n foreign countries., The Society of Geogra~tlY and 
Stat1st1cs was to be part of the Academy.'0 
Ce:r·t1.t1ed secondary teachers. like certified primary 
teach~rs, were divided into three classes. For women to rece1Te 
a class one certificate fro:m. the Secondary School for Wom$1'1 (the 
equivalent of the Frepara.tory, which was for men), they were re• 
quired to w1 thstand an. examination in all primary school subj~ct• 
es well as 1n all secondary school subjects.51 A elass two 
49Ib1d., p. 251. See Appendix J, pp. 176-178. 
50 
.IE.11·· p. 201 • 
.SlDubl&,., X, Qll. e1t., pp. 197. See footnote 44, :page 101 
of th1• stud.1. Th.e-.eoiilar, Schoel nbleots 1n which..,..... were 
examined for a el~ss one eert1f1eate were1 Cast111a.n grrumnari 
Fnaeht Italiaro 'baa1c algebra, geomeir7 and oesmoaraphJ't ph7ai 
and poli t1c,~1 geographyi bookkee!"1ne:r med1e1ne, hygiene and do-
aest1o economies1 dul1ea of the woman 1n. aoo1et71 dutle• ot the 
mother in the f'a.mlly and. in the Statei l1neei.l, figure a.'1d ornate 
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oert1f 1cate requ1red praot1ca117 the •ame aa a olaaa oae eert1t1 
oate except that the applicant d1d. not have to withs'8114 an. exam 
tnat1on 1n !tali.an and cosmograph7. A class ~e cert1t1cate 
redueed the number ot courses 1n. wh1oh the appl1oatJ.1s was to be 
examined eensiderabl7. She did not have to pass ea eumlna•loa 
1n Frenoh. Ita.11a.n., ehroaolog,.. gen.era.1. a..'1.d. Mexican h,_story, 
geometry, algebra, phi'atul aa4 politloal geofr*pby. bookkupiag 
and comparative education. The Law also listed the V!\rious su'b-
jeets wh1eh a student had to pass in order to get vcr1ous tl"PeS 
of degrees from the Prepsrato~y Sohool. wh!oh was for men the 
equi VEtlen t of the Secondary School for Women. 52 
~ 
Professional degrees were ·issued by the federal govern-
ment or by the states. The liberals argued tha.t the indl'rtd'Wll 
was denied complete freedom of ed.ueatton 1 f a degree was deaartd• 
carpen.ter or s. :plumber ifhose ab1.1i ty was judged not on the basle 
ot a degree but on the bnsis e:r. h1a -work. The ~s1t1v1sts. on 
the other hand,, argtted that if the state did not gulde the 1ft• 
struet1on • examination.. and. awa1•tU."!,f5 of dggreee • one •s eduoatloa 
would often be 1neomplete and the pr~ot1ee ot the ~reteasion• 
could be disastrous.SJ 
dre:wingt not1¢>ns of horticulture and ganteaingf an« aei:hod.a et 
ooapara,ive a4uea•1o.n. 
sz ~·• P• 198. 
S3n!as ~l>ias, 11.• .tll•• PP• OD11-olx11. 
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In May, 1869, the Law of Publ1e Iaatnc'i• ot Deoeaber 
2. 186?. was changed. The new law eliminated the Schoel ot 
Music and Speeoh. the Normal School. and the School cf l"aisural 
lcieaces. Instead, there would 1»e a choral teacher 1n each ••• 
ondar7 school and students who w1shed •o go tor lessons o0\114 do 
so voluntar117. The Normal School -.a replaced 'b1 a Chair et 
Method• cf Inatrv.otlon tor tlh.f>ae who wan1Je4 te be pub11e •ohool 
teaohers • .51~ It added. a Museum of Rt story and a Lt bre:ry ,..SJ 
The ref oiin law of !B69 also reduced the number ot sub-
jects in the Preparatory Sehoq~., wh1ch was a 11.miiJed eoneeasia 
iio those who desired to re1ntrot1uee on.l;r those eourses l.ea4lng 
to the various professions. To s1mp11ty the plan, the h1s~ory 
of metaphysics, m.eehanies, descr1))t1ve geometry, 1'a1eo~raphy, 
shorthe.rld.a a.ad. bookkeeping w.,re e11m1nated from all coure••• 
L1tei·ature W!:i.s to he taught without elocru.t1on, peetry, Md. de-
clamation. Universal and national history were combined. lntso a 
single course. Note that with the absence er metaphys1ce the 
l?reparator1 Sehool· .. conta1.ned. zH> m.ore sttbjee~~ ret!t1n1geettt ot the 
Scholast1c ~duoation of the pe.st.S6 
-------
r 
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'l'he Law of 1869 added a 1•ar of poutr7 and el1m1n.a~ed 
one 7ear ot Latin to the preparator7 legal CQuree,. nte two 
Latin courses were now taught the tourth Md f ltth 7ea.ra. Fr• 
the preparator7 eurr1olll.a of aotari.••• 11,el"ature ud pale•-
grapl:q were elim.1.na.ted. fo the preJU8.tOr7 covae tor thoae wbct 
wan.te4 to be ph.arma.c1st$, geometr7 was ad.dad, Id.tis was red.uce4 
to only two courses. u.d GermaA and. trigonometry were el1.m.14ate4 
Preparatory agronCJll.1' stud.eats ~o longer studied German; litera• 
ture, chronology, h1stor7 and &eometr7 •. Preparatory arch1ueet 
students no longer had. to at~ Italian. Five years 1.aattad ot 
four were assignee'. for the prep41'ator7 studifis of engineers,. 
German, a second 7ea:r of which was· added to the en&1neer1ng 
oourse, was taken the last two years of the preparator1.5' 
~Y distributing the courses on an annual basis, anci by 
cutting down the number of cottrees so that students of limited 
resources would not be held up too lone. the preparatory stude4t 
were obligated. to take simultaneously a numbe1· of courses which 
should. have been taken suecess1vely. Fol' example. th• st'l.147 ot 
eosmography, physioe, a.ad. :ro.eohan1cs were preecr1bGd tor the 
third 7ear; however, it •ould have been preferable to study 
mechanics first and. then cosmogra:ph;r, followed by ,physics. in. 
their h1erarohtoal order,58 
------
S7Dtlbll~, ~'1d~• PP• 24)-24?. 563. 596.597, 755·756. See Ap:pen.41x.I, p. 1 • 
.satiw• 
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In special and professional and/or university education 
there were not many changes worthy of mention 1n the new law of 
1869. In the School of Jurisprudence, political economy was to 
be taught as a separate course and canon law was to be elimin-
ated. 59 The School of Agriculture discontinued zoology. Also. 
it was no longer necessary for a student 1n the School of Agri-
culture to work his fourth year on an hacienda in the Tierra 
Caliente. A few courses, such as geology, arboriculture and 
notions of gardening were added.60 The School of Engineering 
eliminated botany, zoology. and hydraulics. Architectural engin-
eers now took part of their eour.ses in the School of Engineering 
and part of them in the School of Fine Arts, whereas according to 
the Law of 1867, all courses had to be taken in the latter. 
Architecture was no longer part of the School of Sculpture, 
Painting and Engraving.~l The School of Arts and Crafts. locatei 
in the old Convent.of San Lorenzo, added a fifth year. French 
and English were eliminated. 'but descriptive geometry and machine 
drawing, plus a second year of algebra were added. Practical 
shop experience 1n industrial inventions and work with arts and 
crafts was prescribed annually, while in the previous law shop 
experience was left to the discretion of the director of the 
59nublan. 2R• g1!., p. 561. See Appendix K, p. 1?9. 
60nublan, 1b1d •• pp. 246-247. 562, 757. See Appendix K, p. 
179. 61 
Ibid., pp. 247-249, 562, 758.759. See Appendix K, pp. 
180-181.----
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school. 62 In the sc;1ool of Commerce, now called the School of 
Commerce and Admin1u'l:rat1on. which was located west of the Min-
ing School in the Terceros Hospital building, a course on 
general principles of law on judicial and administrative pro-
cedures was replaced by a course in administrative law wherein 
the student would learn the present legislation of the Secre-
tar!a 9:!. Hacienda an.d the Secretar!a de Guerra. Besides, French, 
English and German would be taught and a practical course 1n 
commerce was anticipated with the opening of a new Museum of 
Com.merce. 6 .3 It is interesting to note that while religion was 
no longer part of the plan of ed,uoation, students in the School 
of Deaf Mutes, which was located in the former Corpus Cristi 
Convent, had to take a course in catechism and religious pr1n-
c1ples. 64 The changes made by the Law of 1869 did not really 
contradict the plan of Barreda.: in fact. the Law of 1869 con-
firmed the positivist plan by eliminating metaphysics and canon 
law from the preparatory course. Yet, Barreda was not satisfied 
with the law. In his letter to Mariano Riva Palacio. he stated: 
• • • • In that law fjj.ay 15, 18697 and in 
the Enabling Act of November 9, l°S'"69. there 
is st111 a distinction in the preparatory 
studies for each career. Th1g5dist1net1on I want to do away with •••• 
62Ib1d. 
-- ' 
pp. 250, 759. See Appendix K, p. 182. 
6
.3Ib1d., PP• 198, 562-563. 
64 Ibid., pp. 196, 594. 
65Barreda, "Carta d1rigida al Mariano Riva Palacio," 211• 
cit., o- 1. 
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For ten years (1868-1878) Barreda directed the Prepara-
tory School 1n the face of much opposition. Before the Law of 
May 15, 1869, was hardly approved, it was attacked and cr1t1c-
1zed. The new reform could be seen by many as a dangerous 
utopia. Except for the young under-secretary of state, Jose 
n!az Covarrubias, who was director of the M1n1stry of Public 
Instruction for many months, the rest of the Cabinet of Lerdo 
de Tejada opposed the positivist reform. in education. The 
President who for many years had been in charge of the Colegio 
de San Ildefonso under an exclusively clerical regime, had a 
traditional education. He was 111-disposed toward the new law 
of education as well as toward a program which had abolished. 
religious 1nstru.ct1on.66 
In the following chapter we shall take up the various 
criticisms against positivism in general and against the Pre-
paratory Sohool 1n particular. 
CHAPTER V 
CRITICISMS OF THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL AND OF POSITIVISM 
Toward the end ot 1870 a new Congress asked that the La1 
of Publ1o Instruction be abolished., alleging that the results oj 
both the Law of Public Instruot1on of December 2, 1867, and the 
one of Ma7 lS, 1869, were unsatisfactory. It was suggested tha1 
Mexico return to the educational law of 184J, which generally 
conserved the 1nst1tut1on created by the Law ot 1833, with the 
exception of the preparatory studies. The present plan of 
stud1es,sa1d Deputy Valente Baz.resembles the one of Max1m111an, 
' 
that is, 1t 1s a plan of studies for which only a few priv1legec 
people have a capao1ty,s1nce "kings want the people to be 1gnor· 
ant so that they might maintain their power. •-1 
. 
Besides the Conservatives, who found in Barreda a per-
sonal enemy, the Liberals, led by Guillermo Prieto, were also 
trying to free themselves from the Fos1t1v1sts. Deputy Charles 
Pacheco proposed the suppression of the Preparatory School, be-
cause he felt that it was adm1n1strat1vely and f.1nanc1ally 1m-
1Lu1s Gonz~~ez y Gonzllez, et. al,, La Vida Social• H1s-
tor1a Modern.a de Mex&co, III (Cos{c;-v1IregaS-e<r;IVi&xloo, 19:;oT;° 
p, 638, Panteti&n Tovar, ed., Histor1a Parlf:mentaria del Cuatrc 
CHn6fies~ Const1tuc1onal, II (M~X1co71S73}, P• ~. See-PP. 57· 
5 , 3- 4, Deputtes Manuel S111ceo, who had. been Max1m111an 1 s 
M1n1ster, and Josi Dfaz Covarrubias defended the Law of DecembeJ 
2, 1867. 
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possible to astabl1sh the agencies necessary for its d1ssem1na-
t1on. Finally, it was agreed that either the ~xecutive or the 
Chamber should formulate a project, wh1eh would be discussed by 
the Cham.her. 2 
In h1s letter to Mariano IU va :Palacio, Barreda answered 
the charges against the Preparatory School by demonstrating the 
great improvements made by the students. Ue def ended himself 
against the charge that his plan was s1m11ar to the Lyceum of 
Max1m111an when he saids 
• • * order and logical sucoesslon form a mar..1-
t est oo.1.trast to that 1Span1sh stew.• which was 
called a plan of stud1ea during the time of the 
lntervent1on. Cnly bad :fa.1th or haste could 
contuse such eontrad1ctory plans. • • • Never 
1.n an:y establishment 1n. ou1· country has there 
been a course or "3tud1ea presentlng the phys1-
oal and aatural se1e.nees as complet~ atld as 
practical as has the Preps.ratoJ:7 School during 
the three years ot 1ts ex1steace. Each year 
more impcrtanoe ls attached to it in sp1te or 
tha aotcr1ous shortage 1ll the treasury. 
Positivism is apflled to all studies, pro-
duo1ng 1n the students aa enthusiasm for the 
laboratory, broadening the1r tastes for the 
study or natlll."e. • • • Chemical analysis and 
experiments of all types form one of the most 
1m_t1i:.?:r.ta.1t alame.-1 ts of' progress a.ad di·v-e1·sion 
of the stud.en.ts 1n this school. 
'I'he study of msthe:mat1cs, acoord1ng to Barred.a, has been notable. 
The Academies of Science have perf eoted their studles on the 
basts of •thematics so that future engineers will have a more 
2f'Mtele&n tovar. OY\. cit •• lV. PP• 105. 296, 652. 846-
# ti =---847; Gonzalez y Conzalez, 912..• cit •• P• 668. 
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complete preparation 1n their t1elds.3 
In October, 1872, there appeared a new reform 1n1t1ated 
by Ju!rez himself. The new plan was formulated by a group ot 
liberal 1deolog1sts whose idea of education differed from that 
of Barreda. In an article ent1tled, "Instruecion Pt1b11ca." 
. . 
Barreda cr1t1c1zed point by point the educational reform that 
attempted to annul his own plan of educat1ont4 
l. '!'he new plan of educat1on said that the law was "to 
guarantee liberty of 1natruot1on prescribed by Article three of 
the Constitution by requ1r1ng no more than. an examination to 
prove one's knowledge aad apt1t~e to practice a profession wh1ch 
requires a degree.~ This point sustained the concept ot absolute 
. 
freedom of instruction. Implicitly it man1tested that the plan 
of Barreda was doctrinaire and, therefore, a v1clat1on of the 
Constitution which declared that 1nstruct1on should be secular. 
The L1berals who opposed Barreda's plan of education held that a 
person should study whatever he felt necessary for h1s careers he 
should not have to take courses such as Barreda1s plan called for 
that will make h1m think 1.n a certain way (the Prepara·cory School 
was designed to make everyone think alike so that order would be 
established in Mexico. Order in one's mind was a prerequisite 
3Gabino Barreda, "Carta d1r1$1c}aal Mariano Riva Palac1o,'* 
oUt9lllM•· D&pcusionss %.DJ.1cur1os (Mex100, 187?), PP• 53-54. . 
4Gab1fto Barreda, "Inetruecl&n P'Gbl1ca, l!V1!1!• P111t3.:D• 
I (Mb:1co, 1901}, pp. 259 ... 340. 
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for external order). Thus the Liberals were undermining the 
educational control which the Positivists wanted for themselves. 
Freedom of the student to choose the course wh1ch he wants, 1n 
the eoneeption of the Liberals~ was absolu,et 1n the conception 
of the Pos1t1v1sts 1t was subordinate to order. 5 According to 
Zea a 
thata 
We know now how Barreda. understn.nds liberty 
when he says that 1nst:ruct1on in. the Prepara-
tory is free. He means that all the sciences 
that are tau.ght there can be demonstrated. 
Since everything taught 1n the Preparatory 
School is demonstrable, it is accepted freely. 
no one can deny the truth whose dem.onstration 
leaves no room for doubt. Here liberty is not 
understood in a negative sense. This 1s what 
is done 1n the Prepara.tQrY School1 they teach 
the positive, that which oan be demonstratedi 
There is no freedom. to d.eny. only to affirm. 
Nevertheless. Barreda defended himself by susta1n.1ng 
• • • the law 1n force ant1o1patesLL. fulfills 
and has scrupulously csrried out £What th0 
Liberals demand in point one? since 1ts pro-
mulgation. No proof that the student has taken 
the respective course is demanded. other than 
an exam.1na.t1on in the subject in conformity 
w1 th the law of public 1.nstruct1on. Every year 
the examinations are given to a.n 1nereas1ng 
number of students JfhO request them 1n the 
different subjects.' 
5Ib1d., p. 260; Gonzalez 7 Gonz'1ez. 22.• cit., pp. 671-672 
By secular was meant that the school should be neutral in relig-
ious matters. The sta•e should not impose a oeriain ideology on 
the Mexicans. 
6LeopQld.o Zea. ll .f.os.tt1Iigg !A M6'X1cg (2nd ed, M$x1co, 
19.5:3). p. 1%. 
?Barreda, '"lnstrucc16n l?ubl1ca.• ll• ca.,t., p. 260. 
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2. "D1v1s1on of general preparatory studies for all 
careers, and special preparator1es for eaoh professional sc1enee. 
The first can be accomplished in the National Prepara.tor7 School 
and the second 1n the respective establishments." The second 
. 
poillt of the 18?2 reform proposed that those pursuing a prof es-
s1on should not be obligated to study the sciences wh1ch are 
seldom used 1n their work. Thus the student would immediately 
begin his professional studies without any previous knowledge of 
the sciences. Th1s proposal opposed the enc;rclopedic character 
of instruction which was established to give the students a com-
mon. basis for truth. It opposed the thesis of Parred.a 1n which 
he maintained that all st'V..dents should know all the positive 
scienees regardless of what career they pursue. He considered 
that if this proposal was aeoepted. whioh, 1n fact, 1t was. that 
the ex1stenoe of the Preparatory School would be useless. 
Barreda felt the,t the Preparatory School had a gre!lter mission 
than to prepare prof9ssionals, and that mission wa.s to prepare 
Me=icans to live together as e1t1zens.8 Aeoord1ng to Zeat 
• • • • Only this living together will make 
national order possible. Social order 1s 
possible through the unity of criteria that 
is obtained throue;h encyclopedic and organic 
1nstruet1un. If 1t attacks this type of 1n-
struc,1on, the .Preparatory Sohool loses its 
right to ex1st.9 
8Barreda. "Instrueci~n Pt1b11ca.• ~· e1t •• p. 261. 
9zea, S!l2.• cit •• p. 14?. 
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j. Ine1"ease the spec1.al sohoolc. Th1s proposal 'tl'OUl.4 
call tor spee1al1sod p:reparatccy oou.rsea. Parred.a oona1del'ed 11' 
as an. attac.k agaSn.st order, ror, to establ1sh 1peela1 sohocla 80 
that each Mat.can understands orl.17 his tleld et apeola11zat1on 
weuld, aooordlng 1;o &:~. toment disco:rdanoe among the 
Mexicans. Btarreda asked.a 
• • • • What ls the ad.vantage ln tnoreastng 
the scMc'lls and later the numbe:r ct prof Gssors 
e.nd other em:ployeeis? 'What 1s the ad."O"f;tn't-qe• 1n 
haV1tlg two, th~e, or more Rhools of jm ..1s:pru-
dence, medic111e. ~culture, deaf B.fl.d d:nmb. 
blind, et;c •••• ? 
4. This proposal referred to the abcl1t1cn of apeoW 
etuden.'6. Barreda flld not W'ldersta.nd what the author• meant in 
poalng thls reform. Ir bJ •speotal stu4ets*" was ttteant 11 bM.1'4-
. . 
1ng atwlortte,'' ~ waa all 1n taTOr of the reto:ra. 'rhla 1a-
pl1ed ~hat the parents weN the ones Who. 1n the hO'ldl ahou.14 
oemen.t the mors.lit7, character, and aenttmct et their ohildren. 
Barreda had tr1ed. to abolish bou-dlng sonools in 186?. but was 
onl,- a'.bl.& to deoreaae the n'Wlber of' atuden1u1 by 11.mi iing inn to 
ehlldl'en whose parents lived. ou'bs1de ot :Mex1cc Ci1sf • In 1866 
Congress abollsh$4 this deeree and reestablished the trad1U1onal 
boardlne; sohool.11 
lO~reda. 1t:tnatnoo1&11 1:"&bl1ca."' ill• ill•. P• 262. 
11aarr~a. t~Instruecl&n P'&b11oe .• t~ U.• !.U.•• P• 264. Under 
the eld e1stea of .edueatioa. the studer)t ns required. to go to 
an inur~q ~r boa.:rd.1ne;: sclu1u>l. BaxT~d.a or1tlc1sed the Jesu1'ts 
for want ·. . to 41rut tthe G\llt:tvat1• ot the m.144 aa well ae to 
edueate the heart, ton tha ch:Araoter. and te d1rtlct the 
s. 11 Seoonclar7 1nstruc,1on was to be tree and pril'JlEU'J' 
1netl"'tlct1on was to be free and obligatory.*' Ba.rnda d.ttftlnded 
. 
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rather t;han oppc11ad 1h1a Point. LI\ taot. 1t wea n.e1 nall.7 a n.ew 
propocaal. !tow<tver. he felt that an empt1 tftt&Su.r7 would render 
t:ree A.t\d ohllgator1 eduoatlo.n 1mpoasS.l4e 1rt Mex1oo. a 
6,. uThe .tll.r&ctive Jun.ta fJf Public Ittstrue•1on was to be 
composed of. pet"sona t1h0 d.14 not beloog to tt..e Bo$.rd. ot Pract1clu 
Protessors. 0 .. '?his d1spos1t1on.t1 ool'mentE?d .Bt:.r1·ed.a., "slgnltietl 
the loss of· a.ti the t4e:m~a of th• D1rect1ve .run.ta, bG.oaue all 
o·t ~"'iem ~ pmotiolng ~te11uaors.,n tt 1;';hey [rzw.i autho:ra ot the 
retoral tel t, t\ said Barreda. nt~t · MJ person o.n the c:rbnet; D8 
, . 
bett•r qual if i ~ct to $elect texts t111L"l th~se who hNl ec.nseo:ra1e4 
iihe1r 11ves to the honom.ble protee:sion ot t~ohine; ~ to the 
stud.1 and eontlaued med1ta•1on that it d~ds.• This a1xth 
measure was obvi.oual7 •uen btoe.uae the reform ~uld not be :po•• 
aible 1£ the Junta wh1ch was oempos~d ot a £i:l"OUP or p:rofeeson 
tl.evoted to BStl''reti.St eon tinurl • beeaiiae this t..-:r<>U.P wanted to con• 
StHTe the ~1sting order. A gofJ(! example 1s the reform Of 1869;3 r 
Aoeord1ne to Ze$t 
1ncl1nat1cne of the eh114.ren muter their Cet!'e in the boal"ding 
aohoola. see 8a.ned.a • •eara d1rls14a al Ma1a!\O iU. va Pa.la•1o. •t 
21· !1l·· pp. 59-60. , 
12BatTtv!a • t\ Insitt'ltoei&i ~bl tea," tm• ill,. • pp. 2~t.'--267. 
13~ •• PP~ 2es ... 269. 
••• the reform of tha Liberals proposed to 
destroy a competing power. 11he Liberals knew 
that by eliminating the professors from the 
'D1reot1ve Junta ot Public Instruction~ they 
could destroy the basts of a poss1£4e spiritual 
power which was opposed to theirs. 
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The reform. proposals were not published until 187.5• After the 
death of Ju&rez in. 18?2. the reform was shelved oy Lerdo de 
Tejada. The Law contain1.n.g the reform proposals was not passed 
until 187'7, under the regime of l?o:rf'1r:to D!az an.ct his Minister ot• 
Justice and Public Instruction, Ignacio Ram!rez.15 
MeAnwh11e, 1n October 1873, Cong::ess passed a law which 
struck a sharp blow at the original plan of preparatory stUd1es. 
Trigonometry, spacial geometry, analytical and 1nf1n1test1mal cal 
culus, chemistry. and the b1olog1ca.1 sc1enees were no longer re-
quired 1n the preparatoey course for future law, med1cine and 
pharmacy students. Th1s law spee1al1zed the bachelor's degree, 
that ts, the preparatory school would no longer be the same for 
everyone. 16 In 1877 Ignaoio Baafrez, Minister of Justice and 
Pu.blio Instruction. mod1f1ed the Law of 1873 when he restored 
plane trig<mometry as an. ohl1gator;y preparat;ory couJ.:-c3 for law, 
medicine, a.'ld pharmacy students a.11.d ehem1etry and zoology tor law 
stud.en.ts. Philosophy was 11m1ted to the history of metaphya1cs. 
14 h~ Zea, QB.• ~ •• pp. 1""?'-150. 
l5Eze~u1el A. Ch!vez, Mexico: Its Social 
I. Part II {Justo Slerrl'-l ed,~1'eo.J:9ooJ. p. 
16Jb1d. t lh 539. 
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The professors were to point out the 1ntluenee of the sceptical 
schools on exper1mGntal and positive methods. The Law of 187? 
rendered the laws of public 1nstruot1on of 1867 and 1869 complete 
ly 1neffeetua1.17 
On January )1, 1877, 1n order to encourage the stud7 of 
f1ne arts, the Ministry or Ram!rez adjusted the preparatcr7 pro-
gram for e.reh1 tects. pa.inters, engravers. e.nd sculptors. Normal• 
17 one st11d.1ed four y·ears in the preparatory and s1x ;rears in the 
Academ1 of Fine Arts. All the mathemat1esl sciences 1n prepara-
tion for eng1neer1ng wel'e listed as preparatory eourses, U1 
add1t1on to I;hysics, chemistry, zoology, and botany for painters 
and lineal drawing, Freneh and English for seulptors. According 
to the new law. future archtteets were no longer obligated to 
study Cast111.an grammar. botan.1. zoology. logic and morals 1n th 
preparator3. but 1n the Aoademy of Fine Arts new courses were 
added. 1n geometry, m1n.ers.loi;y, and mechan1cs.18 
In Oetobe:r, 1878, the n.ew M1n1ste:r, Protas1o 'l'agle. re-
arranged the mathematics courses 1n. the Mational Preparatory in 
view of the d1ff1eulty :for ictudents to learn them 1n. their pre-
sent order. He placed. them as follows• f,.rst yea.rt m~themat10111 
second yeara plane a.n.d spacial geometry and trigonometry; third. 
yea.rt app11cat1on of algebra to geomet1'J', spherical trigonometry 
l7~., P• 539; Dubl~n, XIII, pp. 147-148. 
18Ib~d •• p • .5J9r Dubl&il, XIII, !m.• eJ.t., PP• 152-lSJ. 
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an.4 anal7tical geometr1s fourth yeart 1nf1nites1mal oaleulus. 
The stud7 of mathematics in the third and fourth years was for 
engineers only.19 
In the latter part of 1878 the agricultural courses were 
rearl"anged. These stu41ee had been great11 neglected through 
'the oh11gatory preparatory studies of Bar:reda.. Aecord.1.ng to the 
new plan. the preparatory courses would be the sa.me as those for 
engineers, excluding cosmography, logic, morals, h1story, Spanish 
and literature. The agronomy students were again allowed to 
study preparatory and professional courses simultaneously, wh1eh 
20 discontinued the gathering of students in one establishment. 
The reforms ~xeeuted during the m1n1str1es of' Ram!rez 
and Tagle undermined the basic edifice of a sueoess1vely linked 
chain. The order of studies was eomplioated and the bachelor'• 
degree became spec1al1zed.. Nothing remained of the Preparatory 
School 1.n its original plan. Nevertheless, Barreda., who taught 
log1c 1n the Preparatory School until the spring of 1878, was 
still opt1mist1c about the future progress of the school in view 
of the results that had been realized in the face of so much 
oppos1 t1on. He presented the follow.ing report wh1eh shows the 
number of students enrolled in the Preparatory Sehool, the num ... 
ber who took exam1nat1ons, and the number who passed and failed 
19DublM, ~· Sl~·. XIII, P• 54.). 
20chfvez 
- . 
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them. Barreda apparently submitted these •notasM while he was 
. . 
d1reotor of the Preparatory School (1868-1878), because he added 
a note sa71ng •th.F.t.t the data ref erring to examinations for 1877 
1s m1sa1ng, beeause 1t was onlJ rl!loe1-ved today, December 2), 
[i.871] •" At the and of the •notas• he added intorma·e1on, probe'blJ' 
upon his return from Germaay, for.the years 1877-1880, inclusive. 
Year Stud en.ts Examinations Passed !'9.iled. Percentage 
-
innaUtd :F'1J.ld 
1869 568 490 3.54 136 22-1/2 
1870 4158 605 404 111 .. 
1871 516 861 6?!> 185 21. 
1872 588 8?4 690 184 " 187) 602 l.03.S 872 16:3 15<:"3/4 
1874 ?Ol~ 1,104 921 1:33 17 
1875 ?37 1,1?8 1,022 156 13-1/4 
1676 757 1t025 . 921 104 10 .. 1/10 
1877 782 
Addi t1m:i.al information in.eluded. latert 
1877 782 l,277 1.104 17§ ll•l/2 1878 810 1,476 1,278 19 1,-1/) 
1879 722 1,154 l,024 130 11-1/5 
1880 880 1,165 996 169 14-1/2 
The decrease 1n. the nmnber of studente for the year 1879, accord. 
1ng to Barreda, w~s due to the small number or scholarsh1ps that 
were assigned to the Preparatory School by a decree or Jsnuar1 l, 
1879. At the same time, a large number of seholarah1ps were as-
signed to the Sohool of Agr1oulture whioh resulted 1n many stu .... 
dents enrolling in tha• sehooi. 22 The considerable increase 1n 
21:aarreda, ~wotas,• 22'i:@!'YJ.ll• pp. 78•79• •wotas" was 
attached to Ba:rreda's letter 1:0 Mariano B.1vas Pal$c1o (1870) 1t1 
no explanation of any kind whatsoever. 
22I'b1d •• pp. 78 ... 79. See 1n.format1en eovered b7 tootnote 
20, p. l~ 
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the number of those who were examined. :resu.tted fru a decree 1aio. 
sued b7 the Secretary ot Justice and Public Instruction. JaQ:uar1 
J1, 1878, which sta11ed that no student could take an exam.1.nat1on 
in any course without havin.g first passed exaa1a&t10lUI 1A the 
courses that preceded them 1.n the h1enrehical plan. %his a1ao 
included sOudents in the professional schools. The 1noreasing 
number of :failures tor 1878 and 1879 was due to a deoree passed 
January 28, 1879, whioh mod1f1ed some of the articles 1n the Lav 
ot Public Instruction. The moditioation coas1sted in 1n.oreu1ng 
the numb$r er questions and 1• extending the length of 11ae ot 
the examinations fGr thoae who hp.d a certain number ot abaenoea 
during the school term. 23 
Barred.a was removed trom his post as director et the 
Preparatory School in the spr1ns of 1878 when. the govel'IUnent or 
Portir1o Diaz sent him to Berlin as resident minister. i'hus he 
was separated from his sehool and from the teaching profeaslon.24 
On October 14, 1880, the logic texts of John Stuart Mill 
and Alexander Bain were replaoed by the text of the sp1r1tual1st 1 
Karl Krause, llhich conta1n.e4 the eclectic logic of G. Tiberghien 
and Paul Janet. The attack against the log1o ot Mill oame trom 
the Co.ruaervattves a.a well a$ trom the Liberal•• Both un1 ted 
2, Ibid., PP• 78-79. 
--
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against the text which they said impeded freedom of thought. By 
reducing the poss1b1lity of knowing matter, 1t implicitly at-
tacked the Catholic religion. Besides, 1t occasioned a moral 
relaxat1on. 25 
On January 21, 1881, the preparatory studies for lawyers 
were reorganized. All subjects pertaining to the natural mathe-
matical sciences were el11111n.ated. At the same time future law-
yers were required to take three years of La.tin instead of two. 
On November 28 1 1881, the School of Engineering and Agriculture 
became dependent on the Secretary of Public Works and Instruc-
tion. Thus the Junta ot Publ1c,Instruct1on no longer had con-
trol of all the educational centers. As the Preparatory School 
developed, it became more and more an 1nst1tut1on for preparing 
for the prof ess1ons and less and less one for reconstructing the 
social order. 26 
In April, 1881, the Minister of Public Instruction, 
Ezequiel Montes, published a Law of Public Instruction which was 
intended to change the fundamental orientation of the Law of 
Barreda. 27 In that same month, for the purpose of ma1nta1n1ng 
25Patriok B.omanell, Making~ !b.!. Mexican Mind (L1n~o1n, 
Nebraska, 1952), pp. 54 ... 55. Jose M. V1g11 7 Rafael lngel de la 
Pefia, Discrfll' prinunciad.os .m lll Jyntas ca}edr&t1c~U yele-
bradas en tascue a Naoional Preparator1a (Mexico, l 5 • pp. 
63-64.26-C~vez, 21?.• ,g!!., p. 540. 
27Edmun.do O'Gorm.a.n, "Justo Sierra y los or~genes de la 
Un1vers1dad de M4'x1co, 1910," geis Estud&os H1stor&cos ll ·~ema 
Mexicano {Jalapa, 1960), P• l8 • 
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10sitlTS.aa 14 the eohool cvr1culua, Justo Si~ 'Pr0Po&e4 to the 
~~: the reoptm1ng ot the Un1Ters1t7, tthioh Nld beeri closed 1a 
1865 b7 order ot Hf\X1m.111an.. 28 Aceord1ng to s1e~. the Urd.w~ 
at.t1 t •••lf should d.lreot, o:r1eat, att4 anmige the ~••• -4 
aeleot the texts. the atate ahould lntenen:e Ml7 tn admln1stra-
ttve arra1rs. Th.ts e1ga1tted tha• the POalt1't1.s1! groups would. 
ret"tirn to ao~rutre sptntual ~:r. 'ndependent ot $'bate control, 
wh1ch ttaa '!'mat Barreda h&d deslred. At •hte ttm.e • .:311.srra was a 
ta1thf'ul follower or poet~ln;gro.. It waa not u.ntil man.7 years 
ln.tt::'!" that his projeot was re:All•ed. li:~aqu1GJ. i~Ol'lt,Js. th& h~· 
lst mlrrtStter., and the majod.t1 111 -he Cbambar oppoaed h1m.. l1onu 
. 
was or the opinion 'bhat pos!t1v1aa prod:uct!ld men without mcralsa 
ho etmsitte~ ~ Y'Onl t1T1ets. education ll'!eompletit and fcu;ht te:r: 
the lavr "'h1eh tmpot-t~d ph1l..osoph1cal ohall's. He feit that 
28F'J:"n!le1se~ ~rroyo.~ .iI,1j&~J.A, ~~~$14 ~-~dB .IA 
x&:1eo (?•h ed.. 1•1&100, lStGf+' , Pv• 2z..;~t:.)• .. ... ;c£ve:rs1lij 
~tco was olosed 1n the rea.n 18J3. l.8$7 • 18·::\l. and 1!6.5. 
Prom tho td.me that tiha Ua1vera1t1 t;ti' r~e~iau if..~ cstabl1ched by 
Charles v tn 15.Sl, 'W!tti1l lts final aboll'lion 01 :'iaX1mil1a"l 111 
186.$, the Mly i•iv&:rsit;.v •>£·san1•'4t1\ilil e•iatl;,1g 11 :1~x1co tm.s 
uttd.Gr the dl~t e•trol ot the Cathol1o ChU1"ch• .::u~oord.1ng to 
the plM!! of 1833 an.d 166'?. uif'ferent ix~~tl t...-~tio<7.n rre-re cpened to 
n11s.ce the ••tte~en'ln univenlt;.v. J!his i:\on1 of o:rt~!lttiu•t..on 
prove! a•·uss.t.1m'f"toi·,y. ·~fi neow~s1t;;,+ :for clvti<::::' c·:::.o:>;d1nat1on of 
Uft1vers1 ty itletruc-;1on btu.sa-m• a•l pr•sa1na; that th• govel.'llll81 
tlna.111 doci.dfld to OQ.r.;:-e.latii# tht3 1-i04."'k oi' th~ c<.,·n;;r·~:: 1. ir.1c\epend.el.\I 
fsu!~·ultf.es. Und.er the law et Ha7 !6. 191.Ch tme u1at1ng nhoola 
ot law,, 1100101.De. eng1neer1n,s;. antl arohiteot·u::::o ~;cj·c i!"Jlde intf;-
f"ra.l !'A"rtl'l of· th& new Wat!.onal Ua1vera1ty of ftttx1eo. ·ro thia a 
grad.Ute 00:hool lf&a arhied;;, J.be Uatiorl.liil.l l:r•~.p;;;;....~~tory :;chool 1n 
··e:::ioo c1ty was also made an integral part of the: new uJU.vera1 
orgaa1BildJ10rt. 
,,,c,;<.<·r.'1-Wi-.""*-~>&.11!._MA"~~~~~~vt.~!t.1',~~~/:-t~Jei ... ,c'ito~~~-11 f Tfill!lt1f<!ll~---~·--------·--~l 
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philosophy r:ave unity and coord1na.t1on to so1ent1f1o studies. 
:~ontes. however. d1d not tight to bring back metaph1~.d.cs 1.nto the 
school ourriculumi he fought only for hls preparatory plan--phil-
oscphy. ethics and. los;1e--w1thout a positive basis. S1e?Ta re-
jected the ideas of Montes and defended the P'X"&pnretory School, 
s.ay1ng that his object wa.a to tom men. rather than th!ngs, who 
sre not foreign to modem progress.. Montes, who was more hostile 
to pos1t1v1sm than any other minister, def1n1t1vel;y ended the 
J;NpaM tory School of Bal"reda. 29 
11"ven .Justo Sierra, the Minister of I>ub11o Instruet1on and 
F'1ne .Arts. timo had been a staunch pcs1t1v1st, began to er1t1c1ae 
pos1t1v1sm. on Maren 22, 1908, ho del1vored. a speech 1n honor of 
Barreda 1n. trh1ch he portra,.ed a certain d.is11luslonunt ror the 
pos1 t1 w doctrine for wh1oh he had, a1W!ll1'B toue.J1t. 'lb.e world. he 
sa1d. has been transtomed. into another world, which has caused 
the loss of :falth in the doetr1nes wh1ch were prertoual;v accepted 
In oodltion to the governmental decrees aga1nst pos1t1v-
1mn. the deetr1ne was OJ>POSGd by the Me:do.M press. In 1880 a 
Nex1oan editl.on or a translation b7 Guthlln, Jrlia ggg.ttinaa 
1?9111U,I1arw m. ~!Af· and also bA ~.uu~1o&m .?2s.11:J.Vfl z. Ill VMQr 
p,1en.Y.{t122. b:i Father l'',l1x.. were publ1sh&d b;r two different 
# d n l tt!r•r • ••It 
29o•aoman. S?l?.• ill•• PP• 184 ... 193. 
30Justo SS.errs. 1•Homeaaje al maestro don G.a.btno Jlarreda, en 
~1 Teatro Arbeau, la noohe del 22 de marzo de 1908 en honor del 
l! ma. eatl"O d.t>rl. Ga.b1no ~rreda.H Ob,ms Cu,nl1!fl:a, v (Minco, 1948) • PP• 387-.396. . ... ' . . 
~·-----l--..... ---~·-----------~-------tm_m_H~~~------........ ------~------------~~-1 
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l I houses, one 125 1.n Mexico and one 111. Zacatecas. D1sparag1ng articles 
~ 
appeared in such newspapers as fil:. D1scus1on, ~ Centanela 
Catoliea, ~ Voz !!§.Mexico, ~Universal, fil. T1em120, fil:. Pa{s, ~ 
Bandera Mex1cooa, and Jll. .frogreso Cr1st1ang. They under.mined the 
educational policy of Barreda with their "negative~ spirit of 
1nd1v1dual1sm, Although Barreda was willing to arunit that they 
did a good job defeating the clergy and the military, he never-
theless felt that 1t was time to do something "positive." For 
. 
Barreda, those "anarchists"" were a "negative" force 1n the 
reconstruction of the soo1a1 order.31 
In 1873 only ten years after extolling the virtues and 
acclaiming the rights of all Liberals, he denounced the extreme 
Liberals. He stated, in effect. that the will of the social 
order is expressed in the laws of the state, which all must obey. 
the state is supreme. In this he approached Comte's positivism, 
namely, that of positing order as a weapon against both the 
Conservatives and the extreme L1berals.32 As soon as Barreda 
returned to Comte's unsympathetic attitude toward the 1nd1v1du-
al1st1c conception of freedom, the Liberal party split into 
factions• radical and moderate. With this split--the radicals 
adhering to the old revolutionary pr1ne1ples and the moderates 
going the new way of pos1t1v1sm--there emerged the old problem of 
r---------------i f 126 
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I how to reconcile order and liberty. The Liberals attacked the 
positive methodology in every way. Science, they said, which in 
posi tiv1sm 1s the absolute means. l'n:t.S not a free science. What 
pretended to be an inductive philosophy, ended up being a de-
ductive one. In. being adapted to the desired social, economic 
and political order, science became more the slave than the 
servant. Ultimately, positivism developed into a revolution 
against evolution itself. The Liberals were not long 1n realiz-
ing tha.t 'behind the pos1 ti v1st ideas of freedom and order there 
was a new dogmatism, a dogmatism as dangerous as the clerical 
for, like the latter, it attempted to impose certain definite 
ideas by means of education. In attacking the authority of the 
Church, positivism posited an.other form of authority almost as 
absolute as the one it attempted to eradicate. Such procedure 
was contrary to the freedom. of conscience that the Liberals had 
fought for.33 Positive philosophy did not justify the freedom 
that most interested the m1ddle classest the freedom to get rich 
without any limitations other than the ability of each individual 
In his effort to reconcile liberalism ai.~d positivism, Barreda 
sa1dt 
Freedom 1.s commonly thought of as the right to 
do anything or to want anything without any 
regard for the law or the force which directs 
it. If such freedom did exist, it would be as 
im.m.ore.1 as it would be absurd, for 1t would 
3Jnarreda, ~Carta d1r1~1da al editor del ~~m~nari~ Ilus-
trado. October 21, 1868 •" OJ¥scl!]._~,pp. lJJ-142. 
make any d.1sc1p11ne, a.l"ld. consequently all 
order impossible. • • • True freedom is 
not 1ncompat1 ble with order; 1 t con.s1sts 
in unreserved subm.1ss1on to the law of order. 
A thing 1s free when it follows its normal 
an.d :1.::ttural course and encounters no obstacles 
alienating 1t fr01<r. its own law and peculiar 
or:dcr. 
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"Man 1s limited by his env1ronm.ent, from wh1eh he receives his 
laws, and h1s freedom consists in obeying them." In the philos-
ophy of Comte ind1v1duals were subordinated to society in all 
material respects.34 
Parents protested against the Preparatory School because 
they felt that unless the1r children had superior ab111ty, the 
Preparatory would be 'tU)o ditf1eult. Besides. they were interest-
ed only in the1r·eh1ldrfll\ receiving a professional degree. In a 
letter to Rtva Palacio, Barreda saids 
• • • • The reasons 1n favor of different 
courses for different careers~ which should, 
they say. be limited to courses svr1ctly in• 
dispensable for the practice of a certain pro-
fess1on 1n the Preparatory School is nonsense. 
t'1any people have not had the occasion to tned1-
tate on those subjec~s. The irrational ob• 
ligation that many pa.rents a.nd students have 
of obtaining a professional degree as quickly 
as possible, even though they are 'fully con-
scious that they do not merit 1t, does not justify them sacr1f1c1ng important courses, 
even though these courses wtll delay them in 
rece1v1.ng their degrees. The1r reason for 
wanting to receive a degree quickly is merely 
personal. They desire .no more than an elevated 
social position and the pleasures that5go with it through the least possible effort.J 
34Barreda, 111 De la Educac1&n Moral," 21?.• oj.~ •• p. llJ. 
35 rreda, "'Carta d.1r1g1d£: i:;l Mariano Riva Palacio, 21?.• e 
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Others arrn1ed that the Pre'P4\l"'Atory School would permit 
the stud.ents to aectuil"e only a atlperf'1.e1al and 1na.dequStte eduea ... 
t1or. because ot the ereees1ve number of. subjects to study. These 
demAnds, they ea1d, could only produce a generation cf people who 
talk about Mrflll"3'th1ng and know nothing about anyth1n~. ne.rreda 
defended h1.m~elt on the ms1a the.ti 
••• never haft the physical and natttral 
sciences be<M'l stu41e4 so completel1 and so 
!,)raet1es117 in our cotllltr;v as they- ,.,.a:ve been 
stud.led 1n the Preparator7 school durag 1ts 
three years et existence. b.ver1 )"ear new 
1mprovemenis are introduced. The positive 
character et each course makes 1t appear 
more important Md more necea•U7• It 
arouses ln the atudents an enthue1asm. for 
the la.borator7. It arou1ea thetr interest 
tor n.ahret the exaab·u1t1ori and classlt1-
cat1M of eve?T ktad of be1ne;t every claes 
of chemlaal aaal7s1s and.)gxpertments of the 
moat important elements. 
He continued. th~t time will ahow tha' those who do not have a 
sc1ent1tto educafs1on will loae pub11o cont1dence. 1'1e new s1stem 
of preparato17 education w111 greatly aid the major1t1 of the 
people to judge the real value of certain purel7 off1o1al degrees 
the true degree ar education wh1eh one poaaeases, and the wa7 he 
has obtained it. '''l1he old s7ste1a." sa1d ~. "oan onl.7 prom-
' . 
. 1se one a poa1t1on without; a aalar;rt the new a7atem wlll assure 
one his well-being and a wa7 to make a fortune honorabl7." 
. 
Barreda did not expect an7 plart of studies to save the altuat1on 
1mmed1atel1. ~he real hope of education la7 1n a bevter Oft• tor 
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future parents.37 
The clergy too immediately directed 1ts forces against 
the Preparatory. Not realizing the great breach that ha~ been 
made in their forces, they hoped. that the 11ew reform, like the 
previous ones, would. soon collapse nnd that metaphysics (the 
study of fundamental causes) would again be restored to the cur-
riculum.. Metaphys1cE was the basis of the old Catholic-oriented 
Scholastic education. Although the clergy no longer had the 
support whioh they previously round in the Executive, Lerdo de 
Tejada, nor did they possess the political. power of censure in 
the1r press, ~ Cruz. and others, they still four.i.d support 1n 
the Chamber. Jose Mar!a V1g11 (1829-1909). an ur.i.t1r1ag enemy of 
pos1t1v1sm and partisan of a spiritual philosophy, argued that 
the teaching of "pcsit1v1st religion" in the national schools was 
. 
a violation of the law. The Constitution, whleh proclaimed the 
separation of Church and State, also imposed the obligation to 
respect the religious beliefs et all citizens. Positivism, in.-
stead or respecting religious beliefs, attacked the foundation 
upon which such beliefs rested, that 1s, the idea of God. In 
1880 he defended metaphysics aga1nst the arguments of the positiv-
ists, Garay, Flores, Sierra, Gamboa e.nd others. In 1882 he 
founded. the Rev1sta F1laso(!'a for the purpose of eombatt1ng 
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pos1t1v1sm.38 Raf8.el ..(ngel de la Fefia, a devout Catholic, vigor-
ously attacked positivism by pointing out that the positivists 
could not agree amongst themselves.39 In 1885 Jose de Jesus 
, 
Cuevas wrote a lengthly article in ~ Voz ~Mexico entitled 
"El Posi ti v1smo en Mexico," wherein he defended the Church u·-
ga1nst posit1v1sm. 40 Emeterio Valverd.e T~'llez, too, defenc.f'.d 
religion against positivism. He censured Barreda for putting 
Saint Paul before Christ. 41 
Barreda's aim could not be carried out because of over-
emphasis upon scientific studies. His purllE', according to E. 
M. de los R!os, ucarried upon their brow the stigaa of disap-
proval" and all regarded "the youth as incapable of every noble 
JBJos~ M. !ig11 y Rafael Jngel de ls. Pena. "Junta. de l de 
septiembre ff88Qf, D1scur~o del Sr. V1g11." DiSC\lrsos pronunc1-
s.dos en las jyn~as catedrs.ticos celebrads.s.en la Eseuels. Ns.e1onal 
PreD"aritorfa Mexico, 1885), pp. JJ-61. Emeterio Valverde Telle~ 
B1bl1ograf1a F1losof1ea Mexicans. (Mexico. 1907}, p. 172. Vigil 
had been a. Deputy several times. He also held the chairs of 
Cast111s.n grammar, literature, logic and morals 1n the National 
Preparatory School and the chairs of history and geography in the 
National School for Girls. He had also been Director of the 
National Archives and of the National Library. Vigil was a 
liberal. 
39Jose M. Vigil y Rafael Angel de la Pena.." Junta del Jl de 
Agosto. Discurso d.el Sr. Pe·na." ~·, P!h 13-Jl. de la. Peiia 
was a professor of logic. mathe!IJ.Qties, and Cast111s.n grammar in 
the National Preparatory School. 
40 , , , Jose de Jesus Cuevas. "El Pos1tiv1smo en Mexico," La Voz 
~Mexico, XVI, No. 236 (M$x1eo,,Tuesday, October 20, 1885):-pp:-
1-4. Cuevas founded ~ Y.2£ ~ Mextco in 1870 to support the 
Catholic cause. He also founded ~Amigo ~ Puebl~, Ia_ Jnsel 
Guardia and La Hoja Sem1nar1a. Emeter1o Valverde Tellez, 2.12.• c1~1 
pp. 5l-5J. 
41
valverde T'llez, 112!5!•• pp. 106-107. 
and l~:.f ty fHM'l~lment. Md. untts act •17 tor repreaent1ng the 
fU1nlre wrthlb but also tor sustaln.lns dUl.7 t;he role or olv1l1z 
man ln the tam.117 and 1n aeeletr.42 
Eduardo Prad.o, a posltt.Tlafl. one ot .ne aos• f•ous sons 
ot the National. Preparato111 School, and lasw eae ot I.ta t1eroeat 
attsckers. wrote M o:pen letter tu Juste. S1 ena. N1n1ster ot 
:Publ1o Irurtruct1cn. and Fllle Ana. 1n 1905, as tollo'1'rsi 
• • • l t1X"m17 believe that the Preparatory 
School as 111 ls and ha• beert orgaalsed, !a not 
nor can it be a benefteial ~stablishmf.-~t. • •• 
lts plan ct studl1u1 abaorbis too av.oh or the sap 
of life. d.emar!d1ng prolori.eed ~nd sterile 1nte1 ... 
lectual 'fttrotu1. • • • Mathema,1oa • oons1dered 
by an ~.m.inent f'rei1.~h th,.nkfl'Jr Lcemti/ t-md by his 
emi.ftent Mextean eonvert l~ • aa the basia 
of l!l!.ll po£ifit1ve ed.iteatlo.n !!\re M instrum"!nt of 
men.Ml torture whtoh produce poor. wom..ouv 
stttd"nts. • • • I ~ rt:rmly eoi'!.Titiettd. th~t 
unr.lor the auspices of' an enc;relopeettc education, 
n.o stud.ent c~.n Requ!:re a vast anCt solid edtu,a~ 
t1on •••• Many se1en.ces are 1n their for-
mat1em $tage, parttcttlarly thos'!! tha.t most ln-
tereet man. General pa7oholoe;7 aa4 biolog7 
a.re in their 1nf'ane1t the soo1!!!l so1enees 
exist only tn. •ne powe:rtul and feound 1mag1-
nat1on of the soc1olcgtsts, Md 1.n the Lr 
fMtas7, these eclettcea take more and varled 
tol"'llS than. thoae ot Proteo. • • • The ma.jor-
1 t:r or the stud.tmta wast• time studying letr.11'\ 
and mathematics. • • • The off1c1al eoh.ool, 
as a neutral school. should be profotltld.17 n-
apeotful of re11g1ous sentiment. where n~tther 
rellg1on nor 1rrelig1oa should be taught. • • • 
Log1o ehould. be uol.uded from the pla."l. • • • 
and alnce b1olog7 is 1n its infaac7, lt also 
should not be 1.noluded in the plan of sc1-
cmt1f1c atud1ea such as 1a round 1n the h•-
parato17. • • • Psyohology, eoc1ology, eth1os 
and moral ph1losoph.J should also be eliminated 
trom the official plan ot studies. • • • The 
-teaching ot all ph1losoph7 should be proh1b1ted 
in the public schools. • • • P1na.117, se1en.-
t1f1o education should be excluded because the 
sciences cannot aerve as a solid basis tor an.7 
ph1losoph1oal tounda\ion. • • • seoondar7 edu-
oatlon should be established on the basis of the 
modern languages, and so1ent1tio an.4 classical 
education should be el1m1nated.. • • • The pre-
paratory studies should include the tolloWing 
subjects d1str1buted over a period. of three 
school yearst French and ln~11sh as obl1gatory1 
Its.lian and German as vcluntar;n Cast111an gram-
mar1 universal and national history. rhet~rte. 
literature and Spanish oompos1t1on •••• J 
Th9 .-Ateneo de la Juventud," (Athenaeum of l:outh) 
1.32 
formed 1n 1909 by a. group of young stuu.bn·ts i.'J.J.0 later became d1•-
t1ngu1shed intellectuals, made the severest attacks and cr1t1e-
1sm.s against pos1t1v1sm during the first part of the twentieth 
century. The group was composed of Antonio Caso, Alfonso Reyes, 
.Pedro Henr!quez Urena, J·os' Vasconcelos, Jesus ·:r. Acevedo, Alfo 
Grav1ota, Julio Torri, Enrique Gondlez Hart!n.ez. Mart!n Lula 
Gu.zman, Ms.m.:.el Ponce, Julian Garrillo, Carlos Gonzalez Pena. 
Federico Mariscal, Antonio M~ndez B1l1o, Boberto Montenegro and 
others. That group, aceord.1ng to Rernaadez Luna. was 1nfluen.oe4 
by the ant1positiv1st teaching of some eminent Porf1r1st teaohera 
(Joa$ M. Vigil, Rafael .Atngel d.e la Pelis., and others) aa well as 
by the great number of books that were arriving from Europe. All 
the members had one idea: to break with positivism and to find a 
4~. " ~vs.lverde Tellez, 9!.• al!•• PP• 125-129. 
lJJ 
new dootr1.ne be.sed on philcsophy. literature and art. "If the 
refonu has its own phs1ognomy." said Garc!a Maynez, ••1t '1s tb.e 
. . 
asylum of a new era of thought in Mexico. • • • It 1s the !1rat 
free centei~ of cultUl.~e boi"n toward the end of the Port1r1an 
dictatorship and the begiluUn.g of the Revolution of Novea'bilr 2C~ 
The men of the "Ate.nee" v&lued the work of Barreda d.ur1Jlg 
. . 
1ts time. because 1t was sincere and positive. They er1t1c1zed 
Poit••lgp.o 1n which "capital and power were foUl'ld ora.ly among 
certain groups." '.rhe;y said that the C.la~£.q .. eo1. were decadent 
pseudo positivists, who had detained the evolution of the ~ountry 
The generation of the ~-At•neon :t;ealized that the mora11ty of 
Po;i~r1ra:a2 had created a law without hUllAl;J.t.sm., without Chr1st1c-
·- . '\~ .' 
1ty, a oonoept of the skte fereie;n to the struggle of the clas-
ses, education without tree esthet1os. ~"!tr.out metaph~aios, lack 
~ 
ot enthusiasm for the redemption of the humble, $1\d with Q v1ew 
alwa7s based on the European. model. The real origin of moralit7 
for the members of the '4.Ateneo" was .not phys1oal and. biological 
. . 
determ.1n1sm, but a morality based on reason Md free w1ll. It is 
not to be debased by those who believe in eonstru.ct1ng morality 
on a so1ent1f1o basis, no matter how venerable or eonsc1ent1ous 
may be their ends. So1anee can only ofter us relative results, 
never necessary norms of action. And only by virtue of necessary 
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principles can one obligate beings of reason such as men. 45 
Th1s was a oha.racteristie of the generation which fol-
lowed the c1~t!·r1oos. It was intended to ext1ngu.1sh a philos-
ophy which no longer seemed to apply to the real needs of Mexico. 
Thus. the "Ateneo de la Juventud• had an extremely unpolitical 
. 
personality, and the Revolution of 1910, unlike the War of Refo~ 
was without a definite philosophy. What it would eventually be-
gin to profess would be a philosophy which was !_almost the nega-
t1 ve image of posit1v1sm.46 
Antonio Caso was one of the most ardent opposers of 
Comte's doctrine. He criticized Mexican positivism insofar as 1t 
. 
represented "an era of the abandonment of every true philosophi-
. 
cal speculation,"' because "'philosophy §os1t1v!7 was conceived of 
as a synthesis of sc1ent1ric kndwledge." In his lecture, 
. 
"Augusto Comte y los pr1ne1p1os del positivismo,n he examined 
. . 
Comte's doctrine and exposed its errors. 1"'he positive man lacks 
1nd1v1dua11ty.) To be good consisted 1.n acting for the good of 
soeiet7. He erit1c1zed the Preparatory School of Barreda as 
defective because it fonned only the "1ntell1genoe and even 
that imperfectly, s1nce the human understanding without meta-
physical culture will alwa.ys be a stunted understanding." 
l•Pc.s1tive concepts, by which all knowledge 
45Jos~ Vasconcelos, •El movim1ento intelectual contempor-
anec en M':x:ieo," Cor.i.:feren~~as ~ !~ento ~ ~ Jyventug. P• 22. 
46La.wrence Dorre, ~ Positlve PhAiosophz 1n Mexico Between ~!. !1J.r2r!l ~s! ~!. ~yp!P-"H!?!! 2f mi! ( eileo. l~J), P• lJ~• 
13.5 
1s relsti v·e. 1:::y which all knowledge com.es from experience. \t ca.so 
. 
consid~rod of little value, because they eliminated the possib11-
i ty of lifting them.selves from phenomena to essence, t·ro.Jl a 
ti·anoitory aot to 6i. co;.'l.tingent act, to the absolute principle, 
the region of ideas. I<'or Caso supr·e.llle value does .not reside i!!'l 
knowledge, but 1.n the 1nd1vidu.al life d1rected toward the attain-
ment of values and idea.ls. He str~ssed tho need of the constan• 
dependeace of the huma.n intellect on 1.ntu1tion which, 1n his 
opinion is the best philosophical method aceess1ble to ltl.&tl. 
Based on 1.ntu1tion., a knowledge of' metaph.ys1cs was poss1ble, 
thu~ widening the aims of Comtisp. philosophy. l.f.7 
11 :n:ore :t:eceat ev1a.luation of the wcrk of &:r·reda was that 
, 
of Jose Va.sooa.celos. who represented. a passion.ate return 1n 
~~ex1co tc the products of the 1me.gin.at1on. i~The posi ti vi am of 
Comte and Spencex," he said, t\oould never satisfy our aspiration 
. . 
Re spolfe of a.rt end human intu.ition as :previous aspects of the 
huma.t'l ehara.cter wh1ch were ju.st as important as d.ry log1c and 
sc1ent1f1c procedures in the discovery of t:Mlth. Vasconcelos 
gave .Barreda credit for hav1ng a better system of eduoa.t1on 1n 
Mexico than Scholasticism. and a.ti.mi tted that so1entif1o fa.n.a.t1-
c1sn: was more progress1 ve s.nd more in keeping w1 th the times t 
religious fanaticism. Vasconcelos stated that Barreda• 
••• by making Mexicans acquainted with the 
free thought of Europe. he placed whole gener-
ations in readiness not only for assimilating 
European culture but also for developing their 
own speculative and moral inherent abilities 
upon the firm bas1s4shat an education of solid discipline affords. 
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In his lecture entitled "Gabino Barreda and Contemporary Ideas," 
Vasconcelos saw in a vision• 
• • • an epoch of er! tie ism in which wise m.en 
checked the work of preceding generations, 
conserving the valuable and defending 1t 
from oblivion, regardless of how sterile 1t 
is. Humanity again and again feels it a neces-
sity to listen to itself and then to interpret 
the revelations of a renewed life, a life en-
riched by the past, m.as€er of a field without 
limits, which was more and more extended w4~h 
each new fission and with each new virtue. , 
But he quickly added that positivism failed to realize that "the 
. 
poetic sense" 1s not just a premature stage of the human mind 
. 
which the natural sciences have outgrown. Furthermore, Barreda 
was mistaken even on his own hallowed ground of science, inas-
much as his dogmatic attitude toward it prevented him from seeing 
what the best authorities in the field knew, namely, that sci-
entific pr1no1ples are "merely hypothes1s.M50 
It is not difficult to perceive in.the exposition of 
48Jos' Vasconcelos, "Don Gabino Barreda y las ideas eon-
temporaneas," Confereneias.~ Ateneo de ~ Juventud, pp. 19J-21J. 
49Ib1d:, pp. 97-98. 
5o~ •• pp. 98-100. 
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Barreda the causes for the reaction against his program. 
Leopoldo Zea, one of his severest critics, interpreted the 
positivism o:f' Barreda a.s nothing less than a olever instrument 
for establishing and perpetuating a social group. The pos1 t1 'l-
ists desired the power that the Church once held. The Junta of 
Education, which Barreda tried to separate from polities, re-
presented that power. It put Mexican education in the hands of 
the Positivists who would guide it in its morality. Zea points 
out that Mexico's experiment with the Comtian idea was a ease in 
point of those difficulties and of a.n 1n1t1al error 1n the 
philosophy itself. An attempt w~s made to administer the af-
fairs of Mexico with this sooiologioal concept of society as a 
basis. Barreda's education had been an effort to subject what 
was human in man to exact laws and so1ent1f1cally regulated ways 
of th1nk1ng1 by ordering man. Barreda had hoped to put society 
into order. "Nevertheless.~ added Zea, "this 1deal L}>osit1v1sm7 
. . . 
would have come into conflict with the very nature of man which 
cannot be submitted to limits, even 1f such 1s the proposal of 
man. h1mselr.u5l 
From the beginning Comte's thought had suffered from the 
almost inevitable tendency toward the mechanization of everything 
under a mere method. It has been noted to what extent the 
".Asoc1ac1on Metodofilau had depended on the method• "They made 
51zea, S!l?.• S?.!!·· PP• 199-202. 
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of mathematics," sa1d Reyes, "the sum of human krlowledge.'~ Comt 
had teared tih1s'dtss1pat1on of the ph11osophJ and had warned 
aga1net 1t. He had noticed and stated frankly that that wh1eh 
appeared to be exact ln u.themat1os graduall7 d1mtn1ahed 1n. 
exa.ctltwte as hla •1:ud.7 paaeed on 'o astron.om1, phJ"s1cs, ehem.is-
tr;y an.d biology; hie moat provoktng d1ft1cult1fHt arose when 1n 
h1a new sctence or aootolog7, he trled tc applJ the scientific 
method to wh.~t was human. 52 
Zea sa1d thaia 
• • • the Barred1ans of Mexico did. not want to 
accept anyt;h1.n~ wh1oh was n.ot demonst:re.ted b7 
pos11l1ve science. They d1d not want to work 
except; with demonstrated realltles; they d!.d 
not want to 1deallzer all or that was fantasy 
which perturbed social ord.er and welfare • .5J 
But, b)' so 11m1t1ng ha.an aot1v1ty, Mexican pos1t1Viets denied 
other raalltlea. The 7oung men ot Vaseoneelos 1 generation 
cr1t1e1zed the J')Oslt1vtsts for the1r negleet of the arts. The 
pos1t1vist.a:! were in raot aeu.tel;y aware of thle nee;leet. A world 
comprehended b~ science alone began to appesr extremel7 atutf7 
an.4 oppreae1ve to the poal,1"1.sta themeelvea. Ze$ baa the tol-
low1ng iheory oa this• 
• • • • They {ihe post t1 v1stJ7 looked for a 
meaaa whereby the;v could give an. outlet t~ 
• ! ... ~ ....... 
52Alfonso Reres, "Pasado In.medt~to," CQ.U:f!rJtq~ ~ 
ASgnn as la i\ttmtl:lf.• PP• 192-193. 
5>tea, D• o&t •• p. lS.). 
their sentiments. and this substitute was con-
stituted by sentimental poetry and fantastic 
legends, the imagination injected into any 
happening, This is an epoch 1n. which men 
will not bother themselves very much about 
their fellows of flesh and blood, but, on the 
other hand. they w1ll suffer with protagonists 
of novels, and they w111 unload their imagin-
ation 1n common events. giving to them the54 quality of extraordinary happenings •••• 
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It appeared that this tendency during the last ebbing 
years of positivism in action was not in accord with the phil-
osophy, even in the sense in which Comte had recommended a 
certain exercise of the irnag:tnation L'l the process of se1ent1f1c 
investigation. .As Zea deser1bed it, this tendency ·was only 
symptomatic of the decadence of positivism in Mexico. because 
this kind of development 1n whieh the repressed passions of the 
positivists themselves overflowed into what was an extremely 
fantastic sort of art, represented a detached and abnormal 
reaction which clashed with the very essence of the pos1t1ve 
philosophy. It was supposed that this tendency was not ao much 
a deliberate an.d gradual adjustment to an inherent error. as 1 t 
was an inertta,ble collapse because of the e:rror. Mexican positiv: 
1sts soon became aware of some discrepancy, but apparently they 
d1d not know what it was and had no understanding of it: thus, 
they unwittingly committed drast1e oontrad1ct1ons. 
54ro1d 
-· 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONSr THE PORFIRIAN ERA 
The Laws of Public Instruction of 1867 and 1869 were an 
attempt by Barreda to substitute the Comt1an doctrine of positiv-
ism for Sehcla.st1c1sm and the knowledge and cultivation of the 
sciences for the humanities. The object of his new educational 
program was to bring order and progress to Mexico. To do this he 
would have to completely change the Mexican mentality by educat-
ing all Mexicans alike and by making them practical like the 
Anglo-Saxons. He felt that Mex"cans would ha.ve to break away 
from their past. To accomplish this task Mexico needed a large 
m1dd.le class. commerce and industry, a complete separation of 
church and state, and a moderate liberal political structure. 
These were the ob3ect1ves that Barreda aimed at when he and his 
collaborators wrote the Law of Public Instruction, promulgated 
December 2, 1867, and modified May 15. 1869. 
The practical results of these laws can be seen in a 
report published by Jose D!az Covarrubias 1n 1875, which con-
tained a deser1pt1on of the state of primary, secondary, and 
professional education 1n the Mexican Republic. The findings of 
this report are useful to interpret the general attitude of the 
Mexicans toward educatio.n and the d1reot1on that the Laws of 1867 
141 
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and 1869 took. 1 
We might note that although education had not developed 
rapidly, by January 1875. )49,001 children were being educated by 
eight thousand primary school teachers {of which scarcely two 
thousand had degrees) in 8.103 primary schools in the Mexican 
Republic, This compares with 1.;10 in 1843 and 4.500 in 1870. 
Since the total population was nine million, D!az Covarrubias 
estimated that at least one-fifth or 1,800,000 children 1n the 
Republic were of school age and should have been 1n school. 
There should have been a school for every 1,500 children. In the 
United States, aocord.ing to a R~port of the United States Com-
mission of Education, there was one for every 277. There were no 
exact statistics on the number of MeX1cans who could not read or 
wr1 te, but Dt!az Covarrubias estimated that 1 t was more than half 
of the population. In the United States the number was about 
one-th1rd. These 8,103 Mexican primary schools included those 
supported by the government and mun1c1pal1t1es, free schools 
supported by corporations and private individuals, free schools 
supported by the church, and private schools 1.n which one paid 
for his education. The cost of primary public education and free 
schools supported by organizations and individuals in the Repub-
lic (such as the Lanoastr1an School) was estimated at $1,632,4)6 
pesos. About three-fifths or $1,042.000 of this money came from 
the mun1c1pal1t1es, one-fourth or $417.000 pesos came from the 
federal and state governments, and one-sixteenth or $173,000 
pesos came from gifts of private individuals. A much greater 
amount, namely, $1,188,168 pesos, was spent in the private and 
2 
church elementary schools where one paid tuition. 
Fifty-four government colesios (excluding schools for 
women) offered preparatory and professional instruction to 9,336 
students 1n the Republic, one-third of which were 1n the twelve 
sohools of the Federal D1atr1ot. In addition, there were twenty-
four seminaries, which educated J,800 students for law and the 
priesthood. D{az Civarrubias pointed out th.at during the period 
1844-1875, when the Church was expected to lose its position 1n 
education, eccles1ast1eal colesios al:m:>tt tr1pled.J 
The cost of preparatory and professional education in the 
Republic was estimated at $1,100,000 pesos, which included about 
$200,000 pesos for 1,435 scholarships (840 to the Federal D1s-
tr1ct) which the national government awarded to the various 
schools. The scholarships did not go to establishments for the 
2Ib1d., pp. lvi111-ox11, See 1\ppend1ces 11-F, pp. 165-170. 
Primary school teachers were paid an average of forty-five pesos 
a month. 
3 Ibid., pp. cx111-ccxl. See Appendices L-V, pp. lBJ-184. 
Approximately seventy directors and six hundred professors were 
employed in preparatory and protess1onal coleg1.os 1n the states 
and Federal District. 
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h1gher education of women nor to church-controlled. seminarles.4 
· The great educational leaders during the Dfaz era were 
Joaqufn Ba.rand.a and Justo Sierra. They established important 
educational 1nst1tut1ons, encouraged new pedagogical ideas, and 
organized conventions. Public education continued to have a 
positive orientation until 1910, when the 1nadapt1b111t1 of 
positivism to the preparatory schools forever destroyed Barreda' 
1nst1tut1on.5 
Through the eneouragement or Joaqu{tt Bar.anda. Minister o 
Education, a Normal Schoel was established December 17, 188.5. an 
was inaugurated. February 27, 188?. The one which was created b7 
• 
the Law of 1867 had been eliminated by the La.w of 1869 due to 
lack of funds. In addition, Baranda proposed and received trom 
Congress the authority to convert the old Secondary School for 
Women. establ1shed by the Law of 186?. into a Normal School tor 
Women. It opened 1n Februar7 1890.6 
In 1888 a new law or primary eduoat1on. which d1v1ded 
primary school 1nto the elementary and higher primary, was for-
mulated by Justo Sierra, Ju.llo Z~te. and Leonardo PortUfio. Th 
law like the one of 1867 prescribed tha~ primary education be 
compulsory, gratuitous and secular. The··federal government was 
4Ib1d. See Appendlx G, p. 171 • 
.5Ezequ1;1 Ch!vez, Mi!i0.21 Its §22ia.J. Evolut!pn (Justo 
Sierra, ed., Mexico, 1900), P• 550:-
6~ •• PP· sso-ss2. 
to subsidize pr1mar7 schools 1n the poor mun1o1pal1t1es. The 
law, whioh did not go 1nto ertect until March 21, 1891. oon-
tinued the previous plan of education with mod1t1oat1ona.7 
l4S 
In the meantime two conventions concerning public edu-
cation were held. The t1rat met rrom. 1889 to Mareh 1890. and 
the second (a continuation of the first) met from December l, 
1890, to February 28, 1891. Directors of various educational 
establishments from all over the Republic met and discussed the 
problems of primary, secondary, and professional education. 
Special atten.t;ion was given to the preparatory school. It pre-
scribed an education which sho~d be intellectual, physical, and 
moral. Generally, it followed Barred.a's plan of studies, :but a 
s1xth year was to be added., The essenee of the plan of studies 
consisted of mathematics, cosmography. physics, chemistry, the 
b1olog1ea1 se1enees, psychology, log1c and the social sciences. 
Meta.physics, theology, Greek, and Latin were excluded. The 
courses were arranged a.ecord.in.g to Comte•s h1era.:rehy except that 
biology, morals, logic and psychology were taught the sixth year 
and eosmography and meehan1cs were tau.ght in an 1nverted order. 
Later Porf1r1o Parra .tried to reorgan.1ze Barreda's preparatory 
school, but the spec1al1zed bachelors, which Barreda. tried to 
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eliminate, continued. Those conventions were of great 1mportanoe 
because this was the f1rst time 1n Mex1oo that there was an error 
to coordinate public education. throughout the en.tire Republic. 
The Lanoas,r1an schools were nat1onal.1zed in order to modernize 
the1r already outmoded pedagogical system.. In order to enforce 
the decrees of the Convention, Ba.rand.a formed a directive body 
on education which was composed of professors and members of the 
8 
secretary of Education and or the mun1e1pal1t1es. 
The educational methods of Enrique Rebeamen, inspired by 
Johann Pestalozz1, n.otg,bly influenced Mexican education at the 
time, especially the Normal Scho~l. Rebsamen had prev1cusl1 
established the Normal School 1n Jalapa, Veracruz, and he had 
worked successfully in the model school in Orizaba, Veracruz. He 
also wrote various books cut pedagogy and texts for primary and 
normal sehools.9 
In 1896 Ba.ra.nda reformed the national preparatory school. 
The project was turned over to Ezequiel ChMrez, who was aided by 
Luis E. Rufz. Miguel J'ngel de la Peiia, and Em111o G. Baz. The 
courses for all careers were unified, since this was the original 
goal of the preparatory school founded by Barreda. Upon the in-
s1 stence of Justo Sierra courses were added in 1899. A chair or 
8 ch&vez. 21?.• cit., pp. 555-558. 
9Fra.nc1sco Larroyo, Historia· Comparada de la Ed.uoa.c19n !!! 
Mixieo (7th ed •• Mexico, 1904). pp. ~'4=281. - - ·· 
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grammar and l1te:ratu.re was created. Eth1os and c1v1l education 
pl!'lced emphasis on great t1gures such a.a patr1ota and phtlanthro• 
p1sts. The preparator7 school created by Chlvoz foll~wed the 
lines of extreme poa1t1v1sm s1nce the S1gn.t{11t!!l (the Po:rt1r1s' 
po11t1c1ana) still followed the $C1ent1f1o hle:reu'Oh7 or Comte. 
And \n this ~ the preparator1. with alight mod!t1cat1ons. con-
tinued 'ltnt1l. 1910.10 
On Juno ll}, 1901. Justo Sierra lrnst a:pr,o1nted .Assistant 
secretar7 or Public Instruction. From th1s moment unt1l th~ end 
ot the Porf1r1M era, his work a~ a m1n1eter ct ech1catt on was 1m-
portant.11 He moclttted the prep~tory studies ln 1906. They 
were a.ga1n shortened to t1ve :revs. Scieruie and socd.olo~y eoUl"se 
were eliminated., Md course• S.n Latin. modem. language• and 11 tar 
atmre were added.12 In e:. report wh1ch he d.e11'V'M'"ed tn 1907, he 
spoke ott the n.eeeeslt:r ot an upper Non..al Sehool. an Acutdemy of 
Sctenoe, a.~d a Un1vers1t7 which would eoo~inate the seconda?'y 
schools and the sch.cols ()f' higher educatttM'h A School ot hi~her 
ed.ucattcn was created .April 7. 1907. Its purpose wiui to tee.eh 
classes 1n 3uriepntdertee. medtelne, ttne arts, Rrtd Gng1neer1ng, 
10Ch&ez, f..r• ill·. P• 57?. 
11tanoye. D.• fil•, PP• 310-,15. In. 1902 whe Superior 
Counc1l of I-ubl1o·iducat1on. was founded. 'lbe Secretary of Publlo 
Edu.catloa and Fine Arts beeame independent of the Secretary of 
Justice 1n 1905. 
12~k?ii·· J:'· .:;21. 
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1n order to perfect the preparator7 studies. which would train 
professors and encourage researeh.1.3 By the law of primary 
education of August 18. 1808, the primary school was reformed. 
There continued to be seven years of primary: five of elementary 
primary and two of upper primary. The upper primary which con-
14 
s1sted of practical courses was not obligatory. 
When the National Un1vers1ty opened in 1910 Justo Sierra 
pronounced the inaugural addresst "• •• no, no it will not be 
the university where a person will take h1s eyes away from the 
microscope or the telescope. • • • It would propose the means 
of nationalizing science, of Mex1ean1z1ng know1edge •••• • Con 
. 
• 
cern1ng preparatory education, he said that secondary 1nstl'\tctU.o 
would be organized along ac1ent1f1e e,s well as along literary 
lines. Sierra recognized. the faet that modern sc1$ttce 9uld. not 
always be reconciled with positivism, and thou.gh he did not 
change the Comtian order. the humanities, inelud,.ng philosophy 
and metaphysics, were once again given a recognized place 1n the 
National Un1vers1ty.15 
Politically and economically. the results of a pos1t1ve 
edueat1on were felt immediately after the Laws of 186? a.nd 1869 
l3Ib1d., p. 322. 
14Ibid., pp. 318-320. 
1
.5Justo Sierra, 14D1seurso pronunciado por Justo Sierra en 
la 1naugure.c1&n de la U.niversidad. NaciOl)Ql el afio de 1910," 
Esouelas La!east T§Xt~~ z pPeumentos (Mexico, 1948), PP• 2~3-248. 
r 
were passed. Positivism became the ideological counterpart of 
Porrtrtsm.o (1876-1911). But the generation of leaders educated 
by Gabino Barreda felt. restrained within the confines of Comt1an 
pos1t1vism because Comte subordinated the 1ndiv1dua.l to society. 
The liberals felt that their individual capacity was restricted 
(even though the state was not to interfere w1th private properts 
a state-eon trolled ed.ucation would. _(1£. neoess1 ty incline ·•he rich 
to use their wealth for the good of humanity), so they discovered 
that the doctrine of the English positivists, Herbert Spencer and 
John Stus.rt Mill and the theory of evolution of Charles Darwin 
better supported their interests. Spencer justified progress and 
" 
evolution, Mill 1nd1v1dual liberty, and Darw1n the survival of 
the f1 ttest. These thinkers, they thotl.ght, were the exponents of 
oommon sense so 1t appeared most appropriate to educate the 
Me:x:1ean.s 1..11 their d.oetr1nes. The Spencerian pos1t1v1sts said 
that liberty was something that belonged to a future stage of 
evolut1onJ the Comt1a.n positivists said that liberty belonged 
to the past or to the metaphysical stage of evolution. The 
Spenceria.ns said. that there could be nc poli t1cal freedom without 
public order. Economic freedom or bree~ was more important than 
pol1t1ea.l freedom or the right to vote. Thus the Spencerian 
pos1tiv.ksts just1f1ecl a strong state that would establish the 
order necessary for the progress or Mexico and General n!az began 
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to sym.bo11ze that order.16 
In 1880 the "ac1ent1tto era" 1r. Mexican pol1t1ca began 
. . 
when. a n'Wlber ot positivl.ab entered the Chaaber ot Deputlea,. 
Some er them were to become outata.nd1ng fi&'UZ"es in. the reglme ot 
Pol"f1rto Dlaa::. ?heee lnolwied Justo Sierra, Pablo Maee<lo. 
Roaeo.cto P!J.-ieda, FJ'Mc1aco Bulnes. and othere.1'? In 1892 the 
L1 be~ Uniori Part)• the l'*l'ty of the t · .... 1..10$'.tl epe.neer1aru1, 1saued. 
a man1festo su,no"ine; onoth&r r$-tleot1cn oi' Port1ro Dlaz. It 
defended hla rEt£1_, on the basts o:r "seienoe" learn.et 1n th~ 
schools 1fh!o,h B&tted.~ had eetabl1shed. Ae a· result, the opposl-
t1on dubbed it. tho Pi£,&~2 1tt c1m:ttt&22~.18 
Th~ $t:lmt£tJ,ag4 aooom,pl1ahec1 woh. but all for the vected. 
1n.terev+:s of tho Mex1oan rul1ng claae ~ whioh cons1ated of a small 
g;..~ui:i of l22!:&!21G!I• The7 ,3uatit1ed thei:r actions on the bas1• 
ot Darwinism by att1rntin£ that the7 were the "fittest" to aovem 
. . 
the cO\t(i~l"y. Although the l&l' ?.1r,J.t11Q.g J:-....ad a:rr1ved• Mexicans. 
l1ke all atber oppressed peopl&s 1.n the world, had to pa.7 the 
usual price tor the th1rty ... f1ve-year peaM euaranteed b7 force. 
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What had happened was the opposite of what the pos1t1v1s•i 
had antlelpated. Positive education in Mex1oo had not produced 
a large middle class. It had merely become an.other 1ns,rum.ent 
serving the desire of power and domination. Scientific absolut1~J 
had. replaced religious absolutism. The new Mexican b2l!isto1s1e, 
concerned only w1th its own gains. replaced the army- and the 
clergy as the privileged clas$. The se~ ,~~t1f1e methods tfh1eh the 
pos1 t1 vista used lay beyo.nd. the rea.eh of the great masses, who 
oont1nued to be ruled with an iron hand, Social ord.er was only a 
slogan used by the C1entft1c.os to defend their personal 1nterests 
The material progress that might have erGated a large 
• 
middle class such as existed. 1n England and thG United States was 
not aeh~_C'\r('ld., Industry never materialized. Such 1ndustr1es as 
sprru1e up were d.ue to the European and North 1\me:riean boure;eo1s1e 
who were .not conoemed with the progress of Mexico. With all 
their er.luc:!'ltion, the generation who had been ta.u.ght the pos1 t1 ve 
sciences remained e.s 1mpract1cal as ever. Reality soon revealed 
that th1rty-f1 in.:1 years of dictatorial rule failed to bring about 
the orde~ so dear to the heart of the pos1t1v1sts. Instead of 
the orderly mind which Barre~a foresaw, the Mexican mind btiilt up 
discontent and d1sBUst at a doctrine whose practical results were 
n11 •. The ne1'!' generation of intelleetual.s rebelled against edu-
cation based Oil a pos1t1ve philosoph1. The people rebelled 
against the Porfir1st sovernment. The permanent order that 
r 1.52 
Barreda hoped for was followed by the Revolution ot 1910. The 
entire pol1t1oa1 machinery called Po•t1;1m,no collapsed and the 
ph1losoph1cal doctl"1ne that supported it was dcu~mi.<::d. to die. 
Pos1t1v1sm only oon1i1nued as a dree..m C>t a. :few s1neere 1ndiv1duals 
who remained detached from Mexican politics and were therefore 
impotent for all practical purposes of the philosophy. But the 
failure of positivism did .not inva:_:i ,".l . ..lJ~e the role oi' science, 
which was ieft as a legacy to modern thinking • 
.. 
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.APPENDIX A • THE NUMBER OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
JN EACH STATE OF 'tJiE MEXICAN REPUBLIC 
STATE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS 
Aguascalientes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 66 
Campeche••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 72 Coahuila ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 115 
Colima •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 48 
Ch1apas••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••100 
Chihuahua•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 39 
Durango.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••150 
Guanajuato•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••40J 
Guerrero•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••455 
H1dalgo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4?9 
Jaliseo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 714 
Mexieo.J.~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••821 
Michoacan •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 233 
Morelos•i•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···~···200 
Nuevo Leon.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••278 
Oaxaca ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• 427 
Puebla•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l,008 , . 8 Queretero•••••s•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
San Lu1s Potosi •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 252 
Sinaloa •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 281 
Sonora~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••129 
Tabasco ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• 38 
Tamaul1pas••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 60 
Tlaxcala ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~···••••••••••••••••202* 
Verae;-uz •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 500 
Yueatan••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l94 
Zacatecas •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 382 
Distrito Federa.1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••3.54 
Baja California •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
*For 1871 
*Jos~ D!az Covarrubias. La Instruee16n ~bliea en Mexico (M~x1co, 187.5), pp. lv1111, lv. The S,i63'".Primary sohoOls 1n 
the Republic (January 1875} comprise those supported. by the 
government and mun:lc1pal1 ties, free schools sv.ppo:rt6d by corpora 
tions or private individuals, free schools suppor·ted by the 
clergy or religious associations and private schools in which 
one pays tuition. 
APPE.'NDIX B. PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN 
THE MEXICAN REPUBLIC BY SEX 
Pr1mary Schools for Male Children •••••••••••••••••••••• 5,567 
Primary Schools for Female Children •••••••••••••••••••• 1,594 
Primary Mixed Schools.................................. 548 
Primary Schools for Male Adults•••••••••••••••••••••••• 124 
Primary Schools for Female Adults•••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
Without Class1f1oat1on................................. 249 
8,lOJ 
*D!az Covarrubias. !f!. Instruoc16n P&bl1ea, p. 1xx11. 
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APPENDIX C. COMPARATIVE STATISTICS CE THE NUMBER 
OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES 
COUNTRY INHABITANTS 
Austr1a ••••••••••••• 1 School for each••••••••••••••••••l•Jl6 
Brazil •••••••••••••• ... " 
l\ l\ •••••••••••••••••• 2.736 
. . 
••· •••••••••••••••• 1,729 Chile••••••••••••••• lll ·~ " " 
... 
•• 
,\ . United States ••••••• " 277 •••••••••••••••••• 
,, . . . 
Belgium ••••••••••••• flj fit " 893 • ••••••••••••••••• 
. . 
.. 
. 
Greece •••••••••••••• n ft .. • ••••••••••••••••• 1.250 
. . . 
Holland ••••••••••••• 
" " 
Ill 
" 
993 •••••••••••••••••• 
. . 
ItalY••••••••••••••• " " " 
.. 656 •••••••••••••••••• 
. . . . 
Mexico •••••••••••••• " " •• " •••••••••••••••••• 1,110 
" 
. . 
• ••••••••••••••••• 2,056 Portugal •••••••••••• " .. " 
. 
" 
• . 
•••••••••••••••••• 1,547 Argentina ••••••••••• " " 
... 
*D!az Covarrubias, !§:. Instrucc1on P&rb11ca, xl.111. 
APPENDIX D. PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN THE REPUBLIC SUPPORTED BY 
THE GOVERNMENT, CORPORATIONS, AND INDIVIDUALS 
Supported by the Federal and State Goveraments ••••••••••• 603 
Supported by Mun.1c1pal1t1es ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~§,240 
Supported by Corporations and Private Individuals...... J?8 
Supported by the Catholic Clergy and Other Rel1g1ous Associations......................................... 117 
Supported by Tuition (Private Schools) ••••••••••••••••• 1,581 
Without Classj.fica.tion....................... •• • • • • • • • • 184 
8.103 
*D!az Covarrubias, J=!. Instrucci~n FUb11ea, p. lx1v. 
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APPENDIX E. N_Q~.BER OF STUDENTS THAT ATT~ 
PRIM.ARY SCHOOLS IN •rHE REPUBLIC 
STATE NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
Aguascalientes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ;·.5,663 
Campeche ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,585 
Coahu1la ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4, 359 
Col1ma •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• J,60G 
Ch1apas••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2,4J5 
Chihuahua.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2,228 
Du.rango••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4,410 
Guan.a jua to •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••• 20, 641 
Guerrero•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9.670 
Hidalgo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 18,078 
Jaliscos••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.39.538 
Michoacan ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10,200 
Morelos.s••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7,271 
Nuevo Leon••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••12,0J1 
oaxaca ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··~ ••••••••••••••••• 18,000 
Puebla••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··'.33.755 Quer&taro ••••• i,• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ),613 
San Luis Potos1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1J,019 
Sinaloa ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. •........ 9, 272 
Sonora •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J,840 
Tabasco••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,184 
Tamaulipas•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J.600 
Tlaxeala •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8,868 
Veracruz •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17,062 
# . 6 Yuea tan • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • 9 , 2 3 
Zaeatecas ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••• 17 ,581 
Distr1to Federal••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••22,200 
Baja California................................... JOO 
*Probable for Chihuahua and Tamaulipas. 
1871. 
For Tlaxcala it is for 
, # # 
*Diaz Covarrubias, ~ Instrucoion Piiblica. p. lxxx. 
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APPENDIX F. AMOUNT SPENT ANNUALLY .Q!. PRIMARY EDUCATION 
STATE AMOUNT SPENT 
Aguascalientes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 11,132 
Campeche ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14,J56 
Coahuila............................................. 26,J22 
Col1ma •• ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14,500 
Chiapas•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lJ,941 
Chihuahua•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9,590 
Durango•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Guanajuato••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Guerrero••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hidalgo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Jal1sco •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
# Mexico ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Michoaean •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Morelos•i•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nuevo Leon••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oaxaca••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Puebla· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
# QUeretero•••••s•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
San Luis Potos1 •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sinaloa •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sonora ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tabasco•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tamaul1pas••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tla:xeala ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Verae;uz••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Yucatan•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Zacateoas •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
D1str1to Federal••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Baja California ••••••• · ••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
21,724 
82,500 
68,J40 
77,879 
100,538 
16J,499 
52,7,56 
41,538 
70,400 
69,500 
151,140 
15,660 
91,400 
59,640 
4J,900 
20,976 
10,000 
21,307 
75,000 
49,444 
72,878 
67,176 
15,400 
#l,632.~36 
*D!az Covarrubias. # # ~ Instrucc1on PUblica, p. :xc111. 
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APPENDIX G. ANNUAL EXPENSES FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION 
Adm1n1strator •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.000 
Bookkeeper••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Treasurer •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• • 
Tax-Collector •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Official ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four Clerks w1th a Salary of $600 each ••••••••••••••••••• 
Porter••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Payment for two Ordinances ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Official Expenses•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I..awyer ••••••••••••••••• • •• • • • • • • • • • •·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Primary School Teachers with a First Class Certificate ••• 
Primary School Teachers w1th a Second Class Cert1f1cate •• 
Primary School Teachers with a Third Class Certifioate ••• 
Primary School Assistant Teachers•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Secondary School Teachers ••••• · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Secondary School Assistant Teachers •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Modern Language, Shorthand and Bookkeeping Teachers •••••• 
1,000 
1,500 
1,200 
800 
2,400 
400 
120 
480 
1,800 
1,000 
800 
600 
J60 
1,000 
360 
700 
600 
800 
800 
Prefects••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Classical Language Teachers•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Physics. Chemistry and Natural History Teachers •••••••••• 
Professional and Preparatory scnool Directors (no less than 
1,500 and no more than J,000) 
Science Teachers (no less than 1,200 and no more than 2,400) 
Arts and Crafts Teachers (no less than J60 and no more than 
600) 
Music Teachers (no less than 360 and no more than 800) 
Members of th~ .. ~egde:m.y of Soienoe (no less than 360, and 
as high as 600 1f publ1o fUnds permit) 
The posi t1on as director of the .Academy of Fine Arts and 
the School of Mus1o 1s purely honor~ry 
FUND§ FOR PUBLIC EpUCATION WILL COME FROM THE FO!JrOWIMG SOURCES 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
Inheritance Taxes Within the Federal District aria National 
Territories 
Vacant Property (Property with no known owner) in the rederal 
District and National Territories 
Property that Actually Belongs to the Government for Public 
Educe.ti on 
The Amount of One Real (an ounce of silver) for every eleven 
d1.r..erce (8te.f':ICIE-:r{r(;"f s1lve:r) 1.tri.posed on all Min.ts through-
out the Bepublie 
Tu1t1er- J'E'1~ 1r tre Schools 
*Du.bl~. X, 2.E.• e1t., pp. 203-204, 601. The above ex-
penses a.re set forth in th(;' Law e>f Public,; Instruction, December 
2, 186?. 11he salaries 1n the Law of Nov. 9, 1869,are the same. 
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First Year: 
1. Arithmetic 
2. Algebra 
3. Geometry 
4. Spanish Grammar 
5. French 
6. Shorthand 
7. Algebra and Geometry 
Second Year: 
B. 'frigonometry 
9. Infintesimal Calculus 
10. Rational Nechan1cs 
11. Cosmobruphy 
12. Greek Ro0ts 
13. First Year !.&tin 
14. First Year English 
15. Geog:-a.phy 
Third Yes.rt lb. Phyoics 
17. Geoeraph!r 
18. Second Year I.e.t1n 
19. Second. Year F.ne;lish 
20. Chronology e.nd Hi.story 
21. L,. tere. tu:re 
22. Bookk~epln.g 
23. Pi.rat Yea.r German 
Fourth Yee.rt 
2li'. ~hemistry 
25. History 
26. Chronology 
. 27. Third Year la tin 
28. Bookkeepin.g 
29. First Year German 
JO. Natural History 
31. Logic 
32. Ideology 
33. Morals J4. General Grammar 
35. Second Year German 
Fifth Yeart 3l. ~atural History 
37. Logic 
38. Id.eolCJe~ 
J9. Morals 
40. GenE:il&.l G1·~1· 
41. History of Metaphysics 
42. Li te1·at'l..l.1·<-; 
43. Second Year German 
44. Figure• lit.r:i.d~c~.lJe a.ncl 
t1mf.i convenient for 
Law Medicine Agronomy Eng1neer1ng 
and and Architecture & 
_ J:harma~ Veter1nar;y Metal Assaying 
x x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
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x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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x 
-
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x 
x 
x 
x 
-x x 
x x 
Lineal Drawing r~quired by all 
both professor and student 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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APPENDIX I. THE PREPARATORY pc;'ioOL, Nov~ber 2, 1862_ 
Law Med1o1ne Agronomy Engineering 
and e.nd "'rch1 tecture 
First Y,iie.r: 
i. Arithmetic 
2. .Algebra 
3. ~lane Geometry 
4. French 
Second Yea.rs ). Spacial and General 
Geometry 
6. Trigonometry 
7. Inf1n1tes1mal Calculus 
8. English 
Third Y~a.rt 9. Physics 
1 o. Cosmograph7 
11. Spe.n,_ sh Grammar 
12. Greek Roots 
lJ. English 
14. P..a.tional Mechan.1es 
Fourth Yearr is:· Cnemistry 
16. Geography 
17. General and National 
History 
Chronology 
F1rst Year Latin 
T FhaTcr v1tei1narY & Assxy1n8 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x· 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 18. 
19. 
20. German for Mining Engin-
eers, or. better yet, for 
all P.ngineers if the 
government demands it 
Ftfth Ye~a 
21. Natural History 
22. Logic 
23. Ideology 
24. General Grammar 
25. Morals 
26. Second Year Latin 
27. Literature 
28. German for M1n1ng Engin-
eers. or, better yet, for 
all engineers 1f the 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x. 
x 
-
x 
x 
x 
x 
-x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
- x government demands 1t 
29. F1;:ure, Landscape and 
time convenient for 
Lineal Drawing required by all at a 
both professor and student 
APPENDIX J. PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS, January 24, 1868 
I. SCHOOL OF JURISPRUDENCE 
First Year: 
1. Natural Law 
2. First Year Roman Law 
Second Years 
J. Second Year Roman Law 
4. First Year National Law 
Third Years 
5. Second Year National Law 
6. Ecclesiastical Law 
Fourth Yeart 
7. Constitutional and Adminis-
trative Law 
8. International Law 
9. Maritime Law 
Fifth Years 
10. Civil Procedures 
11. Principle of Legislation 
12, Practice with a Lawyer or 
a Civil Judge 
Sixth Yearr 
lJ. Criminal ?rocedures 
14. Comparative Legislation 
15. Second Year Theoretical-Prac-
tical .Academy 
16. Six Months Practice with a 
Lawyer or Civil Judge 
l?. Six Months Practice 1n a 
Criminal Tribunal 
III. SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
First Year: 1. Theoretieal-Practical Pharmacy 
2. Economics and Pharmaceutical 
Legislation 
Second Year: j. Natura! History of Simple Drugs 
Third Years 
4. Chemical Analysis 
5. Four Years of Practice in a 
Public Pharmacy, beginning the 
last year of Preparatory 
School 
II. SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
First Yearr 
1. Descriptive Anatomy 
2. Galenic Pharmacy 
Second Year: 
). Physiology 
4. External Pathology 
5. General and Topographic 
Anatomy· 
6. External Clinic 
Third Yeara 
7. Internal Pathology 
8. Operations, Bandages 
and Instruments 
9. Internal Clinic 
Fourth Yeart 
10. General Pathology 
11. Therapeutics 
12. External Clinic 
Fifth Years 
lJ. Public Hygiene 
14. Obstetrics 
15. Legal Medicine 
16. Internal Clinic 
17. Obstetrics Clinic 
18. Applied Physics, Chemie 
try. Botany, and Zoolo 
IV. SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 
First Years 
1. Applied Chemistry 
2. Applied Botany 
J. Applied Physics and 
Meteorology 
Second Years 
4. Second· Year Agriculture 
5. App11ed Zoology 
6. .l'igrt cultural Bookkeep in 
'£hird Xears 
7. Rural Administration an 
Euonomy 
a.· Topc~raphy and Descript 
1ve _Geometry 
Fourth Yeart 
9. Practice on an hac enda 
in the Tierra Ca 1ente 
at Public EXPense 
Continued from page 174 
V. SCHOOL OF VETERINARIANS 
First Years 
i. Descriptive Anatomy 
2. Comparative Physiology 
Second. Years 1. Extarior of Domestic 4. Comparative External 
5. Comparative External 
6. Operations 
Third Y§&rl 
Animals 
Pathology 
Clinic 
?. Comparative Internal Pathology 
8. Comparative Internal Clinic 
9. Comparative Therapeutics 
Fourth Years 
10. General Pathology. preceded by 
11. 
12. 
lJ. 
Elements of General Anatomy 
Obstetr1"s 
Hygiene 
Veterinarians 
sios. Botany, 
the School of 
Pharmacy 
are to Study Phy-
and Zoology 1n 
£~edic1ne and 
VII. SCHOOL OF METAL ,i\SSAYER~ 
First Yea.rt 
l. Analytical Geometry 
2. Advanced Algebra 
1?5 
VI. SCHOOL OF MINING DGIN" 
EEBS 
F1rstYear1 
1. Analytical Geometry 
2. Advanced Algebra 
J. Infinitesimal Calculus 
4. Descriptive Geometry 
5. Topography 
6. Topographical Drawing 
Second Yea.rs 
7. Practical Astronomy 
8. Machine Drawing 
Third Yrar• 
9. App 1ed Chemistry 
10. Chemical Analysis, in-
cluding Assaying, Bot-
any and Applied Zool-
ogy 
Fourth Year1 
11. Mineralogy 
12. Geology and Paleontol-
ogy 
lJ. Artesan Wells 
14. Mine Working, Mine 
Ordinances and Metal-
urgy in the .Practical 
School J. Infinitesimal Calculus 
4. Chemical Analysis 
Second Year: 
VIII. SCHOOL OF METAL IM-
5. Chemical Analysis 
6. Mineralogy 
7. ·w·hen poss1 ble, practical and 
thP.~ret1eal courses will be 
taken together, according to the 
laws of the school 
IX. SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
First Years 
1. Analytical Geometry 
2. Descriptive Geometry 
J. Advanced Algebra 
4. Infinitesimal Calculus 
5. Machine Drawing 
Secgnd Xu~• g• Analytical and Applied Mechanics 
7. Machine Drawing 
PB.OVEBS 
First Ypara 
1. AnalTbical Geometry 
2. Advanced Algebra 
3. Infinitesimal Calculu11 
4. Descriptive Geometry 
Secong Yett• 5. Anaiytoal and Appl1ecl 
Mechan.ics 
6. Machine Drawing 
Third Yifi' 7. Checal Ana17•1• 
s. MineralOST 
9. Metalurg7 and Praot1-
eal Courses will be 
taken 1A the School of 
M1n1ng Bngineers 
Continued from page 175 
X. SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERS XI. SCHOOL OF' TOPOGRAPHICAL 
First Year: ~GINEERS---
1. .Advanced 1'lathemat1cs, includ- f1rst Years 
1ng analytical geometry, • Advanced course 1n Math· 
descriptive geometry, advanced emat1ca. including ana-
algebra, 1nfinJies1mal calculus, lyt1cal geometry, ad-
topography, hydraulics, topo- vaneed algebra, descrip· 
graphical drawing, theoretical t1ve geometry, 1nf1ni-
and practical tesimal calculus, topo-
Second Years graphy, hydraulics, 
2. Analytical and Applied Mechanics theoretical and pract1-
J. Know ledge of Construction Mater- oal topographical draw-
ials and Areas where Civil Engin- 1ng 
eers are to work Second Years 
4. Architectural Drawings ~. Analytical Mechanics 
Third Years J. Geodesy 
5. Construction Mechanics 4. Elllm.ents of Practical 
6. Carpentry Ast:t"Onomy 
7. Construction of Roads and 5. Topographical Drawing 
Highways XIII. SCHOOL OF FINE ABTS 
Fourth Yea.rt (First Part) These 
8. Bridges, Canals a.nd Port Worl'.'.s courses are to be take1~ 
9. Composition and History of their simultaneously with th~ 
Construction preparatory courses in 
XII. SCHOOL OF' GEOGRAPHICAL AND HYDRO- the special school of' 
CRAP'.H!CAt ENGINEERS •. . Fine Arts 
F1rst"Yeara First Year1 
1. Descriptive Geometry 1. Ari't:bmetjc 
2. Advanced Algebra 2. Geometrical Drawing 
J. Infinitesimal Calculus copied from the Design 
4. Topography Second Yeatt 
5. Hydraulics 3. Design fJ:·om Plaster of 
6. Theory and Practice of Topo- Faris 
graphical Drawing 4. Ornate Design 
Second Year: Third Yeart 
7. Analytical Mechanics 5. Designs from Classical 
8. Calculus applied to the Sciences Architecture with a 
of Observation .• Geodesy• Topo- detailed study of the 
graphical Drawing and Geography various parts 
Third Years F'ourth Years 
9. Theoretical-Pract1cal Astronomy "b. Design copying from 
10. Hydrography and Global Physics Byzantine, Venetian, 
11. Geographical Drawing Florentine, Lomba.rd, 
12. Practical .Astronomy will be done Gothic and Renaissance 
1n the Astronomical Observatory monuments 
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
iseeond part) These cour-
ses are to be taken ex-
clusively in the School of 
Fine Arts 
Continued from page 176 177 
SCnOOL OF FINE ARTS-continued 
--~--... ~ -
XIV• !'lJ..QFESSOR OF FINE ARTS 
F'1rst Year·i ·-First Year: 
r:--Inalytical Geometry 
2. Descriptive Geometry 
3. Advanced Algebra 
4. Infinitesimal Calculus 
5. The application of descriptive 
geometry to the study of 
shades and perspective 
6. Natural history applied to 
construction materials 
7. Design copying from Roman. 
Greek, Henaissance, and Con-
temporary Greek Monuments 
Se"ond Year: S. Appi'Ted Analytical Mechanics 
9. Descriptive Geometry applied to 
Stonecutting 
r: filth.iietic 
2. Geometrical Drawing 
Copied from the Design 
Second Year't 
J. Elements of Geometry 
4. Free-hand Drawing 
Third Yea.rt 
~Practical Construction. 
including a knowledge o 
construction materials 
and how to make mixture 
and mortars 
6. General rules of Frames 
Scaffolds. Tools and 
Machinery and Instruc:...' · 
tions for their use ' 
10. History of Fine Arts. especially 
of Architecture The courses for Professor 
11. Compositlon and Combination of of .Arts are to be taught at 
the Different l'arts of Buildings the School of Fine Arts 
f'h1rd J~~?,;rt every night for two hours 
12. Practical Art of Construction 
lJ. Art of :8u11ding Projection ar...d 
Combination of every type of 
bu1ld1n.g 
Fourth Years 
14." CompoSition of Monuments. com-
memorative, triumphal,eto. 
15. Restoration Projects 
16. Meet1.t'.J&) on Architectural 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Projects 
Legal Architecture 
How to make Estimates 
Notions of Topography a.nd the 
Application of Topographical 
Instrurnen ts 
20. Practical Construction Work 
XV. MUSIC 
F,!r~!~1 
1. Music theory 
2. Melodious singing 
J. Principles of all 
Instruments 
Second Yeart 
!j:. Melodious Singing 
5. Study of Instruments 
6. Vocalization and S1ng1n 
7. Principles of Harmony 
Third Year: 
8. Vooaiizat1on and Sing1n 
9. Study of Instruments 
10. Harmony--Theory and 
P:ractice 
Fourth Yeart 
ll. Vocalization and S1ng1n 
12. Study of Instruments 
13. Pa.ntom1ne and Declama-
tion 
14. Study of Apparel and 
Costumes 
Continued from page 177 
MUS IC-Conf;j_t'IUOO 
'"11tth Yenrt 
15~oeai1zatton and S1ng1n€ 
16. Study of Instrtunents 
11. Compos1t1on and Instrumentation 
18. History of Mus1c 
19. D1ofraphy of well-known. 
mus1c1ar.1.s 
s1xth I@ar1 20. '"'l:tudy -cf 1.netrumente 
21. Compos1t1ol\ and 1nstrumentaticn 
22. Anatomy 
23. lhysiology and. Hygiene of' the 
Voice ar.s.d Ear 
24. Philosophy and Estet1cs of 
Music 
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.XVI. 2,QliOOk_OF AH'fS AN&! 
~']§. f lrs~ Y;a.:1 
• Spanish 
2. Ftrst Year l'·renoh 
3. Ar1thmet1e 
4. Design. Crnate and 
Natunl Drawtng 
~eo99d Yts~1 5. F'rertch 
~. F...ngl1sh 
7. Altrebra 
8 * Geometx·y 
9. Tr1getiom$try 
10. 1'lodelat1on 
X~4'll't 
sh 
Physics 
Notions of Mechan.1os 
I.inea.1 Drawing 
1,S. r.ch1ne Drawing 
~tli t!m"' l~lotions of General 
Applied Chem1stry 
11. Tha Economy and In-
dustrial Inventions 
which w111 tm taught 
by the Directors ot 
the shops and their 
re$peet1ve n:~ts and. 
crafts 
APPENDIX K. PROFESSIONAL SCHOO~, November 9, 18~ 179 
I. 
First Year• 
SCHOOL OF JURISPRUDENCE 
Fourth Yeart 
1. Natural Law 
2. First Year Roman Law 
Second Yearr 
J. Second Year Roman Law 
4. First Year National Law 
Third Years 5. Second Year National 
Law 
6. Political Economy 
?. International and Maritime r.aw 
8. Constitutional and Ada.1n1stra-
t1ve Law 
Fifth Yeart 9. Civil Procedures 
10. Principles of Legislation 
~l:x:th Year: 
11. Criminal Procedures 
12. Comparative Legislation 
II. SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
First Years 
1. Descriptive Anatomy 
2. Galenio Pharmacy 
Second Yea.rt 
3. Phys1o1ogy 
4. External Pathology 
5. Internal Pathology 
Third Year: 6. External Pathology 
7. Internal Pathology 
8. General and Topographical 
.Anatomy 
9. Internal Clinic 
Fourth Years 
10. ~enera! Pathology 
11. Operations, Bandages and 
Instruments 
12. Therapeutics 
13. External Clinic 
Fifth Yfari 14. Pub 1c Hygiene 
'15. Medical Meteorology 
Sixth Year1 
16. Obstetrics 
17. Legal Medicine 
III. SCHOOL OF .AGRICULTURE 
First Years 1. -lgronomy 
2. Agricultural Geology 
3. Applied Physics 
4. Chemistry and Meteorology 
applied to Agriculture 
Second Yeara 
5. .Agricultural Art 
6. Arborieulture 
7. Notions of Gardening 
8. BOtany applied to Agriculture 
9. Zooteenies 
Third Years 
10. Theoretical-Practical Topo-
graphy 
11. Economics and Agricultural 
Administration 
12. Rural Constructions 
13. Machine Drawing 
IV. SCHOOL OF VETERINARY 6. Operations 
Third Years 
First Year: 
l. Descriptive .Anatomy 
2. Compared Physiology 
Second Year• j. Eiterlor of Domestic 
Animals 4. Comparative External 
?. Comparative Internal Path-
ology 
8. Comparative Internal Cl1n1e 
9. Therapeutics 
Fourth Yearr 
Pathology 
5. Comparative 
10. General Pathology, preceded 
External Clinic by Elements of General.Ar9.tom 
11. Obstetrics 
Continued from page 179 180 
V. SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
First Year: ~ Second Year: 
1. Theoret1cal-Praet1cal J. Naturai History of Simple 
Pharmacy Drugs 
2. Economic and Pharma- Third Year: 
ceut1cal Legislation 4. Chemical Analysis 
VI. SCHOOL OF MIN ING ENGINEEHS 
First Year: 
1:' Analytical Geometry 
2. Advanced Algebra 
J. Infinitesimal Calculus 
4. Descriptive Geometry 
5. Topography 
6. Topographical Drawing 
Second Years 
7. Analytical and Applied 
Mechanics 
8. Geodesy 
9. Machine Drawing 
Third Year1 
10. Applied Chemistry 
11. Chemical Analysis 
12. Practical Astronomy 
Fourth Yea.rt 
13. Mineralogy 
14. Geology 
15. Paleontology 
16. Mine Working, Mining Ordin-
ances, and Metalurgy in the 
practical school 
VII. SCHOOL OP TOPOGBAPHICAL ENGINEERS 
fj.rst Ye.a;i:.-r 
1. Advanced Mathematics 
2. Descriptive Geometry 
J. Topography 
4. Topographical Drawing 
Second Year• 
5. Analytical Mechanics 
6. Geodesy 
7. Elementary Practical Astronomy 
8. Topographical Drawing 
VIII. SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHIC.AL AND 
HYDB.OGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS 
First Yea.rs 
1. Advanced Mathematics 
2. Descriptive Geometry 
3. Topography 
4. Topogrti.ph1cal Drawing 
s~cond Year• 
5. Analytical IVieehanics 
6. Geode;sy 
?. Topographical and Geographical 
Drawing 
Th1 rd Year• 
8. Ti'ieoret1cal-Pl:aot1cal Astronom 
9. Hydrography and Global Physics 
10. Geographical Drawing 
IX. SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERS 
F1rst Year: I. ldvaneed Algebra 
2. Inf1n1tes1mal Calculus 
). Analytical Geometry 
4. Descriptive Geometry 
5. Second Course of Monument 
copying in the School of 
Fine .Arts 
Second Years 6. .Analytical and Applied 
Mechanics 
7. Topograpny, !opographioal 
Drawing 
8. The History of Fine Arts 
9. First Year Composition in the 
School of Fine Arts 
Thi. rd Year a 
10. Study of Construction Material 
and of the areas where Architect 
al Engineers will work (in the 
School of Engineering) 
Continued from page 180 
11. Second Year of Composition 13. 
1n the School of Fine .Arts 14. 
Fourth Year: 15. 
12. Construction Mechanics and 
building carpentry in the 
School of Engineering 
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Third Year of Composition 
Legal Architecture 
Formation of Estimates 
X. SCHOOL OF METAL .ASSAYERS 
3. Practicii Assaying and First Years 
Y-:-.Advanced 
Second Year: 
2. Chemistry 
Mathematics Elements of Mineralogy to 
be studied simultaneously 
an.d Chemical Analysis 
XI. SCHOOb 
First Yea:r;-,: 
9F MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
Second Years 
1. Advanced Mathematics 
2. Descriptive Geometry 
). Machine Drawing 
4. Anaiyt1oal and Applied 
l'1echan1cs 
5. Machine Drawing 
XII. SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
First Yea.rt Third Yea.rt I. Advanced Mathematics 
2. Descriptive Geometry 
J. Topography 
~. Construction Mechanics 
· 9. Building Carpentry and Road 
Construction 
4. Topographical Drawing 
Sec2nd Y~~r.t 
10. study of Construction Mater-
5. Analytical and Applied 
Mechanics 
ials and of areas 1n which 
Civil Engineers will work 
Fourth Yeart 
ll. Bridges, Canals and Port 6. Stereometry 
?. Architectural Drawing Works 
XIII. SCHOOL OF FINE ARTSt SCULPTORS, 
PAINTERS AND E.'NGRAVEBS 
F1r§t Year: 6. Pamters, sculptors and en-
1. Arithmetic 
2. Geometrical Drawings copied 
from the first sketch 
sgcond_~i 
J. Geometrr 
4. Free-hand D:rawi!'lg of clear 7. 
dark co11tour. outline copied 
from the f 1rst sketch 
Third Year• 
5. Practical construction, in-
cluding the knowledge of 
construction materials, the 
formation of mixtures and 
mortars, general rules of 
Stereometry, Frames, Scaffolds. 
Apparatus, and Construction 
Machines and Instruments 
gravers will study in their 
own special school the gen-
eral and specialized history 
of Fine Arts, at the time an 
way specified 
Form anatomy will be studied 
simultaneously w1th the 
history of art 
Conti.i.1.ued from. page 181 182 
XIV. SCHOOL OF .ARTS AND CRAFTS 
First 'Year 1 
r.·--spanish 
-·- 14. ·Inventions and Industrial 
Economy 
2. .Arithmetic 
). .Algebra 
4. f'irst sketch and ornate 
Drawing 
5. Industrial Inven t1ons and. 
Practical Arts and Crafts 
Second Yea.rt 
?. "l ~eo~·~0 
"· • -"1 t'..o l .L."" 
7.· Elementary Geometry 
8. Rectilinear Trigonometry 
9. Natural Drawing and 
Modulation 
Physics 
15. Practical Arts and Crafts in 
Shops 
Fourth Years 
lb. Generai Chemistry 
17. Machine Drewing 
18. Inventious and Industrial 
Economy and Practical Arts 
and Crafts 
Fifth Yea.rt 
19. 1'iineral and Organic Chemistry 
Applied to Industry 
20. Industrial National Law 
21. Invention and Industrial 
Economy 
22. Practical ltrts and Crafts 1n 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Motions of Hechanics 
Lln.eal Drawing 
Notions of Descriptive 
me try 
Geo- Shops 
The following shops and practical crafts will be established• 
Cero.m1~ arts (pottery, porceline. glass, enamels, gu1ld1ng, 
etc.); Carpentry applied to the construction of musical in-
stru..in.ents, and cabinet work; all branches of locksmithing; 
use of the lathe with solid bone: metal, ebony and horn 
botton-ma1{1ng; metal foundations for adornments, especially 
statues and everyclass of image; every kind of tannery, dying 
of hides, textiles and feathers; elastic materials. 
XV. SCHOOL OF DEAF NU'I'ES 
It depends on what one studies 
18.3 
.f\PfJ:!.~,DIX L. 'rl!E NUI<!BEH O:F' COLECIOS IN F.ACH ST.A'rE 
AND THE SCIENCES TAUGHT IN EACH 
ST.ATE COLEGIOS -s·crEff'CES TAUGHT 
l{,;ua:Bca1ientes 1 Freparatory, Jurispru.denee, Engineering 
Crunpeche 2 Preparatory, Jurisprudence, Medicine, Pharmacy, 
Land Surveying, Navigation 
Coahu11a 
Co11ma 
Chia.pas 
Chihuahua 
Durango 
Guanajuato 
Guerrero 
Hidalgo 
Jalisco 
# Mex1eo 
# M1choacan 
.Morelos 
# Nuevo I.eon 
Oaxaca 
Puebla 
# Queretero 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
Preparatory, Jurisprudence 
Prepa:catory 
l'reparatory, Ju.r1spruclence, Medicine• Land 
Surveying ' 
Preparatory. Jurisprudence, Medicine, Land 
Surveying 
Preparatory, Jurisprudence. Medicine, Land 
Surveying, and Metal Assaying 
P1·eparatory, Jurisprudence• .Medicine• Pharmacy, 
and Engineering 
Preparatory 
Preparatory 
Preparatory, 
Eng1neer1ng, 
Preparatory, 
Preparatory, 
Preparatory 
Jurisprudence, Medicine, Pharmacy. 
and .Agricmlture 
Jurisprudence, Engineering 
Jur\sprudence, Medicine, Pharmacy 
Preparatory, Jurisprudence, I1ed1c1ne, Pharmacy, 
and Land Surveying 
I>reparatory, Jur1sprud.ence, Medicine, Pharmacy, 
and Engineering 
Preparatory, Jurisprudence. Med1e1ne, Pharmacy 
Preparatory, Jurtsprudenoe (for Lawyers and 
Notaries), Pharmacy 
San Luis Potos! 1 Preparatory, Jurisprudence, Engineering, and 
Sinaloa. 
Sonora 
Tabasco 
T£ina.u11pas 
Tlaxcala 
Veracruz 
# Yucatan 
Zacateeas 
Commerce 
3 Preparatory, Nav1gat1on. 
1 Preparatory 
0 
1 
0 
4 
l 
Preparatory 
Preparatory, 
Preparatory, 
Conservatory 
Preptn·a tory, 
Engineering 
Jurisprudence, 
Jurisprudence. 
of Music 
Jurisprudence, 
and_ Commerce 
Medicine. and 
Medicine, and 
Distrito Federal 12 Preparatory. Jurisprudence (for Lawyers, 
notaries and business agents), medicine, 
obstetrics, pharmacy, engineering (surveying, 
civil, meeha.n1cal, architectural, mining, 
geographical, and hydrographical), Assayers 
and Hetal Improvers, Trade 'I'eaohers. Agr1cultu 
Veterinary, Arts and Crafts, Commerce, Fine 
Arts, Military Art, Conservatory of Music, 
Instruction of the tind and ·D af-M 5 8 
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APPENDIX M. ~ THE H~CAN REPUBLIC 
NUMBER OF SEMIN~t\RIES 
Aguaacalient~s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Colima •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • ·• ••••••••••• 
Coahuila •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ch1apas ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chihuahua••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Durango••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Guanajua.to •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Guerrero•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hidalgo •••••••••••••••.••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Jal1scoi•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Michoaca.n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , . 
Nuevo Leon•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oaxaca .••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• • •••••••••••••••• 
Puebla•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , Queretero•••••s••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
San Luis Potos1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
S1naloa. •••. • •••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 
Verac~uz•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Zaoateeas ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Distrito Federal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••• 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
2 
2 
l 
2 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
24 
*D!a.z Covarrubias. ~ Instru.eeion Pttbl1oa. P• clxxv111. 
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APPENDIX N • THE NUMBER OF COLEGIOS IN WHICH 
_..........,n• 1111 ... 
9NE CAN STUp! fOR THE PROFESSIONS 
PROFESSIONS NU~~R,Ol COLEGIOS 
Jur1sprud.ence {19 state and 14 seminaries) •••• • ••••• 33 
Med1c1ne •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Engineering (ehiefly surveying) ••••••••• , •••••••••••• 10 
Pharmacy ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 9 
Colltlllerce............................................. 3 
Arts and Crafts•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J 
Ag:r1eul ture •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Is:v-·1gat1on ••••••••••••••••••••• ,..................... 2 
. 
Music Conservator13s................................. 2 
Fine Arts•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Military Art••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Ecoles1astical Careers (Seminar1es)•••••••••••••••••• 24 
*D!az Covarrubias, ~ Instrucoi&i P'6blte!h pp. ccxil•coxl 
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